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STANFORD GROUP COMPANY
5056 Westheimer, Suite 605
Tel. No. (713) 964-8300
Houston, Texas 77056
!

File No. Q-48611 CRO N6. 39285
Examination No. 06-0-97-037
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rule 17a-4Failure to maintain books and records.
Rule 10b-5

'Possible misrepresentation and
misapplication of customer funds.

COMMENTS
Stanford Group Company ("Stanford Group"), a member of the
NASO Regulation, Inc., has beeniegistered with the Commission
since September 1995.
The firm is also a registered' investment
advisor (File no. 801-50374). ,Stanford Group is owned by Allen
Stanfo.j:"d ("Stanford") who also owns several affiliated companies.
Two such companies include Stanford International Bank ("SIB"),
an offshore bank located ~n St. John's, Antigua,·West Indies, and
Stanford Financial Group ("SFG") headquartered in Housto~, Texas,.
Stanford is not involved in the day t
ns of the firm
and is not registered as a principal. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
is the firm's
president and one of six registered principals of the firm.
Stanford Group operates pursuant to the(k) (2) (ii) exemption
to Rule 15c3-3 and is 'required to maintain net capital of
$250,000.
As of July 31, 1997, the firm had net capital, of
$9,011,027 with excess net capital of $8,761,027.
Aggregate
indebtedness totaled $~32,485. .
Stanford Group conducts a general securities business through
a
fully
disclosed
clearing
arrangeme~t
with
Bear
Stearns
Securities Corp.
The firm also offers two money management
programs to its clients. l
The firm has generated $6,101,346 in
revenues from January 1, 1997 through July 31, 1997.
The three
primary sources of revenue include referral fees from SIB (68%),
advisory fees (8%) and gains on investments (4%).
The firm has
five branch offices and 66 employees, of which 25 are registered
representatives. The firm has approximately '2,000 (1,200 foreign)
customer accounts and writes approximately 250 tickets each month.

lThe Master Fund Program ("MFP") offers discretionary managed
accounts for those clients invested in mutual funds the Master
Manager Program ("MMP") offers discretionary managed accounts by
outside third-party managers.

~.

EXAMINATION
The FWDO .conducted a surveillance examination of Stanford
Group in Augl.lst 1997.
Four and one half staff days were spent in
the field.
.Three staff days were spent· on the review of sales
practices.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

·We conducted· an entrant interview with
chief executive officer .. and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
, operations manager.
We
furnished them with the FOIA and Privacy Act Notices.
The signed
receipt of acknowledgement is included in the work papers.
FINDINGS
Possible Misrepresentations -

~ule

10b-5

As noted earlier, Stanford Group is affiliated th~ough common
ownership with SIB, an offshore investment bank.
Stanford Group
has a written agreement with SIB wherein Stanford Group refers its
·.foreign customers to SIB.
SIB pays a recurring annual 3.75%
referral fee to Stanford Group on all deposits referred to SIB ~2
SIB offers several types of products including the FlexCD ACCount
which makes. up 96% of· all cash deposits at SIB.
The FlexCO·.
Account requires a minimum balance of $10,000, has maturities ·and
annual interest rates ranging from 1 month at· 7.25% to 36 months
at 10%, and withdrawals of up to 25% of the principal amount are
allowed without penalties with a five day advance notice.·
As of
July 31,·· 1997, Stanford Group was due referral fees of $958,424
which is based on customer deposits at SIB of $306,695,545 (75% of
all deposits at SIB):
SIB promotes its products as being safe· and secure.
A
brochure regarding the products offered through SIB, including the
Fle~CD Account,
states that "[F]unds from these accounts are
invested in investment-grade bonds, securities and Eurodollar and
foreign currency deposits."
The brochure indicates a high level
of safety for customer deposits.
For example: "banking services
which ensure safety of assets, privacy,
liquidity and high
yields",
" ... protects
its
clients'
money
with
traditional
safeguards", "placing deposits only with banks· which have met
Stanford's
rigorous credit criteria",
"depository insolvency
bond", "bankers' blanket bond", and "portfolio managers follow a
conservative approach".
Based on the amount of interest rate and
referral fees paid, SIB's statements indicating these products to
be safe appear to be· misrepresentations.
SIB pays out in interest and referral fees between 11% and
13.75% annually.
To consistently pay these returns, SIB must be
20 ur ing 1996, the referral fee was 5%.
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. investing in products with higher risks than are indicated in its
brochures and other written advertisements.

i
I·

I
I
I

Because SIB is a foreign
access to SIB's records.

entity,

we

were

unable

to

gain

Item of Interest .:.. Addition to Capital
During 199.6, Stanford made a cash contribution of $19,000,000
to Stanford Group.. We are concerned that the cash contribution
may have come from funds invested by customers at SIB.
We noted
that SIB had loaned Stanford $13,582,579.
In addition, we noted
that SFG had borrowed $5,447,204 from SIB for a total receivable
at SIB of $19,029,783· directly and indirectly from Stanford.
We
contacted the general counsel for the Stanford companies regarding
our concerns. . The general counsel stated that· the cash
contribution came from personal funds and not from the above
loan·s; however, it seems at least questionable whether Stanford
has access to $19,000,000 in personal funds.
Maintenance of Books and Records - Rule 17a-4
Stanford Group failed to maintain books and records as
they relate to the offer ~nd sale of SiB products.
Lena Stinson
("Stinson"), senior vice. president and adrninistrati ve officer,
stated that the firm only refers clients to SIB and receives· a
referral fee.
Stinson stated that the client is the customer of
SIB and not Stanford Group.
From our discussions with Stinson,
the·RR informs the client of the SIB products (usually the FlexCD)
and prepares an application which is sent to SIB for their
approval.
Once approved, the client sends the funds directly to
SIB who then confirms the deposit.
Stinson stated that once the
application is sent, the RR is no longer involved (other than
receiving a referral fee) and all paperwork is maintained by SIB.
It appears that the RR is recommending a· particular product of
SIB's and therefore· should have a
basis
for making that
recommendation (i.e.,. a new account form containirig, among other
things, financial information and investment objectives).
addition, since the RR i·s recommending the purchase of a product,
an order ticket, confirmation, and· purchase and sales blotter
should be maintained.

In

OTHER ITEMS REVIEWED
Customer Account Review
We reviewed the activity in 35 customer accounts for
suitability, churning, and profit .and loss.
Our review noted no
discrepancies.
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i

.,

Chinese Wall Procedures
We examined the adequacy of the firm's Chinese Wall and
overall supervisory procedures to prevent and detect insider
trading by accounts of the firm, employees and customers.
The
firm's procedures appear.to be reasonably designed to prevent such
misuse given the nature of the firm's business.
Currency and Foreign Transactions
Prior to our examination, we accessed the IRS CTR
database and found no reports on file for the firm.
Our on-site·
review ·of the firm's bank statements, bank reconciliations,
deposit slips and checks received and delivered blotter from
February
1997
through
July
1997
disclosed
no
currency
transactions.
We found no foreign accounts involving the
receipt/delivery of
securities or currency from/to foreign
locations.
RECOMMENDATION
We will send a deficiency letter to the firm citing their
faiiure to maintain adequate books and records.
We will provide a copy of our report to the FWDO Division of
Enforcement for their review and disposition.

i

i

I
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2~2.2.5

Referrals from Self-Regulatory Organizations

The Basics of Receiving Referrals from Self-Regulatory Organizations:
The Division's Office of Market Surveillance ("OMS") is the primary point of
contact for trading-related referrals by domestic self-regulatory organizations ("SROs").
Each equity and option exchange is responsible for monitoring its own markets and
enforcing exchange rules and regulations and the federal securities laws. If the SRO
discovers potentially violative conduct and believes that it has jurisdiction, it will conduct
its own investigation. If the SRO determines that it does not have jurisdiction, it will
refer the potential violations to the SEC via the SRO Market Surveillance Referral
System. OrviS reviews all SRO referrals and in consultation with senior staff in
Enforcement opens MUIs and distributes the cases to the appropriate staff in the regional
and home offices.
Considerations:
•

Assigned staff should discuss information received from SROs with OMS.

•

Consider ongoing consultation with SROs, as appropriate.

Further Information:
If the referring SRO continues with a parallel investigation, please refer to the
policy on parallel investigations in Section 3.1.4 ofthe Manual.
2.3 Matters Under Inquiry ("MUIs") and Investigations
2.3.1

Opening a MUI

Introduction:
The purpose of the procedures and policies for the review and approval of new
Mills is to help·ensure efficient allocation of resources.
Opening a Mill requires that the staff assigned to a MUI (at the Assistant Director
level and below) first conduct preliminary analyses to determine: 1) whether the facts
underlying the MUI show that there is potential to address conduct that violates the
federal securities laws; and 2) whether the assignment of a Mill to a particular office will
be the best use of resources for the Division as a whole. If the preliminary analyses
indicate that a MUI should be opened, then the staff should follow the procedures below
for opening a MUI within the internal system and seeking approval of the assigned
Associate Director or Regional Director. Prior to any other considerations, the staff
should consult the Name Relationship Search Index ("NRSI") and the Hub for related
investigations. If a related investigation is found, the staff assigned to that investigation
should be consulted.
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Prior to opening a MUI, the assigned staff (Assistant Director and below) should
determine whether the known facts show that an Enforcement investigation would have
the potential to address conduct that violates the federal securities laws.. The Division
receives information from a variety of sources that may warrant the opening of a new
MUI, including newspaper articles, complaints froin the public, whistleblowers, and
referrals from other agencies or SROs. Assigned staff are encouraged to use their
discretion and judgment in making the preliminary determination of whether it is
appropriate to open a Mill. The considerations described below are suggestions only and
should not discourage the opening of a MUI based on partial information. Mills are
preliminary in nature and typically involve incomplete information. The threshold
determination for opening a new MUI is low because the purpose of a Mill is to gather
additional facts to help evaluate whether an investigation would be an appropriate use of
resources.
To determine whether to open a MUI, the staff attorney, in conjunction with the
Assistant Director, should consider whether a sufficiently credible source or set of facts
suggests that a Mill could lead to an enforcement action that would address a violation of
the federal securities laws. Basic considerations used when making this determination
may include, but are not limited to:
.
• The statutes or rules potentially violated
• The egregiousness of the potential violation
• The potential magnitude ofthe violation
• .The potential losses involved or harm to an investor or investors
• Whether the potentially harmed group is particularly vulnerable or at risk
• Whether the conduct is ongoing
• Whether the conduct can be investigated efficiently and within the statute of
limitations period
• Whether other authorities, including federal or state agencies or regulators, might
be better suited to investigate the conduct
After determining that a MUI has the potential to address conduct that violates the
federal securities laws, the assigned staff should evaluate whether from a resources
standpoint, it is reasonable for their office to handle the investigation. Basic
considerations used when making this determination may include, but are not limited to:
• The location of the wrongful conduct
• The location of the potential wrongdoers
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• The location of the issuer's, entity's, or SRO's headquarter
• The location of most witnesses or victims
• The resources and expertise of the office
If an office believes it has compelling reasons to handle a Mill or investigation for
which another office may have a substantial nexus, it should consult with the other office
to determine which office should pursue the Mill or investigation. Exceptions to the
general guidance include:
• Relation to a previous investigation: If a MUI is closely related to a previous
investigation, a determination should be made whether the office that handled the
previous investigation should handle the new Mill, regardless of whether that
office has a nexus to the new Mill.
• Insufficient resources to investigate: The home office may open a Mill when a
regional office has a nexus if that regional office determines that it cannot devote
sufficient resources to pursuing the MUI or if the regional office has other concerns
that prevent it from pursuing the matter.

If it later becomes clear that the MUI or investigation is centered in a specific
region, consideration should be given to referring the investigation to that regional office,
depending on available staff in the regional office and the stage of the investigation. In
some situations, such as where witnesses are dispersed or where an office has special
expertise, it may make sense for staff from more than one office to work together on a
matter.
Procedures for Opening a Mill:
If the preliminary analyses above suggest the potential to address conduct that
violates the federal securities laws:
1) The assigned staff should consult with the assigned Associate Director/Regional
Director concernIng the analyses.
2) The staff attorney should fill out the electronic Mill form located in the Division's
internal systems, including a short narrative in the comments field indicating the
nature of the case and the geographic or other nexus to the investigating office.
3) The form will be submitted electronically to the assigned Associate
Director/Regional Director for approval.
4) The Associate Director/Regional Director should review the form promptly
(within two business days), and, ifhe or she is satisfied that the MUI has the
potential to address violative conduct, he or she may approve the MUI through the
electronic form.
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5) If the Mill requires expedited approval, and the assigned Associate
Director/Regional Director is not available to approve the electronic Mill form,
then the staff may use the MUI form to request approval from any available
Associate Director/Regional Director.
6) The Associate Directors, Regional Directors, and other senior officers will receive
a weekly report of all Mills opened during the prior week..
Considerations: .
The internal system will convert a MUI to an investigation when the MUI has
been open for sixty days. A reminder of the upcoming conversion is automatically
generated and sent bye-mail to the primary staff member listed on the MUI form ten
days prior to conversion and five days prior to conversion. Upon receiving the first
reminder, and prior to the sixtieth day ofthe Mill, the staff should determine whether
conversion to an investigation is appropriate. Staff should follow the policies and
procedures for closing a Mill, or converting a Mill in Section 2.3.2 of this Manual.
Further Information:
For more information on filling out Mill forms, please check for instructions on
the internal tracking systems or contact a Case Management Specialist.

2.3.2

Opening an Investigation, Converting a MUI, or Closing a .
MUI

Introduction:
Investigations are opened in two ways: ·1) the investigation is opened when a
MUI is converted to an investigation (which occurs automatically sixty days after the
MUI is opened), or, 2) an investigation is opened independently, either prior to the
sixtieth day automatic conversion of a MUI or without any history ofa MUI in the case.
In both cases, the opening of an investigation requires that the assigned staff (at the
Assistant Director level ano. below) conduct an evaluation of the facts to determine the
investigation's potential to address conduct that violates the federal securities laws. The
analysis for whether to convert a MUI to an investigation, or open an investigation,
differs from the analysis for whether to open a MDI. While a MUI can be opened on the
basis of very limited information, an investigation generally should be opened after the
assigned staff has done some additional information-gathering and analysis~ It may also
be appropriate at this time to revisit whether the office has a nexus to the MDI.
Analysis: Will the Investigation Have the Potential to Substantively and Effectively
Address Violative Conduct?
The assigned staff, in consultation with the assigned Associate Director, should
evaluate the information gathered to determine whether it is an appropriate use of
resources to open an investigation (either through conversion of the Mill or independent
of a MUI). While the threshold analysis for opening a MUI is relatively low, determining
whether the MUI should be converted to an investigation or whether to open an
22

investigation is typically a more detailed evaluation that is based on additional
infonnation.
The evaluation for whether to convert a MUI to an investigation (or open an
investigation) tumson whether, and to what extent, the investigation has the potential to
address violative conduct. Threshold issues to consider when evaluating the facts
include:
1) Do the facts suggest a possible violation of the federal securities laws involving
fraud or other serious misconduct? .
2) If yes, is an investment of resources by the staff merited by:
a) the magnitude or nature of the violation,
b) the size of the victim group,
c) the amount of potential or actual losses to investors,
d) for potential insider trading, the amount of profits or losses avoided, or
e) for potential financial reporting violations, materiality?
3) If yes, is the conduct:
a) ongoing, or
b) within the statute oflimitations period?
In addition to the threshold issues above, one way to detennine whether the conduct is
serious is to consider the following supplemental factors:
• Is there a need for immediate action to protect investors?
• Does the conduct undermine the fairness or liquidity of the U.S. securities
markets?
• Does the case involve a recidivist?
• Has the SEC or Division designated the subject matter to be a priority?
• Does the case fulfill a programmatic goal of the SEC and the Division?
• Does the case involve a possibly widespread industry practice that should be
addressed?
• Does the matter give the SEC an opportunity to be visible in a community that
might not otherwise be familiar with the SEC or the protections afforded by the
securities laws?
• Does the case present a good opportunity to cooperate with other civil and criminal
agencies?
Considerations:
Assigned staff is encouraged to revisit whether the office still has a sufficient
nexus under the new facts learned during the period of the MUL If the facts have
23

changed, assigned staff should consider whether. it is appropriate to contact another office
. that may be better suited to handle the investigation.
.
Procedures for Converting a MUI to an Investigation:
Sixty days after a MUI is opened, the MUI will be converted to an investigation
unless the MUI is closed prior to the sixty day mark. The person listed as the primary
staff on the MUI fonn will receive an automatic e-mail reminder ten days prior to the
conversion of the Mill, and will receive a second e-mail reminder five days prior to the
conversion of the MUI. Upon receiving the ten-day reminder e-mail:
1) The assigned staff, in consultation with the assigned Associate Director, should
evaluate the facts gathered during the MUI, using the factors listed above, to
determine whether, and to what extent, the investigation will have the potential to
address violative conduct.
2) If the assigned staff, in consultation with the assigned Associate Director,
determine that it is appropriate to proceed with the investigation, then the
conversion to an investigation will occur without further action by the staff
attorney or Assistant Director.
3) At the time of the conversion, the assigned staff should draft and submit an
Opening Narrative Form to their Case Management Specialist including a brief
statement regarding the investigation's potential to address violative conduct.
The information included in this fonn will be included in the CATS file and
available for review by senior officers on a weekly basis.
4) If the assigned staff, in consultation with the assigned Associate Director,
determine that the investigation does not have the potential to address violative
conduct, or there is another reason that the investigation would be an
inappropriate use of resources, then the assigned staff, in consultation with the
assigned Associate Director, should close the MUI before it converts to an
investigation. To close the MUI, the assigned staff should contact their Case
Management Specialist, request to close the MUI, and provide an explanation for
closing the MUI. Please refer to the internal system instructions for the closing
MUI codes. If the MUI is not closed before its conversion to an investigation,
then the investigation closing procedures must be followed (see Section 2.6 ofthe
Manual).
Procedures for Opening an Investigation, Independent of a MUI:
In certain circumstances, it is appropriate to open an investigation without having
opened a MUI (for example, in a case in which emergency action is necessary), or
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convert a MUI to an investigation prior to the occurrence of the automatic conversion on
the sixtieth day of the MUL To open an investigation under these circumstances:
1) The assigned staff should consult with the assigned Associate Director concerning
the analyses described above.
2) The staff attorney should fill out the investigation opening form in the internal
system and forward it, along with the Opening Narrative Form, to their Associate
Director for approval.

3) The Associate Director should review the forms promptly (within two business
days), and, if the Associate Director is satisfied that it is appropriate to proceed,
the Associate Director may approve the opening of the investigation.
4) The staff attorney should forward the approved form to their Case Management
Specialist for processing.
5) If the investigation requires expedited approval due to ongoing conduct or
imminent investor harm, and the assigned Associate Director is not available to
approve the investigation opening form, then the staff may request approval from
any available Associate Director.

6) The Associate Directors, Regional Directors, and other senior officers will receive
a weekly report of all investigations opened during the prior week.

2.3.3

Formal Orders of Investigation

Under Rule 5(a) of the SEC's Informal and Other Procedures, the Commission
"may, in its discretion, make such formal investigations and authorize the use of process
as it deems necessary to determine whether any person has violated, is violating, or is
. about to violate any provision of the federal securities laws or the rules of a self
regulatory organization of which the person is a member or participant." 17 C.F.R.
Section 202.5 (a). Once the Commission issues a Formal Order ofIilvestigation
("Formal Order"), members of the staff designated by the Formal Order to act as officers
of the Commission for the purposes of the investigation may administer oaths and compel
testimony and the production of evidence, among other things. Investigations are
nonpublic unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. ld.

2.3.4

Formal Order Process

Introduction:
The staff cannot issue investigative subpoenas to compel testimony or .the
production of documents unless the Commission issues a formal order of private
investigation. The Commission may issue a formal order of investigation, in its
discretion, ifit deems that a violation of the federal securities laws may have occurred or
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may be occurring and a formal investigation is appropriate and necessary. The formal
, order serves two important functions. First, it generally describes the nature of the
investigation that the Commission has authorized, and second, it designates specific staff
members to act as officers for the purposes ofthe investigation and empowers them to
administer oaths and affirmations, subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, take
evidence, and require the production of documents and other materials. Formal
investigative proceedings are nonpublic unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
Basics of the Formal Order Process:
The Commission has delegated authority to issue formal orders of investigation to
the Director of the Division of Enforcement from August 11, 2009 to August 11, 2010.
17 C.F.R. Section 200.30-4(a)(13). This authority was sub-delegated to senior officers
effective August 12,2009. To seek a formal order of investigation, staff should draft a
memo for review by the senior officer, as well as a proposed order. If authorized by the
senior officer, the formal order will be issued by the Office of the Secretary. A MUI
should be converted to an investigation before or upon issuance of a formal order.

2.3.4.1 Supplementing a Formal Order .
Once a formal order of investigation has been issued by the Commission, the
Division has authority, delegated to it from the Commission, to name staffmembers as
officers empowered to issue subpoenas and administer oaths, among other things. 17
C.F.R. Section 200.30-4(a)(I) and (4). During the course ofa formal investigation, the
DIvision may request that the Secretary of the Commission issue a supplemental order to
add or remove staff members from the list of officers named in the original formal order.
A supervisor at the Assistant Director level or above may authorize the Division's request
for a supplemental order.

2.3.4.2 Requests for a Copy of the Formal Order
Basics:
Rule 7(a) of the SEC's Rules Relating to Investigations provides that a person
who is compelled or requested to furnish documentary evidence or testimony at a formal
investigative proceeding shall, upon request, be shown the Commission's formal order of
investigation. However, a copy of the formal order shall not be furnished to that person
for their retention without the express approval of a Division official at the level of an
Assistant Director or District Administrator, or higher. 17 C.F.R. Section 203.7(a).
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Procedures for Responding to a Reguestfor a Copy of the Formal Order:
When a member of the staff receives a request for a copy of the formal order, staff
should keep in mind the following procedures when determining whether the request
should be granted:
• The request must be made by a person or counsel for a person whohas been asked
to furnish documents or testimony in the formal investigation for which the person
is requesting a copy of the formal order.
• The request for a copy of the formal order must be in writing. A copy of the formal
order may not be provided on the basis of an oral request. Therefore, staff should·
advise the person to submit their request in writing to the Assistant Director
assigned to the· investigation.
• The written request for the formal order must· include representations to show that
approval of the request is "consistent both with the protection of privacy of persons
involved in the investigation and with the unimpeded conduct of the investigation."
17 C.F.R. Section 203.7(a). Staff may furnish the following sample representations
to be included in the written request:
The undersigned represents [client's name] in the above captioned matter.
Pursuant to 17 C.PR. §203. 7 [I/we] hereby request on behalfof[my/our]
client[s] to befurnishedwith a copy ofthe Commission's Formal Order of
Investigation in the above matter. [I/We] warrant that the Formal Order and
information contained therein will remain confidential and will not be
disseminated to any person or party except [my/our] client[s] for use in
connection with [my/our] representation of[him/herlit/them] in this matter.
• Only an Assistant Director or higher level Division official may approve a written
request for a copy ora formal order. There may be circumstances that warrant
denial of the request, such as when there is evidence that the requester intends to
use the formal order for purposes outside the representation in the matter, or does
not intend to keep the formal order confidential.
• Keep in mind that even if a request for a copy of the formal order is denied, a
requesting person who is compelled or requested to furnish documentary evidence
or testimony at a formal investigative proceeding is still entitled to review the
formal order without retaining a copy. 17 C.F.R. Section 203.7.

2.4

The Wells Process

The Wells Notice:
Rule 5(c) of the SEC's Rules on Informal and Other Procedures states that
"[u]pon request, the staff, in its discretion, may advise such persons [involved in
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u.s. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
MUIS - MATIER UNDER INQUIRY

o
1. MUI FILE NO.

2. NAME OF MAITER

3. STATE OF RESIl>ENCE
OF PRINCIPAL SUBJECT

STANFORD GROUP COMPANY

TEXAS
5. ORG: CODE .

4. STATUS/DISPOSITION (CIRCLE ONE)

G

CN
CI

CR

CJ

PENDING
CLOSED -

REVISION

INAPPROPRIATE· FOR
CL
ENFORCEMENT ACTION
CLOSED -INVESTIGATION WAS OPENED CS
(ENTER CASE NUMBER IN
RELATED SEC 'NO.).
co
CLOSED -INQUIRY TERMINATED DUE
TO RESOURCE LIMITATIONS

TRANSFERRED TO OTHER
FEDERAL AGENCY

06033

TRANSFERRED TO STATE/LOCAL 6. DATE OPENED
TRANSFERRED TO SRO
TRANSFERRED TO OTHER
COMMISSION OFFICE

5-/8-96

7. PRIMARY TRADING MARKETS (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TWO)
AME
BOS
CIN
CBO
IMT
MID
NYS

AMERICAN
BOSTON
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO BD. OPTIONS
INTER-MOUNTAIN
MIDWEST
NEW YORK

PAC PACIFI.C COAST
PHL PHILADELPHIA
~ SPOKANE
~ FOREIGN
OTC OVER-THE-COUNTER
NAS NASDAQ
NAP NOT APPLICABLE

8. NATURE OF SECURITY (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN FIVE)
PREFERRED STOCK
CP
COMMERCIAL PAPER
PS
CO
COMMODITY
PM PROMISSORY NOTE (NON-CORPORATE)
REVENUE BOND (OTHER THAN IDR)
CS
COMMON STOCK
RB
SECURITY FUTURES AND/OR FORWARDS
CD
CORPORATE DEBT
SF
UNDIVIDED INTERESTS
fS
FOREIGN SECURITIES
UI
GO GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND
. US
U.S. GOVERNMENT ISSUE
ID
IDR BOND
UG . U.S. GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED ISSUE
LD
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
.WT WARRANTS
IC
INVESTMENT COMPANY
NA
NOT APPLICABLE
OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENT SECTION)
IT
INVESTMENT CONTACT
MB MUNICIPAL BONDS
OP
OPTIONS

®

9. OTHER AREAS OF POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TWO)
A
ATLANTA
HO HOME .OFFJ"CE
/
.B
BOSTON
LA
LOS ANGELES
C
CHICAGO
N
NATIONWIDE
D
DENVER
NY
NEW YORK
@ FOREIGN
S
SEAITLE
FORT WORTH
W
WASHINGTON

(§)

10. STAFF ASSIGNED
NAME

11. RELATED SEC NO.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

PHONE NO.

1)
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

2)
SEC 1569 (5/89)

12. CLASSIFICATION OF THE MATIER (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TEN)
GP
GOING PRIVATE
AC ACCOUNTANTS
@
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
ACCOUNTING
PROBLEM
AP
@
INVESTMENT COMPANY
ATIORNEY(S)
AT
MF MANAGEMENT FRAUD
BANK/BANK HOLDING CO.
BH
MA MANIPULATION
BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP
BO
MI
MINING
BOOKS & RECORDS (ISSUER)
BI
.
NET CAPITOL
NC
BOOKS
&
RECORDS
(BD/IC/IA)
BB
NP
NONPUBLIC/INSIDE INFORMATION
BREACH FIDUCIARY R~LATIONSHIP
BF
OG OIL/GAS
BROKER-DEALER
OP
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
CHURNING
CH
PS
PENNY STOC~
DELINQUENT FILING
DL
PK
PERKS
EXCESSIVE
MARKUP/MARKDOWN
EM
POSSIBLE ORGANIZED CRIME
EXTENSION OF CREDIT
EC
PR
PROXY
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE
PUBLIC
UTILITY
PU.
FAILURE TO FILE (ISSUER FILING)·'
FI
RE
REAL
ESTATE
FAILURE TO FILE (OTHER THAN ISSUER)
FO
SUITABILITY
FAILURE TO REGISTER (BD, lA, Ie, ETC.)
FR
TS
TAX
SHELTER
·FAILURE TO SUPERVISE
FS
TENDER
OFFER
TO
FALSE FILING
FF
UT
UNAUTHORIZED TRANSACTION
FINANCIAL PROBLEM
FP
UO
OFFERING
UNREGISTERED
FOREIGN
CORR.UPT
PRACTICES
. FC
OT
OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENTS SECTION)
fRAUD IN OFFER/SALES/PURCHASES

..

®

®

®

@)

®

13. COMMENTS (NOT TO EXCEED 150 CHARACTERS)

CERTIFIGATES OF DEPOSIT

14. RELATED PARTIES
NAME
(If individual. enter last name first, then

first name arid middle initial

or name)

STANFORD, ALLEN
STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK
STANFORD FINANCIAL GROUP
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

STINSON, LENA

.

_15_._D_A_T_E_C_L_O_SE_D--'-

I~I_6~_S_IG_N_A_T_l_~_D_~-:-+u_·

. . ,. ._ _._.

_

MUI MASTER DISPLAY
NAME OF MATTER: STANFORD
MUl FILE NO ••• : MFW-894

~GPMUI-OS

~~OUP

DATE:OS/18/98

~E:17.17.19

COMPANY

STATUSIDISPO ••• : . PE
DATE OPENED •••• : 05/18/98
DATE CLOSED •••• :
OTH REG AREAS •• : FG FW
cLASS OF MATTER: FD FU IA IC
"
" : PO SU BD

**

STATE: TX
UPDATE MODE

ORGAN CODE ••.•• :
PRIM TRAD MK~ .• :
NAT OF SECURITY:
REL SEC NO .. 1:
REL SEC NO .• 2 : .

06033
FRN
OT

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

STAFF ASSIGNED.:
PHONE NO ••••••• :
. COMMENTS:

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

"

* "* * *

MUI MASTER RECORD ESTABLISHED ON FILE

* * * *

FOR RELATED PARTIES TYPE "R":
TO PRINT SCREEN ENTER "Y":
TO PROCESS PRESS· "ENTER"
TO EXIT PRESS "CLEAR"

**

EXHIBIT 53

·.

-(b)(6),

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Author: (b)(7)c
at
Date:
5/18/98 11:22 AM
Priori ty: Normal
Receipt Requested
'TO: WrightH
Subject·:, Stamford Group - BD - Houston
-----------~------------------------Message Contents ------------------------------.----(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

I received note tram
to contact
re a SD
examination. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
- Enforcement Wash DC (b)(6), (b)(7)c
eJq)lained he ha.d received a ref.erral from US Customs Dept' regarding
possible inoney laundering ~d wanted infQrmation regarqing our BD
exSmination of Stamford Group. I QrallY provided him info from
repoort ,and 'deficiency letter. He requested a faX copy of reJ)9rt,
deficienCy' letter, arid response to deficiency' ~etter: He also
requested that our workp~rs be' sent .up to 'him. ' I advised that I
wpuld check on sending info to him . .
Neither.you nor Spence were in so I notified Hal D. He was to followup
with (b)(6), (b)(7)c.
I did 'not mail or fax .any ddcumenl;s. See
when you
return and P11 give full details.' ,

me

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

EXHIBIT 54

UNITED STATE.S
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 978-3821
FAX: (317) 978-2700

IN REPlYING
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

May 27,1998

CERTIFIED MA1L\RRR

P 166 771711

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Stahford Group Company
5056 Westheimer
Suite 605
Hou~on,Texas77056

Re:
Dear

Stanford Group Company (MFW-894)

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. Information available to this office indicates that violations of certain provisions of the federal
securities laws may have occurred in connection with certain activities and/or transactions effected
by Stanford GroupCompany ('Stanford Group') and certain individuals associated therewith: In
order to properly discharge our responsibilities under the federal securities laws, this office is
conducting an inquiry and is requesting your company's voluntary assistance in this matter.
Accordingly, we request that you provide the following information for the time. period beginning
September 1, 1995, through the date of this letter ("relevant time period"):

1.

A list or documents sufficient to identify the name, address, and telephone
number(s) of each individual or entity referred by Stanford Group, or any employee.
consultant, representative, agent or.independent contractor thereof. to Stanford
time,
period;
International Bank ("Stanford Bank") during the relevant
.
/
,

~,

2.

All customer account opening documents. new account forms and correspondence
(both sent and received) for all Stanford 'Group customers identified in response to
item 1. above;

3.

Documents sufficient to identify all products offered by Stanford Bank that were
purchased or invested in by any individual or entity identified in response to item 1.
above;

4.

Documents sufficient to identify all services rendered or performed by Stanford
Group, or any employee. consultant, representative, agent or independent
contractor thereof, for any individual or entity identified in response to item 1. above
with respect to the individual's or entity's purchase or investment in any product
offered by Stanford Bank;

5.

All confirmations, order tickets, stock certificates (front & back), Forms 144 and
attorney opinion letters for all transactions (either executed or unexecuted) in any
security offered by Stanford Bank during the relevant time;

6.

All documents reflecting the receipt, expenditure, transfer, u~e or allocation bf funds
from Stanford Bank by Stanford Group, or any employee, consultant, representative,
agent or independent contractor thereof, including, but not iimited to, the following
documents:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

ledgers;
accounting books and records;
monthly account statements from any bank, money market,credit union,
brokerage firm or any other similar financial institution;
canceled checks (front and back);
deposit slips;
wire transfers;
debit slips; and
credit slips.

7.

A list or documents sufficient to identify all Stanford Group officers, directors,
employees, consultants, representatives, agents or independent contractors who
made referrals to Stanford Bank during the relevant time period;

8.

A list or documents sufficient to identify all payments to any individual or entity
identif.ied in response to item 7. above in connection with any referral to Stanford
Bank or for services r:endered on behalf of any individual or entity that purchased or
invested in any product offered by Stanford Bank. The documents should identify
the date(s) and amount(s) of the payments and the payer;

9.

All daily, weekly and periodic reports of inventory position and inventory trade
blotters, equity trade journals, Regulation T reports, and· cancel and rebiJl reports for
any security offered by Stanford Bank;

10.

Documents sufficient to identify, by name, home address and home and business
telephone numbers, each officer, director, employee, consultant, representative,
agent or independent contraCtor associated with Stanford Group during the relevant
time period. The documents should identify the time period during which each
individual was associated with Stanford Group;

11.

Copies of all. contracts, agreements, and other documents written, created, dated,
sent, received, orin effect during the relevant time period setting forth, or relating to,
referrals to Sta~ford Bank;

-2

12.

.•

Copies of all contracts, agreements, and other documents written, created, dated,
sent, received, or in effect during the relevant time period setting forth, or relating to,
any compensation, remuneration or fringe benefit paid or provided, by or on behalf
of Stanford Group, to any officer, director, employee, representative, independent
contractor, consultant or agent including, but not limited to, all employment contracts
and consulting and service compensation agreements;
..
Documents sufficient to identify the amount of compensation and other remuneration
or fringe benefit paid or provided, by or on behalf of Stanford Group, to each officer,
director, employee, consultant, salesperson independent contractors or agent during
the relevant time period;
.

13.

Copies of all brochures, business plans, prospectuses, private placement
memoranda and any other documents used to market any product offer by Stanford
. Bank during the relevant time period;
.

14.

Copies of all Stanford Group financial statements (both audited and unaudited), and
accounting records for the relevant time period;

15.

All minutes of directors and shareholders meetings;

16.

All corporate resolutions, certifications of corporate resolutions and consents in lieu
of meetings of the board of directors;

17.

Documents sufficient to explain Stanford Group's organizational structure and
management hierarchy, and changes thereto, for the relevant time period;

18.

The Articles of Incorporation and by-Jaws of Stanford Group, including aU
amendments thereto;

19.

All Stanford Group tax returns and filings for the relevant time;

20.

Documents sufficient to identify all Claims, lawsuits, judgments, liens or
garnishments pending against Stanford Group at any time during the relevant time
period; and

21.

Copies of all Stanford Group correspondence, both sent and received, regarding,
concerning, pertaining or relating to referrals to Stanford Bank, any product offered
by Stanford Bank, or any entity or individual who purchased or invested in product
offered by Stanford Bank.
.

"..

.,"""

Please produce the requested documents to the above address no later than June·
10, 1998. Additionally, the staff requests that you voluntarily appear at the above address
on Tuesday, June 23,1998, to answer questions regarding certain Stanford Group

-3

business transactions and activities. Please notify the undersigned, no later than June 10,
1998, if you will voluntarily appear.
This inquiry is confidential and should not be construed as an indication by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (or its staff) that any violations of law have. in fact
occlJrred, or as a reflection upon the merits of any securities involved or persons effecting
purchases and sales in any securities involved.
Enclosed for your review are SEC Forms 1661 and 1662, which provide important
supplemental information.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned at

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

with any questions.

Sincerely,
Hugh M. Wright
Assistant Administrator
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Enforcement Attorney
Enclosure:
As noted.

-4-
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SENDER:

1 also wish to receive ·the
• Complete items·' andlor 2 for additional services.
• Complete items 3. and 4a & b.
following services (for an extra
• Print your name and address on the reverse of this form so that w~ can
fe,e):
return this card to you.
• Attach this form to the front of the mailpiece, or on the back If space
1. 0 Addressee's Address
does not permit.
• Write "Return Receipt Requested" on the mailpiece below the article number.
2. [J Restricted Delivery
• The Return Receipt will show to whom the article was delivered and the date
c delivered.
Consult
postmaster for fee.
o
3. Article Addressed to:
4a. Article Number
"0
ell

~

~

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Stanford Group Company
5056 Hestheimer
Suite 605
Houston, TX 77056

E
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en

ffiet:

o

p 166 771 711
4b. Service Type
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0 Insured

o
o COD
Receipt for
o Express Mail XJ Return
Merchandise
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8. Addressee's Address (Only if requested
and fee is paid)

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Form

3811,

December 1991

,,"U.s. GPO: 1993-352·714

DOMESTIC RETURN RECEIPT

EXHIBIT 55

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
MEMORANDUM

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

TO:
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
M
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
cc:
FROM:

BY:.

. Hugh M. Wright
Assistant District Administratot
Fort Worth District Office
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

DATE:July 16, 1998
SUBJECTS:

Stanford Group Company
File No. 801-50374
98-:F-71

Attachments:
Report of Examinati(jn, Memorandwn of Comments, and Deficiency Letter for the cause
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
rof
examination of the above-captioned registrant conducted by (b)(6), (b)(7)c
this office. Also attached is a revised Year 2000 Data Management Questionnaire for the
registrant.
.

Fort Worth District Office
Investment Adviser Examination Report

I

Exam No.98 - F -7]
Name Stantord Group Company
City Houston
Action Ltr
.. (No/LtrlEnf/Oth)

I

I

File Nol80 1-50374.

category*~.
Complex· . .
Zip 77056
.
Custody N
(YIN)

StatelTexas
Cause ExamlV
(YIN)

Examiners
.. Field Work Start
. Field Work End
Disposition Date
Response Date
Last Inspection
. Hours Fld/Office

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

611198
7/9/98
7/]6/98

Recovery
0
1-------1
NoIC Mgd
0
IC Assets $t----"'O'-'""':'O-.O'"':'O-lO

40/40

Pvt Accounts
219
1-------1
Pvt Assets $*
55
.Subscrlbersl-------I

*
# of Deficiencies or Violations:
1. Filings & Reports

1-

I-------t

. Examiner

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Examiner

l(b)(6), (b)(7)c

·Examiner

---"---

. Reviewer
Approved·

-f10. Portfolio Management

211. ·Prohibited Transactio.ns
12. Limited Partnerships
1-------1
13. ConflictsofInterest

II 2. Form AOVlBroch DislDel
3. Contracts
1------1
4. Custody
........- - - - - 1
5. Books & Records
1-----,
6. Financial Condition
1-------1
7. Internal Controls
1-------1
8. Advisory Services
1------1
9. Unregistered Entity
}------f

'-----_.....

1---""-----1

1-------1
I - - - - - - ' - - f 14. BrokeragelExecution

15.
16.
I--..,...----.;--f
17.
I-------f
IS.
1-------1
19.
1-------1

'------_.....
Datel
.l
e-·~-·.--- ........-----:-I1
~I

.I(b)(6), (b)(7)c

IHuoh M. Wright

Datel

Wrap Fee Programs
MarketinglPerformance Calc.
Compensation/Client Fees
Client Referrals·
Litigation
7/10/981
. 7/10/981

·1---_--Datel_.........._ _
7/_10_/9.....J·SI

I

~.~I:'_----:::'-------

Appendix 7B - Standard IA Data Sheet(iasheet.xls)

$ in Millions

Datel
7/15/981
. IA Categories*
A=Financial. Planner
B=Non-Discretionary Advisory Svc
C= Discretionary Advisory Svc
D= Newsletter Writer
E=Inactive

Stanford Group Company
File No. 801-50374
Houston, Texas 77056

COMMENTS
SUMMARY OF VIOLATIONS
The cause examination of Stanford Group Company ("SOC';) (File No. 80 I
.50374)revealed the following violations of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
("Advisers Act") and the rules and regulations thereunder:
Rule 204-1 (b)

Form Anv was inaccurate.

Rule 204-3

Failed to deliver brochure to clients in a timely manner.

Rule 206(4)-1

Omission of certain.disclosures may cause advertising materials
to be misleading. . . .
.

Section 206(3)

Failed to pbtain consents from clients concerning effecting
transactions with an affiliated bank.

SCOPE

sac was chosen for examination from the Fort Worth District Office's
("FWDO") five year plan of examination candidates, and it had never been examined. In
addition, an exammation of this entity was conducted by the FWDO broker-dealer
examiners in August 1997, resulting ·in a referral to the FWDO Division of Enforc.ement
for their review and disposition (MFW-894).
The area of concerti involves the registrant's "referral" of customers to an
affiliated ·offshore bank for investment in "Certificates of Deposit" ("CDs") issued by that
bank. The examiners sought to gather information about "referrals;' ofadvisory clients. .
Based on a review ofthe·registrant's filings and the topics discussed during the initi.al
interview, it was also determined that the examination's focus areas should include·
. reviewing its portfolio management.
.
The examination revealed that at least seventeen SOC advisory client accounts
have also invested an as-yet undetermined amount in the CDs. It was also represented to
the examiners that these clients are non-U.S. citizens. Based upon the amount of referral
fees earned by sac in 1997, it appears that sac brokerage and advisory clients may
.have invested as much as $25.0 million in the CDs. There is an outstanding request for
the name, address and amount invested for each sat advisory client who has also
invested in the CDs.

BACKGROUND
.

SOC was formed as a Texas Corporation on July 21,1995, and became registered
as an investment adviser with the Securities· and Exchange Commission ("Commission")
effective October 17, 1995. SGC is also registered as a broker-dealer (File No. 8-48611).
SOC is 100% oWned by Robeq A. Stanford ("Stanford"). I Stanford also owns a number
of other companies including Stanford International Bank Limited ("SIB"), ail offshore
bank located in S1. John's, Antigua, West Indies, Stanford Financial Oroup Building
located in Houston, and Stanford Agency, Inc., an insurance company located in .
Louisiana. 2 At the time of the exaniination, SOC operates its advisory businesses from
the following five locations: Denver, Colorado; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Houston,
Texas; Miami and Bomta Springs, Florida. SGC conducts its investment activities
through a division called Private Client Services ("PCS"), which is under the·overall
supervision of Robert B. Glen. Under the PCS division, the firm has two other
individlla1s, whose responsibilities are mainly providing administrative and support
services, andapproximately eleven registered representatives ("RR"). Currently, most of
SOC's clients are high net worth individuals. SOC represented that currently it does not
participate in any formal soft dollar arrangement.

FINANCIAL CONDITION
SOC's balance sheet reflected the following:
April 30,1998
(Unaudited)

$69,642,755·

$71,265,872·

Total Liabilities

49,797,654

50,972,457

Capital (Net Worth)

19,845,101

20,293,415

$ 69,642,755

$ 71,265,872

Total Assets

Total Liabilities and Capital

2

Dec. 31, 1997
(Unaudited)

Stanford is not involved. in the day today operations ofthe finn.
The Houston Business Journal's website indicated that the building, owned by Stanford Financial
Group, in which SGC's offices will be located currently "is undergoing an ambitious $15 million
renovation that should be completed early next year:'

2

.

SGC's income statement reflected the following:
Four Months Ended
April 30, 1998
. (Unaudited)

Year Ended

Dec. 31;1997
(Unaudited)

Referral Fees3

$3,797,739

$9,144,560

Advisory Fees

498,053

1,006,119

Commissions

504,902

467,385

Oth~r Income

1,885,601

3,038,511

Total Revenue

6,686,295

13,656,575

Total Operating Expenses

7,134,609

. 12,209,238

.Net Earnings from
Opera.tions Before Income
Taxes

$(448,314)

$ 1,447,337

soes independent auditor is BDO Seidman, LLP in Houston, Texas, arid it~ legal
counsel is Chan Warner P.C.

ADVISORY SERVICES
As of the examination date, SGC managed approximately $27.4 million on a
discretionary basis for 104 client accounts and $27.8 million on a non-discretionary basis
fQr 115 client accounts, bringing the total assets under management to approximately $55
million with 219 client accoUnts.

REFERRAL FEES
According to the broker-dealer examination report ("Report"), although SOC .
offers a wide variety ofproducts aJ;ld services to itS clients, a substantial majority of its .
income in 1997 was derived from the sales of CDs issued by SIB, an affiliated offshore
investment bank under common ownership with Stanford, to clients. In return, SGC .
receives referral fees as illustrated in SOC's income statement section above. Based
. upon the amount of its clientS' investments, SIB pays a recurring annual 3.75% referral
fee to sac on all deposits referred to SIB; The Report also indicated that SIB's brochure
·regarding its Cps include misrepresentations which imply that the products are safe.
Such misrepresentations are based on the interest rate arid referral fees paid by SIB as set
.out in the Report. The Report states: "SIB pays out in interest and referral fees between
11% and 13.75% annually. To consistently pay these returnS, SIn must be investing in
products with higher risks than are indicated in its brochures and other written
advertisements."
3

Referral fees represent income from the sale of CDs issued by SIB.

3

...•.

The examination revealed that at least seventeen SOC advisory client accounts
have also invested in the CDs. It was represented to the examiners that these clients are
non-U.S. citizens. Based upon the amount of referral fees earned by SOC in 1997, it
appears that SOC brokerage and advisory clients may have invested as much as $250
million in the CDs. As of the date of this report, SOC has been unable to provide a
complete list of the advisory clients invested in the CDs and the amount invested. 4
The accompanying deficiency letter brings these matters to SOC's attenti()n and
requests actions consistent with its fiduciary obligations. The letter also requests SOC
provide, ifit has not already done so in response to the examiners' telephonic requests, a
complete list of SOC advisory clients who have invested in the CDs, including their
name, address, and amount invested.
.

Wrap Fee Programs
SOC offers four in-house wrap fee programs for which SOC acts as· the sponsor:
the Portfolio Advisors Program ("PAP"), the Mutual Fund Partners Program ("MFP"),
the Consulting Serviees Program ("CSP"), and the Portfolio Partner Program ("PPP").
Currently, all the advisory clients utilize only the PAP or MFP options. The CSP and
PPP do not have any clientS. Clients receive monthly account statements from Bear
Stearns Securities Corp. ("Bear Stearns") (File No. 8-43724). Bear Stearns serves as both
the custodian and the clearing broker for client accounts. Clients also receive quarterly
reports by SOC detailing their assets. SOC utilizes Advent as its portfolio accounting
system. The advisory fees for all the wrap programs are payable quarterly in advance and
the majority of the advisory fees are deducted
directly
from client accounts. As discussed
.
.
more fully below, clients are given several fee options. A description of these programs
. follow.
PAP

PAP is. offered for discretionary accounts which are managed by outside third
parties. SOC has contracted directly with these portfolio managers to provide investment.
advisory services for SOC's PAP clients. The following is a breakdown of SOC's .
outside money managers.
Manager
1838 Investment Advisors
Congress Asset Management
Delaware Capital Management
..

. Duff &Phelps Investment
Management
First Fiduciary
4

Style
Large-Cap Blend
Large-Cap Orowth
Large-Cap Value
International
. Large-Cap Blend
Large-Cap Value

It was first represented to the examiners that rio records were kept by SGC in relation to the
client investments in the CDs. However, SGC later represented that such records do exists and
is compiiing a list as requested.

4

Independent Financial Group
Oak Ridge Associates
Reg~nt Investor Advisors

Roger Engemann & Associates
Wilson/Bennett Capital
Management
Dean Investment Advisors
EBS Asset Management

NM Capital Management
Groh Asset Management

Large-Cap Growth
Mid-Cap Blend
Large-Cap Growth
Small-Cap Growth
Large-Cap Blend
Large-Cap Growth
Large-Cap Value
All-Cap Blend
Small':'Cap Value'
All-Cap Blend
Mid-Cap Value
Small-Cap Value
Mid-Cap Blend'
International '

.It was represented that SGC'monitors and reviews the performanCe of the
, aforementioned portfolio managers. ,If any,of the investment advisers' performance does
,not meet the ,firm's expectations, SOC might terminate its business relationship with that
portfolio manager. !twas represented that sac might discontiJlue its business'
'rdationship with NM Capital Management due to its poor performanc,e.
The mininmm account size for PAP is $200,000. The advisory fee is variable
,depending ,on the amount of assets under management. The advisory fee for ~AP starts at
, 3% 'anhually,foraccounts up to $250,000 and are gradated over severaJassetlevels until
, they become negotiable at $2,000,001 and above. The fee covers the portfolio managers'
fee, all coIiUnission costs, and ticket charges. Clients may elect alternate fees which are
exclilsiveofticket charges. Such fees range frqm 2% 1%.

to

MFP
MFP is offered for non-discretionary managed accounts. The primary focus of
MFP is to allocate assets among no-load mutual funds or load-waived funds. The first
'step in MFP's creation of an investment portfolio is learning pertinent information about
cli~nt. SGC's RR has the client complete a multi-page questionnaire which reqilests
"information about the client's assets, liabilities, income, tax situation, investment goals,
time' horizon, and risk tolerances. After the RR receives the completed questionnaire, he
sends a copy ofthe questionnaire to the PCS divisioIi~ PCS creates a client proposal
depending on the client objective and sends the proposal back to the RR. The'RR can
'
only purchase mutual funds recommended by the PCS division.

, the

The minimum account size for MFP is $50,000. The advisory fee is variable
depending on the amount of assets under management. The advisory fee for MFP starts
, at 2% annually for accounts up to $250,000 and are gradated over several assetlevels
until they become negotiable at $2,000,001 and above. Clients may elect alternate fees
which are exclusive of ticketing charges. Such fees range from 1.5% to 1%. '

5

CSP
CSP is similar to the PAP except that there is no contractual relationship between
SOC and the outside portfolio manager. Upon request from the client, SGC will assist
the client hi the selection of portfolio manager. Therefore, a client utilizes the services of
.. an independent portfolio manager of the client's c h o i c e . ·
.
The minimum account size for CSP is $50,000, although this may vary depending
. upon the portfolio manager's requirements. The advisory fee for PPP starts at 2%
.annually for accounts up to $250,000 and are gradated over severai asset levels until they
becoD.le negotiable at $5,000,001 and above. Client may elect alternate fees which are
exclusive of ticketing charges. Such fees shall be a flat rate of 1%. As mentioned
previously, currently there are no client~ imder CSP.

ppp
Through PPP, SOC's RR create and manage an investm.ent portfolio folloWing
the client's investment objectives. The minimum account size for PPP is $50,000.
SOC's advisory fee fotPPP starts at 3% annually for accfiuntsuP·to $250,000 and are
gradated over several asset levels until they become negotiable at $2,000,001 and above.
. Client may elect alternate fees which are exClusive· of ticketingchatges. Such fees range
from 2% to 1%. As mentioned previously, currently there are no clients under PPP.

.. Fee allocation
Through PAP, the maximum portion of the annual fee paid to each participating
outside investinent adviser is 1%. For the remaining portion, SOC keeps 60% arid SOC's·
RRs keep 40%. Through MFP, SOC keeps 55% andSGC's RR receive 45% of the
. .aggregate advisory fees as their compensation. Additionally, SOC keeps 100% of any
12b-1 fees paid by the mutual funds in which its clients invest; .none is paid to SOC's
Rrs~

Financial Planning Services·.

sOC provides fmancial planning services that mainly· involve eState, education,
arid ~set allocation planning. Initially, fees for these type of services are based on an .
hourly tate of $125. For the continuation of such services,.cli(mts will pay either an
annual, semi-annual, or quarterly retainer as negotiated between the adviser and the
client. Currently, there are a total oftwo fmancial planning clients who have been
charged ·a fee. Each client was charged an agreed-upon flat fee, $4000, for fmancial
planning services provided by SOC.

6

MARKETING
It was represented that the general business plan of SGC is to grow through
acquisition of experienced brokers with ~stablished client bases from their previous firms.
As a result, the majority ofSGC's advisory clients are already clients ofSGC's RR from
their previous brokerage companies. In addition, SOC has a website,
. www.stanfordgroup.com. which includes general descriptions of the registrant's services
and its investment strategies. SOC also has placed an "advertorial" in the On Wall Street
issue dated March 9, 1998,which stated in part that clients·are charged one annual fee
paid quarterly based on the market value of their accounts. 5 However, the advertisement
does not disclose that SOC keeps 12b-l fees paid by the mutua,! funds in which its clients
invest. It appears that this advertisement could possibly be misleading to potential clients
who may misinterpret the information as a reflection of only paying one annual fee. The
accompanying deficiency letter will address this matter. SOC does not appear to
advertise in any other manner.

COMPLIANCE OFFICERS
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

and
wer
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
compliance officers for SOC. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
began her employment with SOC on
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
. She was responsible for overseeing the daily operational activities of SOC
which include compliance, operat
inistration. Her last date of employment.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
with SOC was on (b)(6), (b)(7)c
.
Form U~5
d that the reason for
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
tenmnationwas "Voluntary." Through
personnel data,
examiners found a document entitled "Texas Workforce Commission Unemployment
Benefit Payment Audit Form" ("TWC") which indicated that the "reason for separation"
from SOC was "Asked to Resign-Differences in Management Philosopp.ies." Examiners'
discussions with sac's officers revealed that (b)(6), (b)(7)c
"was not effective in a growing
firm. She needs to be in a more structured environment." Therefore, she volUI;ltarily
resigned. The examiners presented the TWC document to SOC's officeFS. The officers
represented that they were not aware of the situation. In addition, (b)(6), (b)(7)c began his
, as a Compliance Manager. (b)(6), (b)(7)c last date of
employment with SOC on (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
employment with SOC was on
.
The fact that both compliance of
frrin within a two months period,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
as well as and the discrepancies between
Form U-5 and the TWC form, raise
concerns about SOC's compliance system. The examiners' review ofNRSI and CRD
revealed that (b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c last brokerage/advisory positions were with SOC.
The examiners will bring this matter to the attention of FWDO Division of Enforcement.
Aside from the concerns addressed in the report, SOC's compliance system appears to be
adequate.

5

An "advertorial" is an advertisement in which the advi$er advertising its services provides On
Wall Street with information which is edited by the. publisher's editors who may also add editorial
comment.

7

CONCLUSION

Additional comments relating to the registrant and the violations or deficiencies
noted during the examination are contained in the accompanying deficiency letter which
was forwarded to· the registrant concurrent with the submission ofthis report.

8
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OGDEN, GIBSON, WHITE M BROOCKS, L.L.P.

RECEiVED
·,qqSJUN I I A IQ: II q
JackD.

ATTORNEYS
2100 PENNZOIL SOUTH TOWER
711 LOUISIANA

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

BaS

Direct Dial:

TEL. (713) 844-3000

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FAX (713) 844-3030

June 10, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Via Federal Express

Enforcement Attorney
Securities and Exchange Commission
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Re:
Dear

Informal Inquiry Regarding Stanford Group Company (MFW-894)

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:

This letter represents a partial response ~o your informal request dated May 27, 1998 to
Stanford Group Company ("SGC"). Although· you agreed to extend the deadline for the
production of dOcuments by SGC until later this month, SGC decided to provide some prdiminary
information beforehand in an effort to promptly rebut any suggestion that its activities are in
violation of the federal securities laws. The information and documents provided by SGC in
response to your inquiry are confidential and proprietary and, therefore,. should not be provided
to any person who is not involved in this matter.
Let nie first address the relationship 'between SGC and Stanford International Bank Ltd.
("Sm"). The two companies are affiliates through common private ownership, but are separate
in every other respect, including their management. The business relationsl¥p between'SGC and
sm is governed by a series of agreements; all negotiated at arm's length between the principals
of the two companies. For example, SGC and SIB have entered into· a Joint Marketing
Agreement, pursuant to which SIB makes its certificates of deposit available to customers of SGC.
The referrals from SGC to SIB are limited to foreign clients.
The relationship between SGC and SIB previously bas been the subject of regulatory
review. In May, 1997, sac responded to an inquiry from the Texas Securities Board addressing,
among other things, its referral practices. Similarly, sac was the subject of an examination by
the Fort Worth office of the Securities and Exchange Commission in August, 1997 reiating in part
to those matters. Some of the documents you have requested were provided during the August
examination.

s:\sUnford'seC\ (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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In this preliminary response, SGC has provided most of the documents you requested,
whether or not provided previously. SGC has provided representative documents, at the v~ry
least, in response to each of the requests (except Request Nos. 9 and 15, for which there are no
documents). SGC has carefully organized the responsive documents and, following each request
set forth below, has provided a description of its response. The documents also are Bates
numbered for ease of reference.
SGC wiJI cooperate fully with the inquiry from your office. SGC is' concerned, however,
about the burden imposed by some ofthe requests in your May 27 Jetter. For example, in order
to fully respond to Request Nos. 1 and 2, SGC will be required to incur substantial expense and
loss of employee time. SGC is hopeful that, in our conference call this Thursday,' we can'address
any questions you have about"SGC's practices and attempt to make the inquiry more focused.
SGC's preliminary. response to the requests are as follows:
1.

A list or documents sufficient to identify the name, address, and telephone number(s) of
each individual or entity referred by Stanford Group, or any employee, consultant,
representative, agent or independent contractor thereof, to Stanford International Bank
("Stanford Bank") <luring the relevant time period;

Response:

2.

SGC maintains ·hundreds of referral files in each of. its branch offices. Because
automated information is not available, responding to this request would require the
copying of each ofthose flies, which would involve considerable expense and loss
of employee time. Consequently, in response to this request, SGC has provided
a copy of two (2) representative referral files. The documents contained in each
of those files illustrate the referral process, including communications between
SGC and sm.

All customer account opening documents, new account forms and correspondence (both
sent and received) for all Stanford Group customers identified in response to item 1 above;

Response:

SGC does not open· an account for the customers it refers to Smand, therefore, has
no account opening documents or new account forms. Correspondence between
SGC and SIB is contained in the referral files. Representative copies of the
correspondence have
produced in response to Request No.1' above.

been

3.

Documents sufficient to identify all products offered by Stanford Bank that were purchased
or invested -in by any individual or entity identified in response to item 1 above;

s:\sl:lDfold\sec\ (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Response:

4.

Documents sufficient to identify all services rendered or performed by Stanford Group, or
any employee, consultant, representative, agent ot independent contractor thereof, for any
individual or entity identified in response to item 1 above with respect to theindividuaI's
or entity's purchase or investment in any product offered by Stanford Bank;

Response:

5.

The documents provided in response to Request No. 3 also are responsive to this
request. In addition, SGC has provided a copy of its marketing. and referral
agreements with sm.

All confmnations, order tickets, stock certificates (front & back), Forms 144 and attorney
opinion letters for all transactions (either executed or unexecuted) in any security offered
by Stanford Bank during the relevant time;

Response:

6.

SGC has enclosed original brochures and other
materials in response to this
.
request.

SGC has no documents of the type.described. Nevertheless, SGC.has provided a
.representative copy of correspondence between SGC and sm in connection with
tranSactions initiated as a result of an SGC referral. Such ·correspondence appears
in the referral files produced in response to Request No.1.

AIl documents reflecting the receipt, expenditure, transfer, use or allocati<?n of funds from
Stanford Bank by Stanford Group, or any employee, consultant, representative, agent or
independent contractor thereof, including, but not limited to, the following documents:
a)
b).
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Response:

s:\stanCord\sec\

ledgers;
accounting books and records;
monthly account statements from any bank, money market, credit union, brokeI:age
.firm or any other similar fmancial institution;·
canceled checks (front and back);
deposit slips;
. .
wire transfers;
debit slips; and
credit slips.
A complete response to this request would require that SGC incur substanti~d
expense and loss of employee time. Much of the same information is provided in
. a report entitled Detail Of Referred Balances, which is regularly produced by SGC.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

.
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In response to this request, SGC has provided copies of the report for January
through April, 1998.
7.

.A list or documents sufficient to identify all Stanford Group officers, directors, employees,
consultants, representatives, agents or independent contractors who made referrals to
Stanford Bank during the relevant time period;
SGC has provided a list of all such persons.

Response:

A list or documents·sufficient to identify all payments to any individUal or entity identified
in response to item 7 above in connection with any referral to Stanford Bank or for
services rendered on behalf of any individual or entity that purchased or invested in any·
product offered by Stanford Bank. The documents should identify the date(s) and
oamount(s) of the payments and the payer;
o·

8.

0

Response: .
9.

0

All daily, weekly and periodic reports of inventory position and inventory trade blotters,
equity trade journals, Regulation T reports, and cancel and rebill reports for any security
offered by Stanford Bank;

Response:

0

SGC does not have any such documents.

Documents sufficient to identify, by name, home address and home and busin~~ telephone
numbers, each officer, director, employee, consultant, representative, agent or independent
contractor associated with Stanford Group during the relevant time period. The documents
should identify the time period during which each individual, .was associated with Stanford
Group;

10.

Response:
11.

SGC has provided an internal report describing all such payments.

0

SGC has provided a list containing such information.

Copies of all contracts, agreements, and other documents written, created, dated, sent,
. received, oro in effect dQring the relevant time Period setting forth, or relating to, referrals
to Stanford Bank;

Response:

The agreements between SGC and SIB have been provided in response to Request

No.4.

s:\stanford\scc
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12.

Copies of all contracts, agreements, and other documents written, created, dated, sent,
r~ceived, or in effect during the relevant time period setting forth, or relating tO,any
compensation, remuneration or fringe benefit paid or provided, by or on behalf of Stanford
Group, to any officer, director, employee, representative, independent contractor,
consultant or agent including, but not limited to, all employment contracts and consulting
and service compensation agreements;
Documents sufficient to identify the amount of compensation and other remuneration or
fringe benefit paid or provided, by or on behalf of Stanford .Group, to each officer,
directo~? employee, consultant,salesperson independent contractors or agent during the
relevant time period;

Response:

13.

Copies of all brochures, business plans, prospectuses, private placement memoranda and
any other documents used to market any product offer by Stanford Bank d~ring the
relevant time period;
.

Response:

14.

SGC has provided its audited fmancial statements in response to this request.

All minutes of directors and shareholders meetings;

ReSponse:

16.

SGC has provided copies of all such brochures in response to Request No.3. SGC
does not have any business plans, prospectuses or private placement memoranda
which are respon~ive to this request.

.Copies of all Stanford Group fmancial statements (both audited and unaudited), and
aceountingrecords for the relevant time period;

Response:
15.

The agreements provided in response to Request Nos. 4 and 11 are responsive to
this request. In addition, SGC has provided copies of all employmeilt contracts for
financial consultants hired since January 1, 1998.
.

As described in SGC's corporate resolutions, all actions taken by the company
were done with consents in lieu of such meetings. Therefore, SOC does not have
any such minutes.

All corporate resolutions, certifications of corporate resolutions and consents·in lieu of
meetings of the board of directors;

s:\slanford\sec\
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Response:
17."

Documents sufficient to explain Stanford Group's organizational structure and management
hierarchy, and changes thereto, for the relevant time period;

Response:

IS".

SGC has provided all documents responsive to this request.

Documents sufficient to identify all claims, lawsuits, judgments, liens or garnishments
" pending against Stanford Group at any time during the relevant time period; and

Response:
21.

SGC has provided all of the documents responsive to this request.

All Stanford Group tax returns and filings for the relevant time;

Response:
20.

SGC has provided its current organizational chart in response to this request. Only
has
two changes have ~rred during the relevant time period: (i) (b)(6), (b)(7)c
resigned and been replaced by Lena Stinson, and (ii) (b)(6), (b)(7)c has resigned and
been replaced by (b)(6), (b)(7)c
.

the articles of "Incorporation and by-laws of Stanford Group, including all amendments
thereto;

Response:
19.

SGC has provided copies of all such documents."

SGC has provided all documents responsive to this request.

Copies of all Stanford Group correspondence, both sent and received, regarding,
concerning~ pertaining or relating to referrals to Stanford Bank, and product offered by

Stanford Bank, or any entity" or individual who purchased or invested in product offered
by Stanford Bank:.
Response:

In order to fully comply with this request, SGC would be required to copy the
referral files for hundreds of customers in each branch office referred to sm. As
described previously,such a production would involve considerable expense and
loss of employee time. SGC has provided, therefore, a copy of the form letters
approved and distribUted to SGC's financial consultants relating to referrals to SIB.
A translation of each of the letters into English also has been included.

SGC will do everything possible to address all issues raised in this inquiry. SGC has
provided, well in advance of the original deadline, much of the information requested in your
s:\stanford\sec\ (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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letter of May 27, 1998. SGC greatly appreciates the opportunity to discuss this matter with you
on the Thursday call.
Thank you for your efforts in connection with this matter.

Very truly yours,

Jack D. Ballard
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

JDB
Enc10spres

·cc:

. Mr. Wayne Secore
Secore & Waller
2290 One Galleria Tower
13355 Noel·Road - LB 75
Dallas, Texas 75240
(with enclosures)

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

s:\sIanfordlscc\
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RECEIVED

STANFORD GROUP

Clearing Agenc BfAR SlIIIRNS Securicies Corp.

Iqqa JUl -1 P 3: 3q

SEC-FWDO

June 30, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Securities and Exchange Commission
801 Cherry Street, Ste. 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Dt::ar

,

Enclosed are the copies of the referral files you request
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
additional infonnation please feel free to contact me at

u require any
.

Sincerely,

~~
.

Lena M. Stinson
Managing Director
Administration
CC:

Wayne Secore
Jack Ballard

MEMBEIl K..SO/SIPC

5050 Wescheimer, HoustOn, Texas 77056 USA
Tel. (713) 964-8300 • Toll Free (BOO) 958·0009 • Fax (713) 964·8350

STANFORD GROUP COMPANY·
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SEC-FWOO.

Jack D. Ball
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Direct Dial:

TEL. (713) 844-3000
F"AX (713)844-3030

June 19, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

V"uz Fcu:simile (817) 978-2700

Enforcement Attorney
U~ S. Securities and Exchange·Commission
801 Cheny Street
Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

and Regular Mail

Re: Informal Inq~iry Regarding Stanford Group Comp~y (MFW-894)
Dear

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:

As you know, Wayne Secore and I represent Stanford Group Company ("SGC''), ~ registered
broker-dealer and investment advisor, in connection with the informal inquiry being conducted by
the Fort Worth District Office. We have"had several-telephone discussions with you concerning the"
scope of the inquiry which, as you have informed us, primarily concems the relationship of SGC
with Stanford International Bank-("SIB"), a private international bank located in Antigua, West
Indies.
'
-

.

SIB has been in existence since 1985 and, since inception, has offered banking services to
<;Ustomers who ate primarily citizens ofMexico, South America and other foreign countries. In early
1996, our client, SGC, commenced operations as a broker·dealer. The finn's principal office is
located in Houston, Texas; however; it also maintains offices in Miami and Bonita Springs, Florida,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Denver, Colorado. Currently, SGC conducts a general securities
business, provides asSet management and other services traditionally offered by full-service
brokerage firins, and makes referrals of nonresident alien customers who desire to purchase
certificates of deposit issued by SIB. SGC's primarybusiness objective, however, has been the
ongoing development ofits own customer b~ and the sale ofproducts separate and apart :from SIB,
but with the certificate of deposit :from SIB remaining a part of the product mix available to clients:
SOCis well on its way to achieving its objective. For example, last month 49".10 of SGC;s revenues
consisted of referral fees; in 1997 sucli fees were "67%. of SGC's revenueS. SGC's objective is to
(b)(6),
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reduce such revenues to between 10% to 15% of its total revenues within the neXt five years, with _
the oveJWhelming majority ofrevenues to be derived from the traditional services provided by a full-service brokerage firm.

All ofthe customers for whom SGC has received a referral fee from SIB are citizens of
foreign countries and are not U.S. citizens or residents. The relationship of those customers with
SOC began when some of SIB's marketing representatives obtained their securities licenses and
jollied SOC as registered representatives. As a-reSult, the majority of SOC's and SIB's_coIDIilon
customers have relationships of ten (10) or more years with SIB. Only 300 to 400 of the
approXimately 2,500 customers of both SOC and SIB are "new customers" - that is, those who did
not have a relationship with sm prior to SGC beComing registered as a broker-dealer.

sm has never had a c~oiner complaint since it was founded in 1985, and no client has ever
provided a copy
of SIB's 1997 Annual
lost-any
funds deposited With the bank. I have previously
.
Report, which demonstrates the financial strength of that organization. sm is regulated by the
Ministry of Finance in Antigua, which has extensive regulations applicable to sm and the other
international banks licensed by the governments ofAntigua and Barbuda. InAugust. 1998, Antigua
will adopt legislation creating one the world's most comprehensive regulatory and -anti-money
laundering statutes applicable to international banks.

of

Since it commenced business in early 1996, SOC has had only a few minor customer
complaints, which were immediately handled to the customers' satisfaction. None ofthe complaints
involved referrals to SIB. During its existence, SGC also has been examined-by the Securities and
Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the NAtional Association of Securities Dealer~, Inc., the TexaS
Securities Board, and the securities commissions ofLouisiana and Colorado.
In cOIlJ)ection with the inquiry, SGC has serious concerns about members ofthe staff ofthe
Fort Worth office possibly placing telephone calls to SIB's foreign customers-who have very little
or no experience with SEC procedures or the purpose of your call. English also is not their native
language. Similar to private banking cuStomers of international banks generally, these customers
are uswdly aftluent and members ofthe more sophisticated classes in their respective countries who
can afford to maintain dollar deposits abroad. Privacy and confidentiality are abs'olutely crucial to
them. Ifthese customers begin receiving telephone calls from the SEC, many will believe that their
confidentiality has been breached, and the likelihood of mistrust -and misimderstanding wiD be
widespread. My client is fearful that your telephone inquiries would irreparably damage SIB's
relationship with those customers, and create a perception of instability at SGC or SIB. The result
could be substantial accolDlt closings and/or withdrawals offunds from both companies. Therefore,
(b)(6),
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it is ofthe utmost importance to the business ofSGC and sm that any contact with these customers,
especially by a government agency, be handled with extreme sensitivity and.caution.
11lis is not a hypothetical issue. One of the primary reasons the referral customers choose
to do business with· SOC and SIB is the expectation of confidentiality. Most of these foreign
customers are deeply concerned with protecting their privacy. Unfortunately, over the years, SIB has
had five (5) instances in which a depositor's family member was kidnapped and, in two of those
instances, the family member was murdered. In' fact, SIB maintains kidnapping and ransom
insurance for employees who travel to South America on SIBbusiness.
SGC also has a serious 'concern regarding the possible dissemination ofits confidential client
infonnation once the SEC.has·reviewed its records. At. the very least, SOC would request an
agreement that the names, addresses, telephone number, and other personal customer infonnation .
will be uSed only in cOImection with this inquiry.
On several occasions, Wayne and I have stated that SOC will cooperate fully with your
'inquiry, and we reiterate that position. SOC already has provided copies of documents responsive
to many of your requests, has arranged for an examination of documents by you in SGC's offices
tentatively scheduled to commence on June 29, 1998 and has agreed to your request to produce a
representative ofSOC for infonnal questioning in your office. SOC has carefully examined the issue
of referrals to SIB and is extremely confident that the certificates of deposit in question are bank
products and not securities. SGC welcomes. the opportunity to address any issues or concerns you
may have and, as I previously stated, firmly believes that SOC is in full compliance with all
applicable statutes and regulations. Ifanything improper has occurred, which SOC does not believe
is the case. SGC would request notification of that fact so that corrective action can be taken
immediately.
Two actions on the part ofyour office would greatly alleviate our client's concerns. First, we
request that you consider limiting your review of the SGC files to the 300 to 400 "new customers"
at sm - that is, those who have become cuStOIners ofthe bank since SGC commenced operations.
Such alimitation would appear t9 provide more than an adequate sampling of customers,.while at
the same time limiting the possible negative impact on SGC's and SIB's business operations and
clients, Second, Wayne and I believe the seriousness of SGC's concerns warrant a personal meeting
with you and Harold Degenhardt to discuss those concerns raised in this letter. Wayne and I are
available at any time on Tuesday, June 23 or Wednesday, Juile 24. Please lei me know at your
earliest convenience when a personal meeting with you and Mr. Degenhardt can be' scheduled.

(b)(6),
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Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Very truly yours,

. ·~D.J3~
Jack D. Ballard

JDB

'.

.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Mr: Harold Degenhardt, DistrictAdministrator .
U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission
80I Cherry Street
Suite ]900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

ce:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

s:\stanford

Via Facsimile (817) 978-2700
and Regulor Mail
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U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
MUIS - MATTER UNDER INQUIRY

I: MUI FILE NO.

2. NAMEOFMAITER

FORM I
·1569

~ REVISION
3. STATE OF RESIDENCE
OF PRINCIPAL SUBJECT

TX

STANFORD GROUP COMPANY

MFW-894

5. ORG. CODE

4. STATUS/DlSPOSITION (CIRCLE ONE)

PE
CN
CI

CR

PENDING
CLOSED -

INAPPROPRIATE FOR
CL
ENFORCEMENT ACTION
CLOSED -.- INVESTIGATION WAS OPENED CS
(ENTER CASE NUMBER IN
RELATED SEC NO.)
CO
CLOSED - INQUIRY TERMINATED DUE
TO RESOURCE LIMITATIONS

TRANSFERRED TO OTHER
FEDERAL AGENCY

06033

TRANSFERRED TO STATE/LOCAL 6. DATE OPENED
.
TRANSFERRED TO SRO

5/18/98
TRANSFERRED TO OTHER
COMMISSION OFFICE

7. PRJMARY TRADING MARKETS (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TWO)
AME' AMERICAN
PAC PACIFIC COAST
BOS BOSTON
PHL PHILADELPHIA
CIN CINCINNATI
SPK SPOKANE
CBOCHICAGO BD. OPTIONS
FRN FOREIGN
JMT INTER-MOUNTAIN
OTC OVER-THE-COUNTER
MID MIDWEST
NAS NASDAQ
NAP NOT APPLICABLE
NYS NEW YORK
8. NATURE OF SECURITY (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN FIVE)
CP
COMMERCIAL PAPER
PS
CO
COMMODITY
PM
CS
COMMON STOCK
RB
CD
CORPORATE DEBT
SF
FS
FOREIGN SECURITIES
ui
GO GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND
US
ID· IDR BOND
UG
LD
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
WT
IC
INVESTMENT COMPANY
NA
IT
INVESTMENT CONTACT
OT
MB MUNICIPAL BONDS
OP
OPTIONS

PREFERRED STOCK
PROMISSORY NOTE (NON"CORPORATE)
REVENUE BOND (OTHER THAN IDR)
SECURITY FUTURES AND/OR FORWARDS
UNDIVIDED INTERESTS
U.S. GOVERNMENT ISSljE
U.S. GOVERNMENT -GUARANTEED ISSUE
WARRANTS
NOT APPLICABLE
OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENT SECTION)

9. OTHER AREAS OF POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TWO)
A
ATLANTA
HO HOME.OFFICE
B
BOSTON
LA
LOS ANGELES
C
CHICAGO
N
NATIONWIDE
NY
NEW YORK
D
DENVER
FG
FOREIGN
S
SEATTLE
FW FORT WORTH
W
WASHINGTON.
10. STAFF ASSIGNED
NAME

II. RELATED S·EC NO.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

PHONE NO.

I)
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

2)
SEC 1569 (5/89)

12. CLASSIFICATION OF THE MATTER (CIRCLE NO MORE THAN TEN)
GP
GOING PRIVATE
AC
A'CCOUNTANTS
IA
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
AP . ACCOUNTING PROBLEM
IC
INVESTMENT COMPANY
AT
ATIORNEY(S)
MF MANAGEMENT
FRAUD
BH
BANK/BANK HOLDING CO.
.
.
.
MA
MANIPULATION
BO . BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP
MI
MINING
BI
BOOKS & RECORDS (ISSUER)
NC NET CAPITOL
BB
BOOKS & ~ECORDS (BD/IC/IA)
NP
NONPUBLIC/INSIDE INFORMATION
BF
BREACH FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP
. BD
BROKER-DEALER··
OG OIL/GAS
OP
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
CH CHURNING·
PENNY STOCK
PS
DL
DELINQUENT FILING
PERKS
, PI:(,
EM EXCESSIVE MARKUP/MARKDOWN
PO
POSSIBLE ORGANIZED CRIME
EC
EXTENSION OF CREDIT
PR
PROXY
'FD
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE
PU
PUBLIC UTILITY
FAILURE TO FILE (ISSUER FILING.),'
,FI
REAL ESTATE
,RE
FO
FAILURE TO FILE (OTHER THAN ISSUER)
SUITABILITY
SU
FR
FAILURE TOREGISTE~ (BD, lA, IC; ETC.)
TAX 'SHELTER
TS
FS
FA~LURE TO SUPERVISE
TENDER
OFFER
TO
FF
FALSE FIL,ING
UT
UNAUTHORIZED TRANSACTION
FP
FINANCiAL PROBLEM
UO UNREGISTERED OFFERING
FC
FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES
OT OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENTS SECTION)
FU
,FRAUD IN OFFER/SALES/PURCHASES
. '

13. COMMENTS (NOT TO EXCEED 150 CHARACTERS)

14. RELATED PARTiES

NAME
(If individual, enter last name first, then

.first name and middle initial or 'name)

15. DATE CLOSED

~-~-q\(

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

MUI MASTER DISPLAY
FGPMUI-05
DATE:08/06/98 TIME:14.53.40
NAME OF MATTER: STANFORD GROUP COMPANY
STATE: TX
MUI FILE NO .•• : MFW-894
** UPDATE MODE
STATUS/DISPO
:
DATE OPENED
:
DATE CLOSED
:
OTH REG AREAS .•. :
CLASS OF MATTER:

"

"

STAFF ASSIGNED.:
PHONE NO ....•.• :

..

COMMENTS:

ORGAN CODE .•... :
PRIM TRAD MKT .. :
NAT OF SECURITY:
REL SEC NO •• l:
REL SEC NO .. 2:

CJ
05/18/98
08/06/98
FG FW
FD FU IA IC
·PO SU BD

**

06033

FRN
OT

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

"
FOR RELATED PARTIES TYPE "R":
TO PRINT SCREEN ENTER "Y":
TO PROCESS PRESS 1.'ENTER
TO EXIT PRESS "CLEAR"
2B±FWRO

A

33-2

EXHIBIT 60

UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE 801 CHERRY STREET_
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
- PHONE: .(817)978-3821
FAX: (817) 978-2700

IN REPLYING
PLEASE Q
HFD/ (b)(6), (b)(7)c

MFW-894

July 24, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Federal Bureau ofInvestigation
2500 East T.e. Jester
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77008
Re:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Dear

MFW-894
:

Your request, by letter dated July 9, 1998, for access to Commission files has been granted. In granting
access, the Commission has relied upon your assurances that, except as set forth in your letter, your agency will:
provide such safeguards as are necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of these files;
make no public use of these files or information without prior approval of our staff;
notify us of any legally enforceable demand for the files or infomiation prior to complying with the
demand, and assert such legal exemptions or privileges on our behalf as we may request; and
not grant any other demand or request for the files or information without prior notice or over our
objection.
The Commission makes no recommendation with-respect to investigation or prosecution by your agency.
In addition, until this matter is closed, the Commission continues to have an interest and will take such further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
The files to which access has been granted are being retained by the Fort Worth District Office of the
at (b)(6), (b)(7)c
to make arrangements to
Commission. Your representative should contact (b)(6), (b)(7)c
review the files. I would also appreciate it if you
t person in the event that your agency institutes
public proceedings based upon information that you obtain as a result of this grant of access.
Sincerely,

~~llJ~~
Harold F. Degenhardt
District Administrator

U.S. Department

Iqqa JUl20 p2= 53

SEC-FWOO
In Reply. Please Refer

of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

2500 East T.C. Jester, Suite 200
Houston, Texas 77008
July 9, 1998

10

FileNo.

Harold S. Degenhardt, Esq.
District Administrator
United States Securities & Exchapge- Commission
Ft. Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Ft. Worth, Texas 76102
Re:.Stanford Group Company (MFW-894)
Dear Mr. Degenhardt:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

On June 3
your office, met
with Special Agents (b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) about the referenced matter.
The
FBI hereby requests access to the investigative and other non
public, files of the United States Securities'and Exchange
Commission related to the above-referenced matter.
This request
is made in connection with an ongoing official investigation
inquiring into various alleged violations of federal criminal
laws.
The investigation is being conducted by the FBI.
We understand that the files' in this matter contain or
may contain "financial records" 'of "customers" as those terms are
defined in the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 [12 U.S.C.
3401-22]. We have reason to beiieve that that information is
relevant to our investigation and proceedings.
We will establish and maintain such safeguards as are
necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of files
to which access is granted and information derived therefrom.
The files and information may, however, be used for the purPose
of our investigation and any resulting proceedings. They also
may be transferred to other criminal law enforcement authorities.
We shall notify the Commission of any such transfer and use our
best efforts to obtain appropriate assurances of confidentiality.
Other than as set forth in the preceding paragraph, we
will:
(1) make no public use of these files or information
without prior approval of your staff;

(2) notify you of any legally enforceable demand for
the files or information prior to complying with the demand, and
assert such legal exemptions or privileges on your behalf as you
may request; and

(3) not grant any other demand or request for the files
or information without prior notice to and lack of objection by
your·staff.
We recognize that until this matter has been closed the
Commission continues to have an interest and will take further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the
discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
Should you have any questio
Agent (b)(6), (b)(7)c
or Special Agent (b)(6), (b)(7)c
5000.

tact Special
, at 713/693

Sincerely, .
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Special Agent in Charge

RECOMMENDATION 10 GRANT ACCESS
PURSUANT TO DELE_TED AUTH'QRITY
OCC Use
Only
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY
Case name and number
(MFW-894) .
Name and telephone nUmber
of Commission employee
handling compliance with
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
access request
•
Date of request
JULY 9. 1998
Name and title of requestor
.• (b)(6), (b)(7)c
K.' SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
. Agency
U.
S.
DEPARTMENT.
OF JUSTICE"
Address
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Z:;OO EAST T. C. : JESTER. SUITE ZOO .
HOUSTON, TX 77008

A.

D

o

B.

1.

office;

The head of that division or offICe (or his or her delegate) concurs.in the ·recommendation
to grant access to those liles.
'.

Requesting person is or represents:

o

1.

the Department of Justice (including ,U.S. Attorneys' Offi~S and t~e.EB.I.):.

2.

a feder~1 bank rl;lgulatory authority in it.s capacity as a "supervisory agency· within the
meaning of Section 1101(6) of the RFPA.

D

3.

o

another federal government·· authority (including federal.. bank regulatory 'authorities in a
capacity other than that specified above).
.

4.

a state or municipal authority.

D

5.

Congress.

D

6.

a foreign government or foreign securities authority.

[iJ

o

D
D
D

o
C.

The files to which access is requested are those of ~Oiher djvisiO~ or

L.-

[!]

7.a self-regulatory organization.
8.

a receiver, special counselor other similar person appointed in Commission litigation

9.

SIPC.

10. a trustee appointed pursuant to section 5(b) of the Securities Investor Protection Act.
11. a trustee in bankrupcy.

1.

Request is in writing and requestor occupies, or request has been ratified by a person in,
a sufficiently senior or supervisory position so as to make and enforce the representations
in .the request.

(]] 2.

Request contains required language deScribing requestor's need for, and safekeeping and
confidential treatment of, information (see Instruction B).

[XI

Case is open and request contains required language acknowledging Commission's
continued interest (see Instruction B).

3.

SEC 2191 (9-89)

D·D
0
0

IiJ

1.

No RFPA~related inform~tion.h~~ bee!1.qr.is expected :to be obtained in".this case.

2.

Information has bee~' ~~ci/or is 'exPedted' be obtained ·in. this" case' under the exception
contained in Section 1113(h) of the RFPA.

(b.

3.. No RFPA~related. information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor
. pursuant to this recommendation. Any such information has·been and/or will be identified
.. and segregated in order to prevent inadvertent access (see Instru~.ion .c).

4.

.
.'". . .
.RFPA-reJated' information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor pursuarit
to this recommendaiioli (see Instruction C),
. ;,
..
.
:(a) Customer notice in accordance with the RFPA will be provided.

D

Ii] '(b)

GO

o

notic~ reQuirements

are inapplicable.'

(c) The request contains required language regarding the RFPA (see Instructions Band

..C).
(d)' There 'haVe been adual and/or threatened RFPA customer challenge proceedings

.

o

The RFPA's customer

with respect to materials subject to this access request·
(e) There are. ~peci~1 c#,curn~tanl?es in. t.his matter that make future RFPA customer
.. ~~a,,'~ng,e, prop.~edjr!gs mO[~ -'ikel~. que .to .!~e._grGnt of. this access request..
.

E.·O 'There are'parallel proceedings' issues in this case (see discussion 'in Access ManuaQ.
=

•

F.

0

I.

.

~

•

.....

No copies O1.!n~e~nal l1).e~~an<J,<;l. ~.emoIa.ncla to the Cc?!l:lm~ion;· or materials subject to
lhewoi'k-j:>roduct doctrine or the attorney-client or deliberative process privileges will be
providecHo theirequestor except in aG€lordance. with the Commission's Acce~ Manual (see
Instruction D).'
.'''' -.. .:: . - :.,.' . .
..

"2•. The files·contain'information:obta.ined ftom another agenCy.

o

~ 3.

0
0

#

.

o

H.

'

I· have consulted ·ihe Office of the General Counsel're-garding this recommendation.

G. [!) 1,

o

.

(a) Access will not be provided to that information.

:

(b) The other agency concurs in the recommendation to grant ~cc~~~ to the information.

The procedures for document control contained in the Commission's Access Manual will
be complied with if access is granted (see 'Instruction D). '
..

.A formal order of i.:westigation has been issued by the Commission in this
• !.

:

case.

...

Additional relevant information is attached (see Instruction E).

Granting this request is not adverse to the Commission's enforcem.ent efforts
or: contran' to tne public int~resl,. I r~omme.nd that access be granted.

CONCURRENCE,
Head (or Delegate) of Other Office or Division .

APPROVED:

. lU.t.t>
Signature of

~~

AP~icial

_

7·ll{·Qe
Date

EXHIBIT 61·

UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 978-3821
FAX: (817) 978-2700

IN REPLYING

PLEASE a
HFD/(b)(6), (b)(7)c

MFW-894

August 10, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Internal Revenue Service
1919 Smith Street
Houston, TX 77002-8049
MFW-894

Re:
Dear

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:

.,.

Your request, by letter dated July 30, 1998, for access to Commission files has been granted. In granting
access, the Commission has relied upon your assurances that, except as set forth in your letter, your agency will:
provide such safeguards as are necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of these files;
niake no public use of these files or information without prior approval of our staff;
notify us of any legally enforceable demand for the files or information prior to complying with the
demand, and assert such legal exemptions or privileges on our behalf as we may request; and
not grant any other demand or request for the files or information without prior notice or over our
objection.
The Commission makes no recommendation with respect to investigation or prosecution by your agency.
In addition, until this matter is closed, the Commission continues to have an interest and will take such further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
.
The files to which access has been granted are being retained by the Fort Worth District Office of the
to make arrangements to review
Commission. Your representative should contact (b)(6), (b)(7)c
at (b)(6), (b)(7)c
the files. I would also appreciate it if you would inform that person in the event that your agency institutes public
proceedings based upon information that you obtain as a result of this grant of access.
Sincerely,

Harold F. Degenhardt
District Administrator

\

Internal Revenue Sen.. .;;~

1919 Smith Street, Houston, TX 77002-8049

District
Director

c>

Department of u Ie Treasury

P";E'.;"',F~\Jf--

~'\I=l-..!!::i ~blj

Harold S. Degenhardt, Esq.
IqqB AUG - 3 P 3: 53
District Administrator
United States Securities & Exchange COIfYf!@;ffi1iWDO
Ft. Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Ft. Worth, Texas 76102
Re:

JUt 30 /998

STANFORD FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. &
STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK

Dear Mr. Degenhardt:
The Internal Revenue Service, Criminal Investigation Division (JRS-CID) hereby
requests access to investigative and other non-public files of the Securities & Exchange .
Commission (SEC) pertaining to the above-referenced entities. This request is made
pursuant to an ongoing investigation involving possible violation(s) offederal criminal
statute(s). This investigation is being conducted by IRS-CID.
IRS-CID understands that the requested files contain or may contain "financial
records" of "customers" as those terms are defined in the Right to Financial Privacy Act
(12 U.S.C. 3401 - 22). IRS-CID has reason to believe that information contained in these
SEC investigative and other non-public files is relevant to our criminal investigation.
IRS-CID will establish and maintain such safeguards as are necessary and
appropriate to protect the confidentiality of SEC investigative and other non-public files
to which access is granted and from which information is derived. However, this
information may be used for purposes ofIRS-CID's investigation, and any resulting.
proceedings. This information may also be transferred to other criminal law enforcement
agencies. IRS-CID will notify SEC of any such transfer and use our best effort to obtain
appropriate assurances of confidentiality.
Other than as previously set forth, IRS-CID will:
(1) make no public use of these SEC investigative and non-public files or
information without prior approval of your staff;

(2) notify SEC of any legally enforceable demand for these investigative and
non-public files prior to complying with the demand, and assert such legal
exemptions or privileges on your behalf as you may request; and

(3) not grant any other demand or request for these SEC investigative and non
public files without prior notice to and lack of objection by your staff.
We recognize that until this matter has been closed, the SEC continues to have an
interest and may take further investigatory or other steps as it deems necessary in
discharge of SEC's dutiesand responsibilities.
.Ifyou should have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at:
.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

IRS-CID

2

RECOMMENDAnON 10 'GRANT' ACC£SS
PURSUANT TO DELE-.1ED 'AUTHORITY

ocgn~
Case name and number
Name and telephone nUmber
of Commission employee
handling compliance with .
access request
Date of request
Name and title of requeStor
Agency
Address

[0;;;....:...:-.:

STANFORD GROUP COMPANY (MFW-894)
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
1919 SMITH STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002-8049

....'
A.

B.

0

o

~

The files to which access is requested are .those of ~other d.Msib~ or oiflCe. .

1.
.

o
o
o

D
D

o

o

The head of that division or offICe (or his or her delegate) concurs .in therecotnmendation
to grant access to those files.
.

Requesting person is or represents:

1.

the Department of Justice (including U.S. Attorneys' offices and the F.B.I.).

2.

a federal bank regulatory authority in its
meaning of Section 1101(6) of the RFPA.

GJ 3.
4.

capac~ as a ~supe~i~o~ age~cy'

within the

another federal government authority (including federal. bank regulatory authorities in a
capacity other than that specified above).
a state or municipal authority.

5.' Congress.
6.

a foreign government or foreign securities authority.

7.

a self.regulatory organization.

8.

a receiver, special counselor other Similar person appointed in Commission litigation.

09.
D 10.

C.

_

SIPC.
a trustee appointed pursuant to section 5(b) of the Securities Investor Protection Act.

o

11. a trustee in bankrupcy.

Ii]

1.

Request is in writing and requestor occupies, or request has been ratified by a person in,
a sufficiently senior or supervisory position so as to make ~denforce the' representations
in the request.
.
. .

GJ

2.

Request contains required language describing requestor's need for, and safekeeping and
confidential treatment of, information (see Instruction B)..

GJ

3.

Case is open and request contains required language acknowledging Commission's
continued interest (see Instruction B).

SEC 2191 (9-89)

D.G]

No AFPA-related infonnation.h;;IS been·.or,i~, expected"o beobt,ained in.this case.

1.

Information has bee~' ~rid/6r"iS;~~cie~"f~~be
contained in Section 1113(h) of theflFPA.

obta;n~ -in this' case under the exception

o

2.

D

3., No RFPA-related:, information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor
pursuant to this reCo!'11mendation. Any such information has been and/or will be identified ,
C)" .
" and segregated in order to prevent inadvertent access (see Instru~ion
... . . :

o

4. ' 'RFPA-related infOrmation obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor pursuant
;'"
.
. to this recommendation' (see Instruction C).

o
o
o

'(b) TheRFPA's customer notice requirements are inapplicable;'

o. '

(d) There have been actual and/or threatened RFPA customer challenge proceedings
with respect to materials subject to this access request.

.0

:(a) Customer notice in accordance with the RFPA will be provided..

(c) The request contains required language regarding the RFPA (see Instructions Band
C).

(e) There are spec~l.ckcumsta(]ces in t.hi.s ~tteJ that ma.ke future RFPA customer
~~~!leng~"prDFe.edi~gs mOi~ Jike'¥. ~ue .to ~he ..grant oqhis access request..

E.D 'Thereare"parallel=procee"dings'iS'sues
in this case (see discussion 'in AccessManual).
.
.
.
.."
F.D I have consulted·the Office of the General.Counsel regarding. this.'recommendatioil.
~

).

G.!!] 1,. ·No copies of.!nfer(lal meqwfalJelJ.l, IT.Iemo!anda to the CQ!T.'mi~sion, or materials subject to
the work-prodiJct' doct'iine 'or tne ahonley-client' or deliberative process privileges will be
.provideQtothe::requestor except in· C!Moroailce, with 'the Commission's Access' Manual (see
,-" . :.
"
Instruction D).

o

.2~ . 'The files, contain-information ;oota.ined from another agency.

o
o

H.
I.

:" .

:

(a) Access will not be provided to that information.

:

(b) The other agency concurs in the recommendation to grant access to the information.

110

3.

0
0

A formal order of investigation has been issued by the

The procedures for document control contained in the Commission's Access Manual will
be complied with if access· is granted (see'InstrlJction 0):'
. ';.
"

.,"

.

C~mmissiooin
this case.
.
.

..

..,

" .. t

".

~

Additional relevant information is 'attached (see Instruction E).

....

".-

..-...

~

...... ,

.

.•..:

'

~

-42:::::::===~4..,:..o,---=~~---"-.,:-;-.-"""';'. ,..

Signature of 'R'ecommending Officl~!1

" ,SPENCER ·C.' .BARASCH;.{M;STI DIST. AIlMIN,:ENFORCEMENT)
Name of Recommending Officiat {see', InStFuCtion' 'f) ,
• "" : •

~'.

.
"-. f

,"

'

..
~

~

.~

.

. CONCURRENCE:
Head (or Delegate) of Other Office or Division

APPROVED:

UJ.D ~

Signature Of AP'iroVing Official

8-10·CV:
Date

EXHIBIT 62

UNITED STATES
SECURiTIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 976-3821
FAX: (817) 976-2700

IN REPLYING
PLEASE Q
HFO/ (b)(6), (b)(7)c

MFW-

August 25, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Department of the Treasury
U.S. Customs Service
4141 Northbelt E.
Suite 300
Houston, TIC 77032
Re:

Dear

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

MFW-894

:

Your request, by letter, for access to Commission·files has been granted. In granting access, the
Commission has relied upon your assurances that, except as set forth in your letter, your agency will:
provide such safeguards as are necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of these files;

,

.

make no public use of these files or information without prior approval of our staff;
notify us of any legally enforceable demand for the files or infonnation prior to complying with the
demand, and assert such legal exemptions or privileges on our behalf as we may request; and
not grant any other demand or request for the files or information without prior notice or over our
objection.
.
The Commission makes no recommendation with respect to investigation or prosecution by your agency.
In addition, until this matter is closed, the Conunission continues to have an interest and .\Vill tal<e such further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
The files to which access has been granted are being retained by the Fort Worth District Office of the
at (b)(6), (b)(7)c
to make arrangements to
Commission. Your representative should contact (b)(6), (b)(7)c
review the files. I would also appreciate it if you woUld inform that person in the event that your agency instituteS
public proceedings based upon information that you obtain as a result of this grant of aCcess.
Sincerely,

Harold F. Degenhardt
District Administrator

DEPARTMENT OF' THE TREASURY
r"",,- ,.,.,\!"'""

r'

u.s.

-r- ....

CUSTOMS SERVICE

r~ L~. {~.::.: 5 't/ ~-:'. LfioUSTON. TEXAS

Iqqa AUG 11 P 3: I 4 .
~C"('
Co.. .'

'.J :.-

-cwDO
y'Y •
~

Case Number: H002BR96H00007

By Telefax (817-978-2700) & Mail
Harold S. Degenhardt, Esq.
District Administrator
United States Security and Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Re: STANFORD GROUP INC. (MFW-894)

Dear ML Degenhardt:

The United States Customs Service, Office of the Special Agent in Charge; Holiston,
Texas hereby requests access to the investigative and other non-public files of the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission related to the above referenced matter. This request is
made in connection with an ongoing official investigation inquiring into various allegations of
Federal criminal laws. The investigation is being conducted by the United States Customs
Service as the lead agency in an Organized Crime Prug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF)
case also involvin~ the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Federal Buteau ofInvestigation,
the Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation Division and the United States Attorney's
Office for the Southern District of Texas.
We understand that the file in this matter contain or may contain "financial records" of
"customers", as those terms are defined in the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 [12 U.S.C.
§ 3401-22]. We have reason to believe that this information is relevant to our investigation and
proceedings.
We will establish and maintain such safeguard as are necessary and appropriate to protect
the confidentiality of files to which access is granted and information derived therefrom; The
files and information may, however, be used for the purpose of our investigation and/or
proceeding, and any resulting proceedings. They may also be transferred to other criminal law
enforcement authorities. We shall notify the Commission of any such transfer and use our best
efforts to obtain appropriate assurances of confidentiality.

REPLY TO: SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, 4141 NORTHBELT E., SUITE 300. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77032

Other than as set forth in the preceding paragraph, we will:
1) make no public use ofthese files or infonnation without prior approval of your
staff;
2) notify you of any legally enforceable demand for the files or infonnation prior
to complying with the demand, and assert such legal exemptions or privileges on
your behalf as you may request; and
3) not grant any other demand or request for the files or infonnation without prior
notice to and lack of objection by your staff.
We recognize that until this matter has been closed, the Commission continues to have an
interest and will take further investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the
discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
Should you have any questions, please contact Supervisory Special Agent
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
at
, Of Special Agent(b)(6), (b)(7)c
at (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Sincerely,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAsURY
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERWCE
'

OFFICE OF INVEsnCATIONS
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

SPECIAL AGENT
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

4141 N. SAM HOUSTON
PKWy EAsT, SUJTE 300
HOUsrON. TEXAs 77032
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PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE. $300

. '

·~·V
Harold S. Degenhardt
District Administrator
Unitp.d States Security and Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
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RECOMM£NDATION 10 GRANT' ACCESS
PURSUANT TO DELECMTED AUTHQRITY

OCC'Use
Only
Case name and number
:STANDARD GROpP COMPANY(MFW-894)
Name aod telephone nUmber
of Commission employee
handling compliance With
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
access request
Date of request
Name and title of requeStor (b)(6), (b)(7)c
R, SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT
Agency
:DEPARTMENT
OF
THE TREASURY
Address

C.'

I

U. S.

·CUSTOMS· SERVICE
4141 NORTHBELT E..
SUITE 300
HOUSTON. TX' 77032

A.

0

o

1.

are those Of ~other

diviSiO,,! or office:

The head of that division or office (or his or her delegate) concurs in the·recommendation
to grant access to those files.
.

Requesting person is or represents:

B.

D

o

1.

the Department of Justice.(including U.S. Attorneys' offices and, the F.B.I.):

2.

a federal bank regulatory authority in its capacity as a
meaning of Section 1101 (6) of the RFPA.

I[]

3.

another federal government authority (including federal.. bank regulatory authorities in a
capacity. other than that specified above).

D

4.

a state or municipal authority.

5.

Congress.

6.

a foreign government or foreign securities authority.

7.

a self-regulatory organization.

o

o
o

~supe~o~ age~·

within the

o
o

8:

a receiver, special counselor other similar person appointed in Commission litigation.

9.

SIPC.

D

10. a trustee appointed pursuant to section·S(b) of the Securities Investor Protection Act.

o
C.

The flies to which access is requested

11. a trustee in bankrupcy.

fL] 1.

Request is in writing and requestor occupies, or request has been ratified by a. person in,
a sufficiently senior or supervisory position so as to make and enforce the representations
in the request.

~ 2.

Request contains required language describing requestor's need for, and safekeeping and
.
confidential treatment of, information (see Instruction B).

[J 3.

Case is' open and request contains required language acknowledging Commission's
continued interest (see Instruction B).

SEC 2191 (9-89)

D·rn

1.

No RFPA-related informationh~~ been ,qr is e.xpectedto be obtained in ,this case.

0

2.

Information. has been and/or is expecled'to:be obtained in this case under the exception
contained in Section 1113(h) of the RFPA,

0

3.. N() RFPA-related: information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor
pursuant to this recommendation. Any such information has been and/or will be identified .
,-and' segregated in order to prevent inadvertent access (see Instru~ion' C).

.

.

-'

".":"'

-

.

' ' ' : .

.

·0

4.

.'.

--

.RFPA-related' information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor pursuant
to this recommendation (see Instruction C).
. .'..

o
o

:(al Customer notice in accordance with the RFPA will be provided.

.(b)

The RFPA's customer notice requirements are inapplicable. '

o .. ' q.

(c) The request contains required language regarding the AFPA (see Instructions Band

o
..0

.

.

(d) There 'have been actual and/or threatened RFPA customer challenge proceedings
. "
.
. with respect to materials subject to this access request.
(e) .There are special ckcumstances in t.his matter that make future RFPA customer
q~~'leng~,'pr~EiediQgs niO£~ .lIkely' que .to .'he.,grant of. this access request..

E.D 'There ~lre"parallel'proceedings'i!;suesin this caSe (see diseussion 'in A~ce~ Ma~uai).
F. D I'haveconsulted-the Office of the General Counsel regarding this 'recommendation.
".l

N9 copies. of internal J!I.eJTIDranq.a., m.emoranda to the Ccm:amission; or materials subject to
the 'work-"prodiJct" doctrine 'or the attorrlEiy-client" or deliberative process privileges will be
provideQ'lothe:=requestor except in· aMordance. with "the Commission's Access Manual (see
Instruction D).
,.
.' .,,' .
..

G.I!J 1.

o

....'

.

,2. '. 'The files· contain 'information ;ot)talned from anOther agency.

o
.0

[X]

H.D
I. 0

'

3.

(a) Access will not be provided to that information.

:

(b) The other agency concurs in the recommendaiion to grant ~cc~ss to the information.

The procedures for document control contained in the Commission's Access Manual will
be complied with if .access is granted (see "nsltuction 0).'
.,.

.A formal order of investigation has been .issued by the Commission in this case.
.

-;'

,

Additional relevant information is attached (see Instruction E).
• ..oJ

...L._ _

•

__

-=-::---:,..,-_+-....,....._--'-~~

Signature

~

of Recommending Official

,.

. ·SPENCERC. BARAScH.' (ASSI', DISI, ADMI'N": ENFORCEMENT)
Name of Recommending Official (see.lnStruction·F)

CONCURRfi;NCE:
Head (or Delegate) of Other Office or Division

APPROVED:

B·25-Q&
Date

,-

EXHIBIT 63

'f ..

.UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 978-3821
FAX: (817) 978-2700

IN REPLYING
PLEASE Q

HFD/ (b)(6), (b)(7)c

rvtFW-

October 20, 1998

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

U.S. Department of Justice
United States Attorney
910 Travis St., #1500
P.O. Box 61129
Houston, TX 77208
Re:

Dear

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

MFW-894

:

Your request, by letter dated September 21, 1998, for access to Commission files has been granted. In
granting access, the Commission has relied upon your assurancesthat, except as set forth in your letter, your
agency will:
provide such safeguards as are necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of these files;
make no public use of these files or information without prior approval of our staff;
notify us of any legally enforceable demand for the files or information prior to complying with. the
demand, and assert such legal exemptions or privileges on our behalf as we may request; and·
not grant any other demand or request for the files or information Without prior notice or over our
objection.
The Commission makes no reeammendatio!1 with respect to investigation or prosecution by your agency.
In additioD; until this matter is closed, the Commission continues to have an interest and Will take such further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
The files to which access has been granted are being retained by the Fort Worth District Office of the
at (b)(6), (b)(7)c
to make arrangements to
Commission. Your representative should contact (b)(6), (b)(7)c
review the files. I would also appreciate it if you would inform that person in the event that your agency institutes
public proceedings based upon information that you obtain as a result of this grant ofaccess.
Sincerely,

~1.\)~tiJj
Harold F. Degenhardt
District Administrator

u.s. Departme~.

.If Justice

United States Attorney
Southern. District ofTexas

c--c-FWOO
;.->t
-

9/0 Travis Street, # 1500
Post Office Box 61 J 29
Houston, Texas 77208

. Phone (713) 567-9000
Fax(7l3) 718-3307

September 21, 1998

Harold S. Degenhardt, Esq.
District Administrator
United States Securities & Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Re: Stanford Group Company (MFW-894)
Dear

Mr~

Degenhardt:

I hereby request access to the investigative and other non. public files of the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission related to the above-referenced matter. This request'
is made in connection with an ongoing official investigation
inquiring into various alleged violations of federal criminal
laws.
The investigation.is being conducted by the FBI, IRS with
the assistance of the United States Attorney's Office.
I understand that the files in this matter contain or may
contain ~financial records" of ~customers" as those terms are
defined in the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 [12 U.S.C.
3401-22].
I have reason to believe that that information is
relevant to our investigation and proceedings.
I will establish and maintain such safeguards as are
necessary and appropriate to protect the confidentiality of files
to which access is granted and information derived therefrom.
The files and information may, however, be used for the purpose
of our investigation and/or prosecution, and any resulting
proceedings.
They also may be transferred to other criminal law
enforcement authorities.
I shall notify the Commission of any
such transfer and use my best efforts to obtain appropriate
assurances of confidentiality.

Mr. Degenhardt
September 21, 1998
Page 2.
other than as set forth in the preceding paragraph, I will:
(1)

make no public use of these files or information
without prior approval of your staff;

(2)

notify you of any legally enforceable demand for
the files or information prior to complying with
the demand, and assert. such legal exemptions or
privileges on your behalf as you may request; ;and

(3)

not giant any other demand or request for the
files or "information without prior notice to and
lack of objection by your staff.

I recognize that until this matter has been closed the
Commission continues to have an interest and will take further
investigatory or other steps as it considers necessary in the
discharge of its duties and responsibilities.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Should you have any questions, please contact me at
,
Sincerely,
James H. DeAtley
United States Attorney
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Assistant United

Attorney

RECOMMENDATION to GRANT ACCESS
PURSUANT TO DELE.TeD 'AUTHORITY
OCC Use
Only
Case name and number
Name and telephone number
of Commission employee
. handling compliance with
access request
Date of request
Name and title of requeStor
Agency
Address

A

0

o

B.

: STANDARD GROUP COMPANY (MFW-8 94 )

:

:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

9-21~98

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:
: U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
: UNITED STATES ATTORWEY
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
910 TRAVIS' ST.• ,. USOO
P.O. BOX 6H29
HOUSTON, TX 77208

The files to which access is requested
1.

C.:

are those of ~other djviSiO~ or office;

.

The head of that division or office (or his or her delegate) concur~ .in the ·I'ecoi'nmendation
to grant access to those files.
.

Requesting person is or represents:

6Ll

1.

the Oepartment of Justice (including U.S. Attorneys' offICes and the F.B.I.).

o
o
o
o
o
o a
o
09.
o 10.
o
2.

a federal ~nk regulatory authority in its capacity as a
meaning of Section 1101(6) of the RFPA

'superviso~ age~cy"

within the

3.

another federal govel1J(I1ent authority (including. federaJ .bank regulatory authorities .in a
capacity other than that specified above).
.

4.

a state or municipal authority.

5.

Congress.

6.

a foreign government or foreign securities authority.

7.
8.

self-regulatory organization.

a receiver, special counselor other similar person appointed in Commission litigation.

SIPC.
a trustee appointed pursuant to section 5(b) of the Securities Investor Protection Act.

11. a trustee in bankrupcy.

c.1!] 1.

.

.

Request is in writing and requestor occupies, or request has been ratified by a person in,
a suffICiently senior or supervisory position so as to make and enforce the representations
in the request.

ID

2.

Request contains required language .describing requestor's need for, and safekeeping and
confidential treatment of, information (~ Instruction B)~

lLJ

3.

Case is open and request contains required language acknowledging Commission's
continued interest (see Instruction B).

SEC 2191 (9-89)

D·lXJ

o
o

··0

No RFPA-related information,.h9~ been :qr is expected to be obtained in ,this case.

1.

Iniormatlo~

has bee~· ~~d/or ·is ·e)(peetedi~;be
contained in ·Section 1113(h) of the RFPA.

2.

~btained 'in· this ~ase under the exception

3.. No RFPA-related: information obtained in ·this case will be provided to the requestor
pursuant to this recommendation. Any such information has been and/or will be identifi.ed .
.-and segregated in order to prevent inadvertent access (see Instr~~i~~ C).
4. . RFPA~related· information obtained in this case will be provided to the requestor· pursuant
. ;"
.
.
, to this recommendation (see Instruction C).

D

o
o
.

D

:(a) Customer notice in accordance with the RFPA will be provided.
"

'(b) The RFPA's customer notice requirements are inapplicable.·'
'

.(c) The request contains required language regarding the RFPA (see Instructions Band

,. C).

(d) there have been actual and/or threatened RFPA customer challenge proceedings
with respect to materials subject to this access request.

"0

(e) ,There are spec~1 circumstal1ces in t.his matter thatma,ke future RFPA customer
~~~~~ng:e;·prOFEiedicigsrii61Ei! ~llkely' ~ue .to .~he"grant oUhis access request.,

E.'D· :There are'-patallel:proceedings'issues in this case (see discussion 'in Acc~ Ma~uaQ.
F.

0

I·have consulted the Office of the General Counsel re-garding this 'recommendation.
_"

H.
I.

Or

".".

N() copies. o!!nte~(l31 rneO,1OranQp, memo.randa to the Cqmmission;· or materials subject to
the work-product .doctrine 'or tne attorney-client or deliberative process privileges will be
provide~'1othe;requestorexcept in aMordance. with "the Commission's Access Manual (see
Instruetion D).
' .. :
,. -,"
'.

G. [i] 1.

o

".'

"2. ','The files·contain'information :ootajned from another agenCy.

o
o

(a) Access will not be provided to that information.
(b) The other agency concurs in the recommendation to grant access to the information.

[!I

3.

0
0

A formal order of investigation has been

The procedures for document control contained in the Commission's Access Manual will
be complied with if access is granted (see ·Instruction D): '
., .
'

." .

iss~ed by the 6~mmission in this

case.

Additional relevant information is attached (see Instruction E).

Granting this request is not adverse to the Commission's enforcement efforts
or contrary to the pub6c interest,.. I re,comme.nd that access be granted.

.SPENCER c. ~
(ASST.·· DIST. ADMIN·. :'ENFORCEMENT)
Name of Recommending Official (see InStruction· F)

, ·CONCURR~NCE:
Head (or Delegate) .of Other Office or Division

APPROVED:
Signature of Appro ng OffiCIal

.v··

EXHIBIT 64

Page 1 of2

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:
Sent:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Monday, March 22,201010:06 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

To:

Subject: OrG Request
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

and you, OIA's Program Analyst for
In response to the request from
International Enforcement checked OIA's record storage index and found the following
two relevant files listed on that index: Stanford Group - File 233-F and Stanford Group
(USA), Stanford Financial Group, Co. - File 279-F.
OIA s Program Analyst obtained both files on an expedited basis. I reviewed all the
contents of those two files and found no items to be responsive to your Office's request
for materials indicating any outreach from the FWRO to OIA from 1997 to 2004 about the
Stanford matter. However, I did find anOIA response dated December 3, 1999 to a "fit
and proper" request dated November 9, 1999 from the Supertintendencia de Companias
of Ecuador. I mentioned that correspondence to you and you requested copies. I gave
you copies of that correspondence and OIA's related notes and research on Thursday,
March 18, 2010.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

, OIA's.
I also had an intern review the labels on all the hard files which
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
for Enforcement matters, had left at OIA. The intern checked
to see if there were any files labeled Stanford. The intern found one such file. I reviewed
all the contents of that file and found the following items to be responsive to your
Office's request for materials indicating any outreach from the FWRO to OIA from 1997
to 2004: Emails and notes from December 29, 2004 through
January 11, 2005 between
.
.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
and Victoria Prescott of FWRO relating to FWRO's inquiry to OIA to
explore the possibility that a Stanford entity may be using an audit firm in the UK. You
told me that your Office was aware of that communication. Nonetheless, I provided you
with copies of those the emails and notes.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

With your Office's approval, I also called
and
, a former OIA
staff attorney, to determine whether either of them had any recollection of any outreach
rch 17,2010, I had
FWRO to OIA from 1997 to 2004 about the Stanford
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
said she
separate phone conversations with (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
only remembers working on the Stanford matter sometime after 2004.
did
not recall the aforementioned Ms. Prescott's outreach to (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
told
me that he only remembered working on the matter beginning in 2005. OIA's Program
Analysts also checked OIA's 'former employee' files on the OIA database to see if there
related to Stanford. We did not
were any emails or documents from (b)(6), (b)(7)c or(b)(6), (b)(7)c
discover any materials as a result o
arch.
As you further requested, I also reviewed my emails about

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

gave you copies of those emails on Thursday
Regards,

3/2212010

I
M~rch

18, 2010.

Page 2 of2

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

, Enforcement Matters
Office of International Affairs
s and Exchange Commission
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
direct dial
fax
PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL: This e-mail message (and any attachments) from the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read,
distribute, or take action in reliance upon this message~ If you have received this email in error, please
notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this message and its attachments
from your computer system. Be advised that no privileges are waived by the transmission of this
message.

3/22/2010

EXHIBIT 65

-OGDEN, GIBSON, WHITE l1 BROOCKS, L.L.P.

RECEIVED

ATTORNEYS
2100 PENNZqlL SOUTH TOWER 711 LOUISIANA

lqqa- JUN -22- P 2: 3q

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

,-

SEC-FWOO.

Jack D. Ballard
Direct Dial: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

TEL. (713) 844-3000
F"AX (713) 644-3030

June 19, 199.8

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Via Fcwsimile (817) 978-2700

Enforcement Attorney
U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission
801 Cherry Street
Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

and Regular Mail

Re: Informal Inquiry Regarding Stanford Group Company (MFW-894)
Dear

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:

As you know, Wayne Secore and I represent Stanford Group Company ("SGC"), a registered
broker-dealer and investment advisor, in connection with the infonnal inquiry being conducted by
the Fort Worth District Office. We have had several telephone discussions with you concerning the
scope of the inquiry which, as you have informed us, primarily concerns the relationship of SGC
with Stanford International Bank ("SIB"), a private international bank located in Antigua, West
Indies.
SIB has been in existence since 1985 and, since inception, has offered banking services to
customers who are primarily citizens ofMexico, South Am~ca and other foreign countries. In early
1996,our client, SGC, commenced operations as a broker-dealer. The ftnn's principal office is
located in Houston, Texas; however, it also maintains offices in Miami and Bonita SpringS, Florida,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Denver, Colorado. Currently, SGC conducts a general securities
business, provides asset management and other services traditionally offered by full-service
brokerage ftnns, and makes referrals of nonresident alien customers who desire to purchase
certificates of deposit issued by SIB. SGC's primary business objective, however, has been the
ongoing development of its own customer base and the sale ofproducts separate and apart from SIB,
but with the certificate of deposit from SIB remaining a part ofthe product mix available to clients:'
SGC is well on its way to achieving its objective. For example, last month 490!cl ofSGC's revenues
consisted of referral fees; in 1997 such fees were -67%_ofSGC's revenueS. SGC's objective is to
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

s:lstanford\

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

June 19, 1998
Page 2

reduce su~h revenues to between 10% to 15% of its total revenues within the next five years, with
the overwhelming majority ofrevenues to be derived from the traditional services provided by a full
service brokerage firm.
All of the customers for whom SGC has received a referral fee from SIB are citizens of
foreign countries and are not·U.S. citizens or residents. The relationship of those customers with
SGC began when some of SIB's marketing representatives obtained their securities licenses and
joined SOC as registered representatives. As a"result, the majority of SOC's and SIB's common
customers have relationships of ten (10) or more years with SIB. Only 300 to 400 of the
approximately 2,500 customers of both SGC and SIB are "new customers" - that is, those who did
not have a relationship with SIB prior to SOC becoming registered as a broker-dealer.
SIB has never had a c~oiner complaint since it was founded in 1985, and no client has ever
lost any funds deposited with the bank. I have previously provided a copy of SIB's 1997Annual
Report, which demonstrates the fmancial strength of that organization. SIB is regulated by the
Ministry of Finance in Antigua, which has extensive regulations applicable to SIB and the other
international banks licensed by the governments of Antigua and Barbuda. In August, 1998, Antigua
will adopt legislation creating one ofthe world's most comprehensive regulatory and anti-money
laundering statutes applicable to international banks.
Since it commenced business in early 1996, SGC has had only a few minor customer
complaints, which were immediately handled to the customers' satisfaction. None ofthe complaints
involved referrals to SIB. During its existence, SGC also has been examined"by the Securities and
Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., the Texas
Securities Board, and the securities commissions of Louisiana and Colorado.
In cOI1l)ection with the inquiry, SGC has serious concerns about members of the staff ofthe
Fort Worth office possibly placing telephone calls to SIB's foreign customers who haye very little
or no experience with SEC procedures or the purpose ofyour call. English also is not their native
language. Similar to private banking cuStomers of international banks generally, these customers
are usually affluent and members ofthe more sophisticated classes in their respective countries who
can afford to maintain dollar deposits abroad. Privacy and confidentiality are absOlutely crucial to
them. Ifthese customers begin receiving telephone calls from the SEC, many will believe that their
confidentiality has been breached, and the likelihood of mistrust "and misunderstanding will be
widespread.. My client is fearful that your telephone inquiries would irreparably damage SIB's
relationship with those customers, and create a perception of instability at" SGC or SIB. The result
could be substantial account closings and/or withdrawals offunds from both companies. Therefore,
s:\stanford (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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June 19, 1998
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it is ofthe utmost importance to the business of SGC and sm that any contact with these customers,
especially by a government agency, be handled with extreme sensitivity and caution.
This is not a hypothetical issue. One of the primary reasons the referral customers choose
to do business with SOC and SIB is the expectation of confidentiality. Most of these foreign
customers are deeply concerned with protecting their privacy. Unfortunately, over the years, SIB has
had five (5) instances in which a depositor's family member was kidnapped and, in two of those
instances, the family member was murdered. In· fact, Sm maintains kidnapping and ransom
insurance for employees who travel to South America on sm business.
SOC also has a seriousconcem regarding the possible dissemination ofits confidential client
information once the SEC has· reviewed its records. At the very least, SGC would request an
agreement that the names, addresses, telephone number, and other personal customer information
will be used only in connection with this inquiry.
On several occasions, Wayne and I have stated that SGC will cooperate fully with your
inquiry, and we reiterate that position. SOC already has provided copies of documents responsive
to many of your requests, has arranged for an examination of documents by you in SOC's offices
tentatively scheduled to comrilence on June 29, 1998 and has agreed to your request to produce a
representative of SOC for informal questioning in your office. SGC has carefully examined the issue
of referrals to SIB and is extremely confident that the certificates of deposit in question are bank
prodlicts and not securities. SOC welcomes the opportunity to address any issues or concerns you
may have and, as I previously stated, firmly believes that SOC is in full compliance with all
applicable statutes and regulations. Ifanything improper has occurred, which SGC does not believe
is the case, SGC would request notification of that fact so that corrective action can be taken
imrilediately.
.
Two actions on the part ofyour office would greatly alleviate our client's concerns. First, we
request that you consider limiting your review of the SOC files to the 300 to 400 "new customers"
at sm - that is, those who have become customers of the bank since SOC commenced operations.
Such a limitation would appear to provide more than an adequate'sampling of customers, while at
the same time limiting the possible negative impact on SOC's and SIB's business operations and
clients. Second, Wayne and I believe the seriousness of SOC's concerns warrant a personal meeting
with you and Harold Degenhardt to discuss those concerns raised in this letter. Wayne and I are
available at any time on Tuesday, June 23 or Wednesday, June 24. Please let me know at your
earliest convenience when a personal meeting with you and Mr. Degenhardt can be scheduled.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

s:lslanford

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

June 19, 1998
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Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Very truly yours,

.~5J.<15~
Jack D. Ballard

.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

JDBl

Mr: Harold Degenhardt, District Administrator
U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission
801 Cherry Street
Suite 1900
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

cc:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

s:\slanfordl

Via Facsimile (817) 978-2700
imd Regular Mail
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

i

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Alvarado. Mauricio;
Legal, Settlement and Recruitment Fees since inception - SGC

Attachments:

I

I

Legal fees project 2002.xls

Here is the revised worksheet. We included legal exenses coded to Corporate which are not
charged to any specific broker. Please let me know if you have any questions.

I

I

>

I

legal fees project
2002.xls

>
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1998

JANUARY FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBEH

TOTAL._

400.00

--.. _---4.~Q.§[

U;·(;..jf. "-hES
BATON ROUGE· H. MILLS
NASD·ARBITRATION 1198·0l520 G.WILLIAMS VS SGC & H MILLS
IlATONROUGE
WATSON. BLANCHE. WILSON & POSNER LLP

19,701.98

LOCKE PURNELL RAIN HARRELL· FILE 11852

19,701.98

1,677.80

1,677.80

HOUSTON· M. MALVAEZ
GREENBERG·LEGAL SERVICES M. MALVAEZ

128.25

128.25

128.25

128.25

HOUSTON· T PEREZ

0.00

QR~~g~:.L!.9ALSERVICES M. MALVAEZ

HOUSTON· G DOER
700.00

~~GC..:'.SDOER

700.00

OGDEN. GIBSON·GOLDEBERG & DOERR VS SGC & SFG CASE 1198·48255

522.00

522.00

OGDEN·SGC VS DOERR CASE1I98.0l711

377.39

377.39

OGDEN·GOLDBERG VS. DOERR

1,331.03

1,331.03

HOUSTON· J GOLDBERG
1,150.00

NASD·SGC VS. GOLDBERG

1,150.00

OGDEN·GOLDBERG VS. DOERR CASE1I98·48255

522.00

522.00

OGDEN·SGC VS. GOLDBERG CASE1I98·0l705

411.83

411 ..~l...

OGDEN·GOLDBERG & DOERR VS SGC & SFG
1I0USTON·
~AN &

1,331.02

J. YOUNG
8,334.54

ASSOCIATES·) YOUNG/MERRILL LYNCH

1,314,27

1,331.02

f - - - - - -..-.
190,14
9,838.95

1I0USTON
610.85

IRELAN & ASSOCIATESIPRUDENTIAL SEC VS. G DOERR 1198·05975

610.85

IRELAN & ASSOCIATES/PRUDENTIAL SEC VS. G DOERR 1198·05975

312.29

312.29

IRELAN & ASSOCIATES/PRUDENTIAL SEC VS. G DOERR 1198·05975

246.74

246.74

MIAMI· P PENZINI
461.00

461.00

PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES INC MATTER

89.00

89.00

GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS·PENZINI H·IB

142.50

142.50

GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS·PENZINI

2,678.38

2,678.38

GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS·PENZINI

1,237.10

GREENBERG· LEGAL SVCS·PENZINI

1,237.10

MIAMI
1,672.50

1,672.50

GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS·I 2Il 1/97
GREENBERG·PEDRO PENZINI H·IB

1,186.26

1,186.26

DONALD RETT·COUNSEL FOR BONITA SPRINGS

2,500.00

2,500.00
1,052.89

1,052.89

LGCKE PURNELL RAIN HARRELL· GENERAL COUNSEL FILEII 85248/64388

1,283.71

1,283.71

BAKER & HOSTETLER·PROF SVCS/SYLVIA GONZALEZ
CORPORATE

1,200.00

IRELAN & ASSOCIATES·M PATTON
OGDEN·SEC INVESTIGATION

12,052.50

SECORE" WALLER.SEC AUDIT

17,316.20

SECORE" WALLER·US SECURITIES & EXCHANGE COMMISSION

749.94

736.56

8,561.14

1,622.09

- - --_._._----

:::_~.::::=::,-:-iO:;.18I:23·

249,54 I
2,018.05
-- -,-_._--.- ---5,2S-j'92
. '-5';281.92
-- - - - - - - ---2~38.57·-2-;--i38.'5'7'

OGDEN & ASSOCIATES·GOLDBERG & DOERR VS. SGC & SFG.
OGDEN" ASSOCIATES·G WILLIAMS VS SGC & H MILLS
IRELAN & ASSOCIATION·PRUD SEC INV VS G. DOERR

5,106.39

DELEON·CREATION OF TX LOCAL RECORDING AGENCY

3,964.00

-S(i06.3i
3,~64.00

4,090.40

4,090.40

GREENBERG·STOCK OPTION PLAN
12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

2,898.43

GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS THROUGH 10/31/98
WARNER & ASSOCiATES

1,389.24

6500
13,604.00
--------17,'316:20

1,768.51

DUDEN & ASSOCIATES·SEC INVESTIGATION

CHAN WARNER p.e

189.24

511.64

132.70

2,378.31

5,668.48

144,000.00
2,898.43

6,326.04

15,017.17

SECORE" WALLER·US SEC & EXCHANGE COMM INQUIRY

20,730.50

20,730.50

OGDEN·INVESTMENT ADVISOR INQUIRY

16,971.89

16,971.89

OGDEN· WILLIAMS

1,441.19

1,441.19

GREENBERG·BASTIDA MATTER

7,024.39

7,024.39

IRELAN·GENERAL MATTERS

4,200.00

4,200.00

BREAZEALE·SVCS THROUGH 10/31/98

1,483.74

1,483.74

RAYMOND KERR·MEDIATION FEE·SGC VS DOERR
GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS THROUGH 7/31
GREENBERG·LEGAL SVCS THROUGH 5/31
BAKER" HOSTETLER.FILEII94261057193/00Il(J(JI

1,182.25

800.00

800.00

8,551.11

8,551.11

4,298.91

4,298.91
1,182.25

LOCKE PURNELL RAIN HARRELL· OENERAL MATTER
BREAZEALE·SVCS 1/31/98 HIBERNIA INVESTMENT SECURITIES

TOTAL
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. 561.30
12,000.00

5,226.00
40,789.92

26,889.40

13160.85

17702.32

12,000.00

43747.01

22737.29

57,139.38

30,869.23

21924.30

52212.90

5,226.00
350611.30

SETTl.EMBNT FEBS
BR RECRUITING

46500.00

MERRILL LVNCH·M PATTON

46,500.00

IIOliSTON·.r YOUNG
MERRILL LVNCH/l YOUNG.SETTLEMENT

TOTAL

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00 .

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

46,500.00

0.00

75.768.24
75,768.24

75768.24
122,268.24

!'l.AC".:lfl,WT FEE
DENVER BROKER RECRUITING· LEROY MATTICKS
SALES CONSULTANTS OF CORAL GABLES

17,425.65

17 425.65
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Preuitt, Julie A.
Tuesday, December 15,20095:02 PM
Kotz, David; (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. time lines

It may not matter, but I checked a couple of dates that I was unsure of during testimony.
Social event in New Orleans with
Testimony in Houma La with

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

,

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

, and Spence Bar?sch - July 30-Aug.1, 2009

- Oct. 21 and 22,2009.

Julie
Assistant Regional Director
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT C( UJ,t'FORTHERNmsTRlCTOFTEXAS
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF T ~xAS·
FIL1IJJ._
DALLAS DIVISION

FEB , 1 2009

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,

v.
STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK, LTD.,
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY,
STANFORD CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC,
R. ALLEN STANFORD, JAMES M. DAVIS, and
LAURA PENDERGEST-HOLT,
Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§
§

. ' •. _.~

....

Case NO.:
~

~ I-09CV0298-L

§
§
§
§
§

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
EX PARTE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER,
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND OTHER EMERGENCY RELIEF
I.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission submits this Memorandum of Law in

Support of its Motion for Ex Parte Temporary Restraining Order, Preliminary Injunction and
Other Emergency Relief to halt a massive, ongoing fraud orchestrated by Robert Allen Stanford
and James M. Davis and executed through companies they control, Antiguan-based Stanford
International Bank, Ltd. ("SIB"), and its affiliated Houston-based investment advisers, Stanford
Group Company ("SGC") and Stanford Capital Management ("SCM").
. Certificates 01Deposit

Acting through a network of SGC financial advisers,

sm

has sold approximately $8

billion of so-called "certificates of deposit" to investors by promising high interest rates.

sm

claims that it offers high yields because of its unique investment strategy, which has purportedly

.,

. ..

Case 3:09-CV-00,-N
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enabled the bank to achieve double-digit returns on its investments over for past 15' years. As
further described below, the bank's claims are improbable and unsubstantiated.
Further,

sm and its advisers have misrepresented to CD purchasers that their deposits are

safe because the bank: (i) re-invests client funds primarily in "liquid" fmancial instruments (the
"portfolio"); (ii) monitors the portfolio through a t~ of 20-pius analysts; and (iii) is subject to
yearly audits by Antiguan regU1ators. Recently,. as the market absorbed the news of Bernard
Madoff's massive Ponzi scheme, SIB told investors that the bank had no "direct or indirect"
exposure to Madoff's scheme.
These assurances are false.

SIB's investment portfolio was not invested in liquid

financial instruments or allocated in the manner described in its promotional material and public
reports.

Instead, a substantial portion. of the bank's portfolio was invested in illiquid

investments, such as private equity and real estate. Further, the vast majority SIB's multi-billion
dollar investment portfolio was not monitored by a team of analysts, but rather by two people 
Allen Stanford and James Davis. And contrary to SIB's representations, the Antiguan regulator
responsible for oversight ofthe bank's portfolio, the Financial Services Regulatory Commission,
does not audit SIB's portfolio or verify the assets SIB claims in its financial statements. Finally,

sm has exposure to losses from the Madofffraud scheme despite the.hank's puhlic assurances to
the contrary.
SGC has also failed to disclose material facts to its advisery clients. In December 2008,
SGC's clearing broker advised SGC that it would no longer facilitate wire transfer requests to

sm on behalf of existing clients who desire to purchase SIB CDs.

The clearing broker decided

to stop transferring money to the bank because of suspicions about the bank's purported
investment returns arid .the overall lack of "transparency" into the hank's portfolio of

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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SGC never disclosed to clients that Pershing refused to transfer client funds to

SIB.
During the past several weeks, the Securities and Exchange Commission subpoenaed SIB
bank records and witnesses in an effort to account for the $8 billion of investor funds held by the
bank. Among others, the SEC issued subpoenas to Stanford, Davis, and O.Y. Goswick, a SIB
board member residing in Texas, who is purportedly responsible for "investments." None of
these witnesses appeared for testimony or produced a single document. Further, sm represented
that Juan Rodriquez, SIB's president who resides in Antigua, would voluntarily appear in the
United States to give sworn testimony to the SEC and account for investor funds. Mr. Rodriguez
failed to appear for testimony. The SEC did, however, take sworn testimony from Stanford
Financial Group's Chief Investment Officer and SIB investment committee member (Laura
Pendergest-Holt) and a former Senior Investment Officer (the "SID"). Neither Ms. Pendergest
Holt nor the SID could account for the $8 billion entrusted to the bank by its clients. In fact,
Pendergest-Holt and the former SIO could only identify Stanford and Davis as people. having
knowledge and access to the vast majority of SIB's portfolio.
Stanford Allocation Strategy

Stanford's fraudulent conduct is not limited to the sale of CDs.

Since 2005, SGC

advisers have sold more than $1 billion of a proprietary mutual fund wrap program called
Stanford Allocation Strategy ("SAS"), using materially false and misleading historical
performance data. The false data has helped SGC grow the SAS program from less than $10
million in around 2004 to over $1 billion, generating fees for SGC/SCM (and ultimately
Stanford) in excess of $25 million. And the fraudulent SAS performance was used to recruit

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et a1.
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registered financial advisers with significant books of business, who were then heavily
incentivized to re-allocate their clients' assets to SIB's CD program. 1
Emergency ReliefIs Appropriate

The SEC has learned that Allen Stanford, on or about February 6, 2009, imposed a ''twomonth moratorium" on CD redemptions, and instructed
honor redemption requests from clients.

sac advisers that the bank would not

Moreover, at least one SGC financial adviser

misrepresented to a client that the Commission had frozen CD-related accounts for two months.
[App. 672-73, 1118]. Finally, last week, Sill's counsel notified the Commission that he was
withdrawing as counsel. [App. 1121].fu so doing, Sill's counsel advised the Commission that
he and his law firm "disaffirm all prior oral and written representations" regarding Stanford
Financial Group and its affiliates. [App. 1122].
The fraudulent scheme is ongoing.

sm

is continuing to sell CDs. And SGC/SCM is

continuing to sell SAS. Moreover, the vast majority of investor funds have not been accounted
for and remain under the control of the Defendants. Investor funds and bank assets need to be
located, secured and marshaled by a Receiver for the benefit of investors. Emergency relief is,
therefore, necessary and appropriate in this matter.
To protect investors and to halt this fraudulent scheme, the Commission seeks: (1) an ex
parte temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction against future violations by

Defendants; (2) an· immediate freeze of all assets of Defendants; (3) an order requiring
Defendants to provide an immediate accounting; (4) a repatriation order; (5) an order that
Stanford and Davis surrender their passports; (6) an order prohibiting the destruction of records;
In addition to the antifraud violations descnbed above, SIB, SOC and SCM violated Section 7(d) of the
Investment Company Act, which prohibits foreign investment companies and their underwriters from selling
securities in the U.S. without registering with the Commission. Had sm complied with the law and registered as an
investment company, sm would have been subject to examination by the Commission.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank. Ltd., et al.
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(7) an order expediting discovery; and (8) the appointment of a Receiver to take control of the
assets of the Defendants to marshal and preserve assets for the benefit of the investors defrauded
by the Defendants.

II.

DEFENDANTS
Stanford International Bank, Ltd. purports to be private international bank domiciled

in St. John's, Antigua, West Indies. [App.527, 859, 887].

sm claims to serve 30,000 clients in

131 countries and holds $7.2 billion in assets under management. [App. 538].2

SIB's multi

billion portfolio of mvestments is managed by the SFG's chief fmancial officer in Memphis,
Tennessee. [App. 058, 388, 936]. Unlike a commercial bank, Sffidoes not loan money. [App.
50, 668, 862, 1011, 1017].

sm

sells the CD to U.s" investors through SGC, its affiliated

investment adviser. [App 668].
Stanford Group Company, a Houston-based corporation, is registered with the

Commission as a broker-dealer and investnient adviser. [App.585]. SGC has offices located
throughout the U.S., including Dallas, Texas.

[App. 928, 945].

SGC's principal business

consists of sales of SIB-issued securities, marketed as "certificates of deposit." [App. 590, 668].
SGC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Stanford Group Holdings, Inc., which in turn is owned by
Robert Allen Stanford ("Stanford"). [App. 46, 586, 942].
Stanford Capital Management, a registered investment adviser [App. 585], took over

the management of the SAS program (formerly Mutual·Fund Partners) from SGC in early 2007.
Stanford Capital Management markets the SAS program through SGC. [App. 679].
Robert Allen Stanford, a U.S. citizen, is the Chainnan of the Board and sole shareholder

of SIB and the sole director ofSGC's parent company. [App. 46, 76,586, 881-82].

2

SIB's Annual Report for 2007 states that sm has 50,000 clients [App. 859].

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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James M. Davis, a U.S. citizen and resident of Baldwin, Mississippi and who offices in
.Memphis, Tennessee and Tupelo, Mississippi, is a director and chief financial officer ofSFG and
SIB. [App. 80, 881-82].
Laura Pendergest-Holt is the Chief Investment Officer of SIB-affiliate Stanford
. Financial Group and a member of SIB's investment committee. [App. 31, 74-75, 524]. She
supervises a group of analysts in Memphis, Tupelo, and S1. Croix who "oversee" perfonnance of
SIB's "Tier IT' assets. [App.80-81].
III.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

The Stanford Empire

Allen, Stanford has created a web of affiliated companies that exist and operate under the
brand Stanford Financial Group ("SFG"). [App.926-37]. According to the company's website,
SFG is a privately-held group of companies that has in excess of$50 billion ''under advisement."
[www.stanfordfmancial.com].
SIB, one of SFG's affiliates, is a private, offshore bank that purports to have an
independent Board of Directors, an Investment Committee, a Chief Investment Officer and a
team of research analysts. [App. 524, 882, 895]. While SIB is domiciled in Antigua, a small
group of SFG employees who maintain offices in Memphis, Tennessee, and Tupelo, Mississippi,
purportedly monitor the bank's assets. [App. 80-81,388].
SIB is operated by a close-nit circle of Stanford's family, friend and their confidants. For
example, Davis was Stanford's college classmate at Baylor University in the 1970s. SIB's Board
of Directors includes Davis, Stanford, Stanford's father James A. Stanford, and O.Y. Goswick, a .
Stanford family friend from Mexia,

Texas~

whose business experience includes cattle-ranching

and car sales. [App. 882, 899]. SIB's investment committee, which is purportedly responsible

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et aT.
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for the management of the bank's multi-billion dollar portfolio of assets, is comprised of
Stanford, Stanford's father, Davis, Goswick and Laura Pendergest-Holt.

[App. 524].

Pendergest-Holt, who became acquainted with Davis at their church in Baldwin, Mississippi,
joined SFG in 1997, after graduating from Mississippi State University with a master's degree in
mathematics.

[App. 73].

Prior to joining SFG, Pendergest-Holt had no experience in the

financial services or securities industries. [App. 73].3 Based on these relationships, and the fact
that Stanford is the sole shareholder ofsm and SGC, it appears that Stanford is subject to little
or no independent oversight.

B. Stanford International Bank
As of November 28, 2008, SIB reported $8.6 billion in total assets. [App.

541]~

sm's

primary product is the CD. [App. 74, 403, 590, 668-70].4 sm aggregates customer deposits,
and then purportedly re-invests those funds in a "globally diversified portfolio" of assets.
For almost fifteen years, sm represented that it has experienced consistently high returns
on its investment ofdeposits (ranging from 11.5% in 2005 to 16.5% in 1993):

3

Further, Ken Weeden holds the title of Managing Director-Research and Investments. He supervises a
group of "analysts" that work in Memphis and Tupelo. Weedenreports to Pedergest-Holt, who is Weeden's sister
in-law. [App. 588]. Davis' son, and at least one of his college classmates, are research analysts whose
responsibilities include, in part, oversight of a small portion of sm's portfolio of assets.
sm sold more than $1 billion in CDs Per year between 2005 and 2007, including sales to U.S. investors.
The bank's deposits increased from $3.8 billion in 2005, to $5 billion in 2006, and $6.7 billion in 2007. [App.856].
sm markets CDs to investors in the United States exclusively through SGC advisers pursuant to a Regulation 0
private placement In connection with the private placement, sm filed a Fonn D with the Commission. [App. 668,
906-12].

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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[App. 345, 670, 1030].
Since 1994, SIB claims that it has never failed to hit targeted investment returns in excess
of 10%. [App 407, 590]. And, SIB claims that its "dIversified portfolio -of investments" lost
only $110 million or 1.3% in 2008. [App.541]. During the same time period, the S&P 500 lost
39% and the Dow'Jones STOXX Europe 500 Fund lost 41 %. Id.
SIB's historical returns are improbable, if not impossible. After reviewing SIB's returns
on investment over ten years, a perfonnance reporting consultant hired by Stanford characterized
SIB's perfonnance as "not possil>le - almost statistically impossible." [App. 159-150]. Further,
in 1995 and 1996, SIB reported identical returns of 15.71%, a remarkable achievement
considering the bank's "diversified investment pprtfolio." [App. 345, 670]

According to

Pendergest-Holt, it is "improbable" that SIB could have managed a "globally diversified"
portfolio .of investments so that it returned identical results in consecutive years. [App. 106].
Likewise, the above-referenced perfonnance reporting consultant believes that it is "impossible"
to achieve identical results on a diversified investment portfolio in consecutive years.. [App.
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Nonetheless, sm continues to promote its CDs using these improbable/implausible

returns. [App 345, 590, 670].
sm's consistently high returns of investment have enabled the bank: to pay a significantly
higher rate on its CD than conventional banks. [App. 531, 533]. For example, SIB offered
7.45% as of June 1, 2005, and 7.878% as of March 20, 2006, for a fixed rate CD based on an
investment of$100,000. [App.668]. On November28, 2008, SIB quoted 5.375% on a 3-year
Flex CD, while comparable U.S. Banks' CDs paid under 3.2%. [App.541].
SIB's extraordinary returns have also enabled thebank: to pay disproportionately large
commissions to SGC for the sale of SIB CDs. [App. 591,669].5 SGC receives a 3% fee from

sm on sales of CDs by SGC advisers.

[App.59l]. Financial advisers receive a 1% commission

upon the sale of the CDs, and are eligible to receive as much as a 1% trailing commission
throughout the tenn of the CD. [App. 591, 669). SGC promoted this generous commission
structure in its effort to recruit established financial advisers to the firm. [App. 669]. The
commission structure also provided a powerful incentive for SGC financial advisers to
aggressively sell CDs to United States investors, and aggressively expanded its number of
financial advisers in the United States. ld.
sm purportedly managed the investment portfolio from Memphis and Tupelo. SIB's
investment portfolio, at least internally, was segregated into three tiers: (a) cash and cash
equivalents ("Tier I"), (b) investments with "outside portfolio managers (25+)" that are
monitored by the Analysts ("Tier 2"), and (c) unknown assets under the apparent control of
Stanford and Davis ("Tier 3"). [App. 31, 586]. As of December 2008, Tier 1 represented
approximately 9% ($800 million) ofthe bank's portfolio. [App. 586]. Tier 2, prior to the bank's

5
In 2007, SIB paid to SGC and affiliates more than $291 million in management fees and commissions·from
CD sales, up from $211 million in 2006. [App.869-870].
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decision to liquidate $250 million of investments in late 2008, represented approximately 10% of
the portfolio. [App. 586]. And Tier 3 represented 80% of the bank's investment portfolio. [App.
586].

C.

SIB's Fraudulent Sale of CDs
1.

SIB Misrepresented that Its Investment Portfolio is Invested
Primarily in "Liquid" Financial Instruments.

fu selling the CD,

sm touts the liquidity of its investment portfolio. [App. 85, 352].

example, in its CD brochure,

sm

For

emphasizes the importance of liquidity, stating, under the

heading "Depositor Security," that the bank focuses on "maintaining the highest degree of
liquidity as a protective factor for our depositors" and that the bank's assets are "invested in a
well-diversified portfolio of highly marketable securities issued by stable governments, strong
multinational companies and major international banks." [App.528].6
fu its 2007 annual report, which was signed and approved by Stanford and Davis [App.

881],

sm represented that its portfolio was

allocated in the following manner: 58.6% equity,

18.6% fixed income, 7.2% precious metals and 15.6% alternative investments. [App. 871].
These allocations were depicted in a pie chart [App. 871], which was approved by Stanford and
Davis. [App. 881].

6
Likewise, the bank trained SGC advisers that "liquidity/marketabilityofSm's invested assets" was the
"most important factor to provide security to Sill clients." lApp. 1040).
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[App.871]
SID's investment portfolio is not, however, invested in a ''well-diversified portfolio of
highly marketable securities issued by stable govenunents, strong multinational companies and
major international banks." Instead, a significant portion of the bank's portfolio is invested in
illiquid investments - namely private equity and real estate.· [App. 97,588]. In fact, in 2008, the
bank's portfolio included at least 23% private equity. [App. 1123-24]. The bank never disclosed
in its financial statements its exposure to private equity and real estate investments.7 [App. 504,

871].
Further, on December 15, 2008, Pendergest-Holt met with her team of analysts by
teleconference following the bank's decision to liquidate more than 30% of its Tier 2
investments (approximately $250 million). [App. 587-88]. During the meeting, at least one
analyst expressed concern about the amount of liquidations in Tier 2, asking why 'it was
necessary to liquidate Tier 2, rather than Tier 3 assets, to increase SID's liquidity. Id.

7
One of the bank's analysts candidly admitted that including private equity and real estate in the Equity
allocation "does not make sense." [App.589].
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Pendergest-Holt told the analyst that Tier 3 was primarily invested in private equity and real
estate and that Tier 2 was "more liquid" than Tier 3. 8 [App. 97, 587-88].

2. SIB Misrepresented that Its Multi-Billion Dollar Investment Portfolio is
Monitored By a Team ofAnalysts
Prior to making their investment decision, prospective investors routinely asked how sm
safeguarded and monitored its assets. [App. 37]. In fact, investors frequently inquired whether·
Allen Stanford could "run off with the [investor's] money." ld. In response to this question, at
least during 2006 and much of 2007, the SIO told investors that sm had sufficient controls and
safeguards in place to protect assets. ld. In particular, the SIO was trained by Pendergest-Holt to
tell investors that the bank's multi-billion portfolio was "monitored" by the analyst team in
Memphis.

ld.

In communicating with. investors,· the SIO followed Pendergest-Holt's

instructions, misrepresenting that a team of 20-plus analysts monitored the bank's investment
portfolio.

It!.

In so doing, the SIO never disclosed to investors that the team of analysts only

monitor approximately 10% of SIB's money. !d. In fact, Pendergest-Holt trained the SIO "not
to divulge too much" about oversight of the bank's portfolio because. that information "wouldn't
leave an investor with a lot of confidence." ld. Likewise, Davis instructed the SIO to "steer"
potential CD investors away from information about SIB's portfolio.

[App~

37, 43].

Contrary to the bank's representation that responsibility for SIB's multi-billion portfolio
was "spread out" among 20-plus people, even Pendergest-Holt and the SIO did not know the
whereabouts of the vast majority of sm's investment portfolio. [App.356]. In fact, the only
people that Pendergest and the SIO could identify as knowing the whereabouts of the bulk of
SIB's portfolio were Stanford and Davis. [App. 31,98,588]. According to Pendergest-Holt,she

8

Pendergest-Holt also stated that Tier 3 always included real estate. [App. 588). Pendergest-Hoh's
statements contradict what she had previously stated to SIB's senior investment adviser. [App. 40, 45).
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and her team of analysts have never been privy to Tier 1 or Tier 3 investments. [App. 86, 586].
Similarly, the SIO did not have access to the bank's records relating to Tier 3, even though he
was responsible, as the bank's Senior Investment Officer, for "closing" deals with large
investors, "overseeing the bank's investment portfolio" and "ensuring that the investment side is
compliant with the various banking regulatory authorities." [App. 32, 359]. In fact, in preparing
the bank's periodic reports (quarterly newsletters, month reports, mid-year reports and annual reports), Pendergest and one of the analysts send to Davis the performance results for Tier 2
investments. [App. 64]. And Davis calculates the investment returns for the aggregated portfolio
of assets. Id.

3. SIB Misrepresented that its Investment Portfolio is Overseen by a
Regulatory Authority in Antigua that Conducts a Yearly Audit ofthe Fund's
Financial Statements.
sm told investors that their deposits were safe because the Antiguan regulator
responsible for oversight of the bank's investment portfolio, the Financial Services Regulatory
Commission (the "FSRC"), audited its financial statements. [App. 391] But, contrary to the
bank's representations-to investors, the FSRC does not audit or verify the assets sm claims in its
financial statements. [App.675]. Instead, sm's accountant, C.A.S. Hewlett & Co., a small local
accounting firm in Antigua is responsible for auditing the multi-billion dollar sm's investment.
portfolio. 9 [App. 675, 512, 881]

4. SIB Misrepresented that Its Investment Portfolio is Without "Direct or
Indirect" Exposure to Fraud Perpetrated by Bernard Madoff.
In a December 18, 2008, letter to investors and a December 2008 Monthly Report, the
bank told CD investors that their money was safe because SIB "had no direct or indirect
exposure to any of [Bernard] Madoff's investments." But, contrary to this statement, at least
9

The "commission attempted several times to contact Hewlett by telephone. No one ever answered the

phone.
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$400,000 in Tier 2 was invested in Meridian, a New York-based hedge fund that used Tremont
Partners as its asset manager. Tremont invested approximately 6-8% of the sm assets they
indirectly managed with Madoff's investment firm. [App. 1110]. Pendergest-Holt, Davis and
Stanford knew about this Madoff exposure. .Pendergest-Holt and an analyst were personally
notified by Meridian of the Madoff exposure. [App. 1122-1124]. On December 15,2008, the
analyst· confirmed the Madoff exposure through a weekly report (entitled "Laura Report") that
was typically sent to Pendergest-Holt, Davis and Stanford. The report estimated "a loss of$400k
... based on the indirect exposure" to Madoff. [App. 1125-1126].
5. Pershing Transparency
On or about December 12, 2008, Pershing, citing suspicions about the bank's investment
returns and its inability to get from sm "a reasonable level of transparency" into its investment
portfolio, informed SGC that it would no longer process wire transfers from SGC to sm for the
purchase of the CD. [App.675]. Since the spring of 2008, Pershing tried unsuccessfully to get
an independent report regarding sm's financials condition. Id. . On November 28,2008, SGC's .
President, Danny Bogar, informed Pershing that "obtaining the independent report was not a
priority." Id. Between 2006 and December 12, 2008, Pershing sent to

sm 1,635 wire transfers,

totaling approximately $517 million, from approximately 1,199 customer accounts. Id.
C. SGC and SCM Misrepresented SAS Performance Results.
From 2004 through 2009,

sac and SCM induced clients, including non-accredited, retail

investors, to invest in excess of $1 billion in its SAS program by touting its track record of
"historical performance." [App. 679]. SCM highlighted the purported SAS track record in
thousands of client presentation books ("pitch books"). [App. 679-681). For example, the .
. following chart from a 2006 pitch book presented clients with the false impression that SAS
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t"

accounts, from 2000 through 2005, outperfonned the S&P 500 by an average of approximately
13 percentage points [App. 757]:
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SCM used these impressive, but fictitious, performance results to grow the SAS program to over
$1 billion in 2008. [App.679].10
The SAS perfonnance results used in the pitch books from 2005 through 2009 were
fictional and/or inflated. Specifically, SCM misrepresented that SAS perfonnance results, for
1999 through 2004, reflected "historical performance" when, in fact, those results were fictional,
or "back-tested", numbers that do not reflect results of actual trading;

[App. 9-12; App. 682-

685]. Instead, SCM, with the benefit of hindsight, picked mutual funds that performed extremely
well during years 1999 through 2004, and presented the performance of those top-perfonning
funds to potential clients as if they were actual returns' earned by the SAS program.11 [App. 10-

10

SGC also used the SAS track record to recmit financial advisers away from legitimate advisory finns who
had significant books of business. [App. 594; 681] After arriving at Stanford, the newly-hired financial advisors
were encouraged and highly incentivized to put their clients' assets in the Sm CD. [App. 669-670].
\I

On occasion, the pitch books included disclaimers describing the back-tested performance as hypothetical.
These disclaimers were wholly insufficient because they (i) appeared in only some of the pitch books, (ii) were
buried ~ small text at the back of the document, and (iii) did not adequately dispel the misleading suggestion that
the advertised performance represented actual trading. [App. 800-80 I]
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11]. Similarly, SCM used "actual" model SASperfonnance results for years 2005 through 2006
that were inflated by as much as 4%.12 [App. 577-582; 681-684; 757].
SCM's management knew that the advertised SAS performance results were misleading
and inflated. [e.g., App. 10-13]. From the beginning, SGC/SCM management knew that the pre2005 track record was purely hypothetical.

[Id.]. And, as early as November 2006, SCM

investment advisers began to question why their actual clients were not receiving the returns
advertised in pitch books. [App. 12-15; 597]. In response to these questions, SCM hired an
outside performance reporting expert, to review certain of its SAS performance results. [App.
111]. In late 2006 and early 2007, the expert infonned SCM that its performance results for the
twelve months ended September 30, 2006 were inflated by as much as 3.4 percentage points.
[App. 122-126]. Moreover, the expert informed SCM managers that the inflated performance
results included unexplained "bad math" that consistently inflated the SAS performance results
over actual clientperformanceY [App. 123, 152]. Finally, in March 2008, the expert informed

iI
·1

SCM managers that the SAS perfonnance results for 2005 were also inflated by as much as 3.25
percentage pointS. 14 [App. 140-145].

12

SCM told investors that SAS has positive returns for periods in which actual SAS clients lost substantial
amounts. [App.682-683]. For example, in 2000, actual SAS client returns ranged from negative 7.5% to positive
1.1%. In 2001, actual SAS client returns ranged from negative 10.7% to negative 2.1%. [IdJ. And, in 2002, actual
SAS client returns ranged from negative 26.6% to negative 8.7%. [Id.] These return figures are all gross of SCM
advisory fees ranging from 1% to 2.75%. [App. 842] Thus,· Stanford's claims of substantial market out
perfonnance were blatantly false. (e.g., a claimed retumof 18.04% in 2000, when actual SAS investors lost as
much as 7.5%). [App.682-683].
13

During sworn testimony, the expert characterized this "bad math" problem as "fishy," and could not
provide any innocent explanation as to why the supposed mathematical errors worked consistently to the favor ofthe
SAS models. [App. 123].
14
Despite being informed in early 2007 that its 2006 performance results were materially inflated, SCM
continued using inflated results for 2005 until in early 2008 it received irrefutable evidence of the inflated 2005
results. SCM did not inquire into the accuracy of the pre-2oo5 numbers until the SEC exam staff in early 2009
asked SCM management pointed questions about pre-2005 performance. [App. 131; 681; 684].
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Despite their knowledge ofthe inflated SAS returns, SCM management continued using
the pre-2005 track record and never asked the performance expert to audit the pre-2005
perfonnance. [App. 131; 577-582; 681; 684]. In fact, in 2008 pitch books, SCM presented the
back-tested pre-2005 performance data under the heading "Historical Perfonnance" and
"Manager Performance" along side the audited 2005 through 2008 figures. [App.794]. SCM's
outside consultant testified that it was ''misleading'' to present audited perfonnance figures along
side back-tested figures~ [App. 154].
Finally, SCM compounded.the deceptive nature of the SAS track record by blending the
back-tested perfonnance with audited composite performance to create annualized 5 and 7 year
perfonnance figures that bore no relation to actual SAS client perfonnance. [App. 682; 794]. A
sample ofthis misleading disclosure used in 2008 and 2009 follows:
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Other than the fees paid by sm to SGC/SCM for the sale ofthe CD, SAS was the second
most significant source of revenue for the firm.

In 2007 and 2008, SGC/SCM received

approximately $25 million in fees from the marketing of SASe [App. 680].
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LEGAL DISCUSSION AND ARGUMENT
Because the Conunission is "not ... an ordinary litigant, but ... a statut(}ry guardian

charged with safeguarding the

publi~

interest in enforcing the securities laws," its burden to

secure temporary or preliminary relief is less than that of a private party. SEC v. Management

Dynamics, Inc., 515 F.2d 801,' 808

(2nd Cir. 1975).

"[W]hen 'the public interest is involved in a

proceeding of this nature, [the district court's] equitable powers assume an even broader and
more flexible character than when only a private controversy is at stake.'" FSLIC v. Sahni, 868
F.2d 1096, 1097 (9th Cir. 1989), citing FTC v. B.N. Singer, Inc., 668 F.2d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir.
1982). For example, the Commission does not need to show irreparable injury or a balance of
equities in its favor. Id.; see also SEC v. Unifund SAL, 910 F.2d 1028, 1035 (2nd Cir. 1990). Nor
does the Commission need to demonstrate the lack of an adequate remedy at law, as private
litigants must. See SEC v. Cavanagh, 155 F.3d 129, 132 (2nd Cir. 1998); SEC v. Scott,565 F.
Supp. 1513, 1536 (S.D.N.Y. 1983), affd sub nom., SEC v. Cayman Islands Reins. Corp., 734
F.2d 118 (2nd Cir. 1984).
Moreover, the
ancillary
remedy of a freeze order requires a lesser showing than that
.
.
needed to obtain injunctive relief See SEC v. Gonzalez de Castilla, 145 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415
(S.D.N.Y. 2001) ("courts may order a freeze even where the SEC has failed to meet the standard
necessary to enjoin future violations"). For example, to obtain an asset freeze, the Commission
need not show a reasonable likelihood of future violations. CFTC v. Muller, 570 F.2d 1296,
1300 (5 th Cir. 1978). Instead, when there are concerns that defendants might dissipate assets, a
freeze order requires only that the court find some basis for inferring a violation of the federal
securities laws. Unifund Sal, 910 F.2d at 1041. Similarly, it is well-established that the Court
has the authority to grant any fonn of ancillary relief where necessary and proper· to effectuate

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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the pUIposes of the federal securities laws. SEC v. Materia, 745 F.2d 197, 200 (2d Cir. ·1984)~

cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1053 (1985). Included in the court's equitable powers is the authority to
appoint receivers. See, e.g., SEC v. First Fin. Group, 645 F.2d 429, 439 (5th Cir. 1981).

A.

The Defendants Violated the Antifraud Provisionsofthe
Securities Act and Exchange Act.
1.

Section 17(a) ofthe Securities Act and Section 10(b) ofthe Exchange
Act and Rule 10b-5 Thereunder.

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act prohibits the employment of a fraudulent scheme or
the making of material misrepresentations and omissions in the offer or sale of a security.
Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act arid Rule 10b-5 thereunder prohibit the same conduct, if
committed in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. IS A violation ofthese provisions
occurs if the alleged misrepresentations or omitted facts were material. fufonnation is material if
there is a substantial likelihood that the omitted facts would have assumed significance in the
investment deliberations of a reasonable investor. Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S~ 224 (1988).
Establishing violations of Section 17(a)(I) of the Securities Act and Section 1O(b) of the
Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-5 thereunder requires a showing of scienter. Aaron v. SEC, 446
U.S. 680 (1980). However, actions pursuant to Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act do
not· require such a showing. Id.

Scienter is. the "mental state embracing intent to deceive,

manipulate or defraud." Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193 (1976). Scienter is
established by a showing that the defendants acted intentionally or with severe recklessness. See

Broad v. Rockwell Int'l Corp., 642 F. 2d 929 (5th Cir.) en bane, cert. denied 454 U.S. 965

IS

Even if the investments offered do not exist, the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws still
apply. SECv. Lauer, 52 Fjd 667,670 (7th Cir. 1995).

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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(1981). Stanford, Davis, Pendergest-Holt, and the Stanford corporate defendants violated these
antifraud provisions. 16

2.

Defendants' Fraud Was in Connection with Offer or Sale ofSecurity.

There is little doubt here that the defendants fraud was in connection with the offer, sale
or purchase of securities.

a. Defendants' Clients Sold Other Securities
in Order to Purchase CDs.
First, even the "scratch the surface" level of evidence able to be compiled in advance of
this emergency motion confirms that defendaIits fraudulent behavior, statements and omissions
concerning SIB's CD prograin coincided with significant - and successful - efforts to lure
investors to convert (i.e. sell) their existing securities holdings into investments in SIB's CDs.
. From August 2008 through December 2008 alone, approximately 50 SGC clients liquidated
approximately $10.7 million in stocks, bonds, and other similar securities and invested that
money in SIB's CDs. [App.593]. This sampling, particularly when viewed in light of the heavy
.incentives SGC gave to its advisers to push SIB's CDs, strongly suggests that the fraudulent
behavior outlined above coincided directly with the selling of, at least, millions of dollars in
investments that are quintessential·securities, such as stock. Accordingly,· there can be no serious
dispute that Defendants fraudulent conduct was in connection with the offer or sell of securities.

See SEC v. Zandford, 535 U.S. 813, 825 (2002) (holding that the "in connection with" dement is
satisfied by "a fraudulent scheme in which the securities transactions and breaches of fiduciary
duty coincide").

16
To the extent the Court concludes that Stanford, Davis and Pendergest-Holt should not be held dITectly
liable for violating Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, the evidence demonstrates that
they are liable for aiding abetting violations of those provisions.
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The CD is a security.

In addition to fraud in connection with the selling of securities, the defendants' fraud was
also in connection with the purchase of securities, Le., SIB's CDs. In fact, SIB itself admits that

"[b]y making this offering to Accredited Investors in the United States"SffiL and.its officers are
subject to certain laws ofthe United States, including the anti-fraud provisions of the U.S.
federal securities laws and similar state laws." [App. 888]
The Supreme Court has emphasized that all notes - including products such as the
"certificate of deposits" sold in this case - are presumed to be securities. Reves, 494 U.S. at 64.
This presumption may be rebutted only by a showing that the note bears a strong resemblance to
certain enumerated non-securities such as "the note delivered in consumer fmancing, the note
secured by a mortgage on a home, the short term note secured by a lien on a small business or
some of its assets, the note evidencing a "character" loan to a bank customer, short-term notes
secured by an assignment of accounts receivable, or a note which simply formalizes an open
account debt incurred in the ordinary course ofbusiness. Reves, 494 U.S. at 65. To determine
whether such resemblance exists, the Supreme Court has applied a "family resemblance test,"
instructing that it is necessary to analyze the foliowing four factors: (1) the motivation of the
parties; (2) the plan of distribution; (3) the reasonable expectations ofthe investing public; and
(4) the existence of factors which would reduce the risk ofthe instrument. Id. Notably, no one
factor by itself is dispositive. Id.
A comparison of the instruments deemed to be securities in Reves to the current CDs
demonstrates that there should "be little difficulty in concluding that the notes at issue here are
'securities:'" Reves, 494 U.S. at 67.
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SIB

Motivation ofParties

''the Co-Op sold the notes in an effort to
raise capital for its general business
operations and purchasers bought them
in order to earn a profit in the form of
interest." Reves, 494 U.S. at 67-68.

sm sold the notes in an effort to
raise capital for its general
business operations and
purchasers buy them in order to
earn a profit in the form of
interest;

Plan of distnbution

Notes were "offered and sold to a broad
segment of the public, and that is all we
have held necessary to establish the
req~site 'common trading' in an
instrument."

Notes were offered to a broad
segment ofthe public.

Public's Reasonable
Expectation

"Advertisements for the notes
characterized them as 'investments' ...
and there were no countervailing factors
that would have led a reasonable person
to question this characterization."
Reves, 494 U.S. at 68-69.

Whether some factor such
as the existence of another
regulatory scheme .
"significantly reduces the
. risk of the instrument,
thereby rendering
application ofthe
Securities Acts
wmecessary."

"notes here would escape federal
regulation entirely ifthe [Securities]
Acts were held not to apply." Reves,
494 U.S. at 69..

sm provides to its U.S. investors,
among other things, a document
titled ''Disclosure Statement U.S.
Accredited Investor Certificate
ofDeposit Program. This
document prominently features a
. page labeled, "SECURITIES
INVESTMENT STATEMENT,"
and refers to the purchase as "an
investment decision."
Absent securities laws, no federal
regulation over fraudulent
statements and omissions made in
sale of CDs appears to apply.

hnportantly, the Reves Court held that if the seller's purpose is to fmance substantial
investments and the buyer is interested primarily in the profit the instrument is likely to generate,
the instrument is likely to be a security. Id. at 66. That is precisely the situation here. Likewise,
·when the issuer solicits individuals, as compared to solicitations ofsopmsticated institutions, that
indicates "common trading" and weighs in favor of finding the instrument a security. Again, that
is the case here, where SIB, acting through its affiliated investment adviser and broker-dealer
routinely solicits individuals via retail investments. [App. 593, 668]. Third, the public would
reasonably view these instruments as securities investments, particularly where SIB itself
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describes them repeatedly as investments and advises clients that the offering of the CDs is
subject to the antifraud provisions. of the federal securities laws. Importantly, in Stoiber

v. SEC,

161 F.3d 745, 750 (D.C. Cir. 1998), the D.C. Circuit Court held that courts should consider
. instruments to be securities on the basis of public expectations, "even where an economic
analysis of the circumstances of the particular transaction might suggest that the instruments are
not securities as used in that transaction." 17
The only factor that arguably weighs against the conclusion that the CDs are securities
concerns the existence of some other risk-reducing system, given that SIB is subject to some
regulatory oversight by the Financial Services Regulatory Commission of Antigua To put it
simply, this putative oversight is irrelevant. 18
First, unlike some earlier lower court decisions, in Reves, the United States Supreme
Court made it clear that its fourth factor considered the existence of alternate federal regulatory
system, such as FDIC protection. 494 U.S. at 69. (citation omitted and emphasis added). For
example, in evaluating this factor after Reves, the Tenth Circuit noted that regulation by a state is
not enough. See also Holloway v. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 900 F.2d. 1485, 1488 (lOth
Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 958 (1990) (holding that the Supreme Court in Reves clearly
required an altemativefederal regulatory system); see also Bradford v. Moench, 809 F. Supp.

17
In Stoiber, the D.C. Circuit Court noted that the Supreme Court in Reves described this factor as "a one. way ratchet" that "allows notes that would not be deemed securities under a balancing of the other three factors
nonetheless to be treated as securities if the public has been led to believe they are. It does not, however, allow
notes which under the other factors would be deemed securities to escape the reach of regulatory laws." 151 F.2d at
751.

18

The Commission has noted elsewhere certain facets of the FSRC's regulatory role. The question is not
whether the FSRC carries out those prescnbed responsibilities, but whether that oversight - as designed - "virtually
guarantees" the full recovery of deposits. In evaluating that question, it is worth noting how the administrator and·
chief executive of the FSCR was quoted late last week in the press, when he descnbed his agency's new approach to
overseeing SIB's activities: "ifs not a Friday afternoon cocktail anymore ...." (emphasis added).
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1473, 1483 (D. Utah 1992) (following Holloway decision and holding Utah regulatory system
cannot serve as risk reducing factor).19
As the Supreme Court made clear in Marine Bank, a certificate of deposit does not
invariably fall outside the definition of a 'security' and "each transaction must be analyzed and
evaluated on the basis of the content of the instruments in question, the purposes intended to be
served, and the factual setting as a whole." Marine Bank, 455 U.S., 551 n.ll (1982). Here, the
factual setting weighs strongly in favor of subjecting SIB's CDs to the federal securities laws.
There simply is nothing here suggesting that the regulatory oversight provided by Antigua comes
close to providing the "virtual guarantee" of repayment the holder of the particular CD at issue in
Marine Bank or Wolfhad, in contrast to

em ordinary long-term debt holder who assumed the risk

of the borrower's insolvency. Here, SIB's CDs have no FDIC protection, or any insurance
protection from any Antiguan regulatory or government authority.20
Indeed, SIB itself admits in various offering documents that its customers assume the risk
of SIB's insolvency, stating in substance that ''the ability of SIB. to repay principal and interest
19

The Connnission recognizes that several circuits, including the Fifth Circuit, have concluded - prior to
Reves and under significantly different circmnstances - that certain certificates of deposit should not be considered
"securities" under the Securities Act and Exchange Act. See Wolfv. Banco Nacional de Mexico, SA., 739, F.2d
1458 (9th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1108 (1985); CalleJo v. Bancomer, S.A., 764 F.2d 1101 (5th Cir: 1985);
Tafflin v. Levitt, 865 F.2d 595 (4th Cir. 1989), aff'd on other grounds, 493 U.S. 455 (1990 (Pre-Reves» (holding
that certificates of deposit which were regulated by the banking system of Mexico or· a state in the United States
were not securities.). Due to the emergency nature of this request and because, regardless of how the Court applies
Reves to sm's CDs, it is clear that defendants fraudulent conduct was, as discussed above; in connection with the
selling of securities, the Commission has not extensively addressed why those pre-Reves cases do not control here.
Likewise, we have not addressed here the question of whether SIB's products could··be considered "fuvestment
contracts" covered by the federal securities laws. Should the Court wish additional briefing on that issue, the
Commission is prepared to provide it.
It should be Doted, however, that the Commission - the primary agency responsible for determining
whether the securities laws cover certain instruments _. has applied the Securities Act to instruments the offering
party claimed were similar to certificates of deposits, despite the existence of certain oversight by a foreign
regulator. See In the Matter ofState Bank ofPakistan, Admin Proc. File No. 3-7727, 1992 SEC Lexis 1041 (May 6,
1992)
.
20

This lack ofrefund guarantee is only exacerbated by sm's attempts to lull investors with various claims of
"insurance" that do not provide proteCtion to the investor.
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on the CD Deposits is dependent on our ability to successfully operate by continuing to make
consistently profitable investment decisions" and "you may lose your entire investment." [App..
890]. 'This is precisely the sort of risks the antifraud provisions and other protections of the
federal securities laws were designed to address.

3. Defendants Misrepresentations and OmIssions Were Material.
The misrepresentations· to and information withheld from investors in this case concern,
among other things, the disposition of offering proceeds, the security of investment principal, the
returns associated with the investment, and the liquidity of the investment. These issues go to
the core of an individual's investment decision. There is a substantial likelihood that these f3Ise
representations and omissions would have assumed actual significance in the investment
deliberations of a reasonable investor.

They are therefore material. See SEC v. Research

Automation Corp., 585 F.2d 31,35-36 (2d Cir. 1978) (misleading statements and omissions
concerning the use of money raised from investors were material as matter of law); see also

United States v. Siegel, 717 F.2d 9, 14-15 (2d Cir. 1983) (holding that failure to disclose the
misappropriation of more than $100,000 was a fact which would be important to a stockholder in
his decision making).

4. The Defendants Acted With Scienter
In making their material misstatements and omissions, the Defendants acted with

scienter, which is a mental state embracing intent to deceive, manipulate, or defraud. Ernst &
Ernst v. Hochfeider, et ~l., 425 U.S. 185, 193 (1976).21 Here, the misrepresentations go to the
core of the investment model marketed to investors.

Selling investments marketed as highly

21

A violation of Section 17(a)(I) ofthe Securities Act also requires a showing of scienter. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court has held that scienter need not be shown in order to establish violations of Sections 17(a)(2) and (3)
of the Securities Act. Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 696-97 (1980).
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liquid, but which were in fact heavily invested in illiquid private equity and real estate, while
knowing that only two people actually lrnew the portfolio allocation and kept that infonnation
under lock and key is, at a minimum, severely reckless. Indeed, this action speaks of a high
degree of scienter. Moreover, the actions of controlling individuals, and therefore their scienter,
are attributable to the controlled company. See SEC v. Manor Nursing Centers, Inc., 458 F.2d
1082, 1094 (2d Cir. 1971).

B.

Stanford, SGC and SCM Violated, and Davis and Pendergest-Holt Aided
.and Abetted Violations of, the Antifraud Provisions of the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940.

Through their deceitful and fraudulent conduct in sellfug the CDs and SAS, Defendants
violated the antifraud provisions of the Investment Advisers Act. This is true, even if the Court,
for the sake of argwnent, detennines that the defendants' fraud was not in connection with the
offer, sale or purchase of securities for purposes of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act or Section
lO(b) of the Exchange Act.

1.

Section 206 Imposes a Fiduciary Duty on Defendants Prohibiting.
Defendants Fraudulent Conduct

Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1) & 80b-6(2»,
prohibit an investment adviser from defrauding any client or prospective client by, directly or
indirectly, employing any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud or engaging in any transaction,
practice or course of business which operates as a fraud or deceit upon any client or prospective
client. While scienter is required to establish a violation of Section 206(1), negligence alone is
sufficient to establish .fraud liability under Section 206(2).

SEC v. Capital Gains Research

Bureau,Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 195 (1963); Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.2d 1126, 1134 (5thCir. 1979),
ajJ'd on other grounds, 450 U.S. 91 (1981). Unlike the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act
and the Exchange Act, Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act do not require that the
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activity be "in the offer or sale of any securities" or "in connection with the purchase or sale of
any security." SEC v. Lauer, 2008 WL 4372896, *24'(S.D.Fla. September 24,2008); Advisers
Act Release No. 1092, 6 Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CClI) , 56,I56E, at 44,057-7 to 44,058 (Oct. 8>
.I987).
Instead, Section 206 establishes federal fiduciary standards to govern the conduct of
investment advisers. Transamerica Mortgage Advisers, Inc. v. Lewis, 444 U.S. II, 17 (1979).
The fiduciary duties of investment advisers to their clients include the duty to act for the benefit
of their clients, the duty to exercise the utmost good faith in dealing with clients, the duty to
disclose all material facts, and the duty to employ reasonable care to avoid misleading clients..
,

.

SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc. et al., 375 U.S. 180, 194 (1983). An adviser has

"an affirmative obligation to employ reasonable care to avoid misleading [his or her] clients."
ld. Scienter is required to establish a violation of Section 206(1) but is not a required element of '

Section 206(2). SEC v. Steadman, 967°F.2d 636, 643 fu.5 (D;C. Cir. 1992) (Section 206(2)
violation only requires proof ofnegligence, not scienter).
2. Stanford, SGC and SCM are Investment Advisers Subject to Heightened
Fiduciary Duties.

The definition of an investment adviser in Section 202(a)(11) of the Advisers Act, 15
U.S.c. § 80b-2(a)(II), includes "any person who, for compensation, engages in the business of
advising others, either directly or through publications or writings, as to the value of securities or
as to the advis4;lbility of investing in, purchasing, or selling securities." SGC/SCM do exactly
that on a daily basis. Likewise,

S~ord,

as control person of both of those entities, satisfies the

statutory definition of an investment adviser. See In re Jay Deforest Moore, et al., Investment
Advisers Act Ret No 1548 (Jan. 19, 1996),61 SEC Docket 544, 545 (charging individual with
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direct violations of Sections 206(1) and (2) of the Advisers Act because he "exercised exclusive
control over" the finn and, therefore, was the finn's alter ego).
Likewise, Davis and Pendergest-Holt aided and abetted the Adviser Act violations.
Aiding and abetting liability requires a showing of:· (1) a primary violation; (2) knowledge or a
general awareness of the aider and abettor of having played a role in an overall activity that was
improper; and (3) knowing and substantial assistance by the secondary violator of the conduct
that constitutes the violation. Woodward v. Metro Bank ofDallas, 522 F.2d 84, 94-95 (5th Cir.
1975); In the Matter of Glen Copeland, (CCH)

~83,903,

at 87,732 (July 5, 1985); Investors

Research Corp. v. SEC, 628 F.2d 168, 178 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 919 (1980).
Recklessness satisfies the knowledge requirement, especially as to fiduciaries. See In the Matter
ofKemper Financial Services, Inc., Investment Company Act ReI. No. 21113 (June 6, 1995);
SEC v. Washington County Utility District, 676 F.2d 218, 226 (6th CiT. 1982); Rolfv. Blyth,
Eastman Dillon & Co., Inc:.> 570 F.2d 38,44-47 (2d Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1039.
Both Davis and Pendergest-Holt knew of the representations made to clients as to the
securities that would be purchased to support their CD investment, and in fact, actually trained
them to mislead investors.

There is no doubt both Davis and Pendergest-Holt knowingly

provided substantial assistance to the fraud violations of SBI, SCM and Stanford.

3.

Each ofthe Defendants Acted with Scienter

As described in detail above, the defendants intentionally misled their clients.

For

example, knowing the importance to which investors would assign to the issue of exposure to the
Madoff fund, the defendants voluntarily undertook to assure investors that SIB "had no direct or
indirect exposure" to any Madoff investments. Pendergest-Holt, Davis and Stanford knew when
this statement was made that it was false. In the market environment of December 2008, it is
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hard to imagine a more material breach of an investment adviser's heightened duty of care owed
to clients.
C.

SIB 2Jod SGC -Failure to Register as an Investment Company Violated
Section 7(dl ofthe Investment Company Act of 1940.

Section 7(d) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 prohibits investment companies
organized under the laws of foreign jurisdictions from making a public offering of securities in _
the United States, except by entry of an order from the Commission permitting registration. See
-Investment Funds Institute o/Canada (1996 SEC No. Act. Lexis 334 (March 4, 1996). Both sm

and SOC (acting as sm's underwriter) were bound by this requirement and failed to register,
which was intended to, and had the effect of, shielding SIB's CD program from Commission_
oversight.
SIB qualifies as an "investment company" under either a ''traditional'' or an "inadvertent"
investment company analysis. The ''traditional'' investment company is defined by ICA Section
3(a){l )(A) as any issuer that holds itself out as primarily engaged, or proposes to be primarily
engaged, in the business of investing, reinvesting or trading in securities. sm's primary business
is to manage the deposits of its customers, not any commercial banking activity. Moreover,
these customer deposits are invested primarily in securities. 22 [App. 867].
Likewise ICA Section 7(d), in addition to prohibiting SIB's offering, prohibits SOC's
activities as an underwriter for sm. SOC acted as an underwriter pursuant to IcA Section 2(40)
because of its activities in connection with the sale of SIB's CDs.

22

Alternatively, SIB also qualifies as an "inadvertent" investment company pursuant t!> leA Section
- 3(aXIXC)'s defmition of "any issuer which is engaged or proposes to engage in the business of investing,
reinvesting, owning, holding, or trading in securities, and owns or proposed to acquire investment securities having
a value exceeding 40 per centum of the value of such issuer's total assets (exclusive of Government securities and
cash items) on an unconsolidated basis." In every year since 2004, equity investments have accounted for at least 48
percent ofSIB's total assets.
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APPROPRIATE RELIEF
A.

Injunctive Relief

. In analyzing the need for injunctive relief, courts focus on whether there is a reasonable
likelihood that the defendant, if not enjoined, will engage in future illegal conduct. See, e.g.,

SEC v. Comserv Corp., 908 F.2d 1407, 1412 (8th Cir. 1990); SEC v. Bonastia, 614 F.2d 908 (3d
Cir. 1980); SEC v. Commonwealth Chern. Sec.; Inc., 574 F.2d 90, 100-101 (2d Cir. 1978). In
detennining the likelihood of future violations, the totality of the circumstances is to be
considered. Murphy, 626 F.2d at 655. In granting or denying injunctive relief, courts have
considered the following factors: (1) the egregious nature of the defendant's actions; (2) the
isolated or recurrent nature oftbe violations; (3) the degree of scienter involved; (4) the sincerity
of the defendant's assurances, if any, against future violations; (5}the defendant's recognition of
the wrongful nature of his conduct;23 and (6) the likelihood that the defendant's occupation will
present opportunities (or lack thereof) for future violations.24 Additionally, other courts consider
the defendant's age and health. See SEC v. Youmans, 729 F.2d 413 (6th Cir. 1984); SEC v.

Wash. County Utile Dist., 676 F.2d 218, 227 n.19 (6th Cir. 1982); SEC v. Universal Major Indus.
Corp., 546 F.2d 1044, 1048 (2d Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 834 (1977).
Preliminary and pennanent injunctive relief against Defendants are appropriate. Their
violations were not merely technical in nature, but, rather, lie at the very heart of the remedial
statutes.

23

This consideration is limited in other circuits by SEC v. First City Fin. Corp., 890 F.2d 1215, 1219 (D.C.
Cir. 1989), in which the Court of Appeals said that the '''lack of remorse' is relevant only where defendants have
previously violated court orders, see SEC v. Koenig, 469 F.2d 198,202 (2d Cir. 1972), or otherwise indicate that
they do not feel bound by the law, see SECv. Savoy Indus., 587 F.2d 1149, 1168(D.C. Cir. 1978)."
24

See SECv. Carriba Air, Inc., 681 F.2d 1318, 1322 (lIth Cir. 1982); see also, SEC v. Bonastia, 614 F.2d
908,912 (3d Cir. 1980); SECv. Commonwealth Chemical Securities, Inc., 574 F.2d 90, 100~1O1 (2d Cir. 1978).
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Moreover, Section 20(a) of the Securities Act and Section 21 (d)(l) ofthe Exchange Act
authorize the Commission to seek emergency reliefwhen it appears that a person is engaged or is
about to engage in acts or practices in violation ofthe federal securities laws. 15 U.S.C. § 77t(a),
15 U.S.C. §78u(d)(1).

Defendants fraud is ongoing.

A temporary restraining order is

appropriate under the circumstances.
B.

Ancillary Relief

1.

Asset Freeze

An order freezing assets is appropriate to ensure that sufficient funds are available to

satisfy any final judgment the Court might enter against the Defendants and to ensure a faIT
distribution to investors. See, e.g., Manor Nursing Ctrs., 458 F.2d at 1106 (freeze of assets
pending transfer to trustee); Unifund, SAL, 910 F.2d at 1041-42. An asset freeze as to each
defendant's assets is appropriate to assure satisfaction of whatever equitable relief the court
ultimately may order and to preserve investor funds. /d.; CFTC v. Muller, 570 F.2d 1296, 1300
(5th Cir. 1978). Additionally, an asset freeze "facilitate(s) enforcement of any disgorgement
remedy that might be ordered" and may be granted "even in circumstances where the elements
required to support a traditional SEC injunction have not been established." See SEC v. Unifund

Sal, 910 F.2d 1028, 1041 (2d Cir.) reh'g. denied, 917 F.2d 98 (1990). It is well recognized that
an asset freeze is sometimes necessary to ensure that a future disgorgement order will not be
rendered meaningless. See, e.g., United States. v. Cannistraro, 694 F. Supp. 62, 71 (D.N.J.
1988), modified, 871 F.2d 1210 (3d Cir. 1989); SEC v. Vaskevitch, 657 F. Supp. 312, 315

(S.D.N.Y. 1987); SECv. R.J. Allen &Assocs., Inc., 386 F. Supp. 866,881 (S.D. Fla. 1974).
The ancillary remedy of a freeze order requires a lesser showing than that needed to
obtain injunctive relief. See SEC v. Gonzalez de Castilla, 145 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y.
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2001) ("courts may order a freeze even where the SEC haS failed to meet the standard necessary
to enjoin future violations"). For example, to obtain an asset freeze, the Commission need not·
show a reasonable likelihood of future· violations. CFTC v. Muller, 570 F.2d at 1300. This
lower standard results from the recognition that injunctive relief raises the possibility of- future
liability for contempt; an asset freeze only preserves the status quo. Unifund Sal, 91.0 F.2d at
1039. Accordingly, when there are concerns that defendants might dissipate assets, a freeze
order requires only that the court find some basis for inferring a violation of-the federal securities
laws. Unifund Sal, 910 F.2d at 1041.
Here, there is a clear basis for fearing dissipation of funds. It appears that $250 million
has been liquidated from Tier 2 since December 2008, and the Commission has learned of
significant attempts to liquidate the portfolio within the last week. Moreover, not only is there
"some basis for inferring a violation of the federal securities laws," for the reasons set out above,
the Commission is more than likely to succeed on the merits of its case for antIfraud violations.

2.

Defendants Should Be Ordered to Preserve Relevant Evidence.

The Commission seeks an order prohibiting the movement, alteration, and destruction of
books and records and an order expediting discovery. Such orders are appropriate to prevent the
de~truction ofkey documents

3.

and to ascertain what additional expedited relief may be necessary.

Expedited Discovery Is Approprwte.

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure give District Courts discretion to permit expedited
discovery. Defendants are usually given until at least 45 days after the service of a summons and
complaint to respond to document requests, Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b), and 30 days after such service
to appear for a deposition, Fed. R Civ. P. 30(a)or respond to interrogatories, Fed. R Civ. P..
33(a). But each of these Rules provides that the Court, in its discretion, may shorten these
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periods. See also Gibson v. Ragas Restaurants, Inc., 30 Fed. R. Servo 2d 792, 87 F.R.D 60

(w.n.

Mo. 1980) (accelerated discovery is allowable within the discretion of the Court).

Moreover, where urgent relief is sought and expedited discovery is needed to accomplish that
result, a court may grant accelerated discovery. See Notaro v. Koch, 35 Fed. R. Servo 2d 580, 95
F.R.D. 403 (S.D.N.Y 1982).

Expedited discovery is required in this case to enable the

Commission more fully to develop the evidence prior to the conduct of a preliminary injunction
hearing. The Commission should have the opportunity to supplement a complete evidentiary
recOrd prior to the preliminary injunction hearing.

Also, expedited discovery is vital to

determining the scope of the fraud. and the· whereabouts of investor funds. Accordingly, the
Commission requests depositions on notice of3 days, with notice provided as noted below. 25
. 4.

Alternative Service and Notice Provisions

.Rule 4(f)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that the Court may
authorize alternative means for service of process in foreign countries.

The Commission

respectfully requests that the Court authorize service upon the defendants by serving them, in the
manner described in the Commission's proposed order, by providing notice and service of
process on each Defendant bye-mail transmission and by facsimile.
5.

Accounting

The Commission seeks an order requiring Defendants and Relief Defendants to make an

.

.immediate accounting. An accoUnting will enable the Commission to detennine mOre accurately
the scope of the fraud and disposition of investor funds.
distribution of the assets. See SEC

1990); Manor Nursing

Ctrs~,

V.

It will help ensure the proper

Int'l Swiss Invs. Corp., 895 F.2d 1272, 1276 (9th Cir.

458 F.2d at 1105-06.

An accounting is particularly justified

2S

This is particularly important here because Defendants have not produced any documents during the
investigation, and have failed to comply with lawfully issued subpoenas.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
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because of Tyler's use of investor funds and the Relief Defendants' receipt of property traceable
to Tyler's illicit conduct and to investor funds.

6.

Appointment ofa Receiver

As noted above, the defendants in this case have made every effort to deny access to the
records and data necessary to enforce the federal securities laws. In addition, many of the funds
appear to be easily transferrable outside the United States. A receiver is necessary here to
marshal, liquidate and distribute assets to the victims of the defendants' scheme and especially
warranted in light of the Defendants' efforts to shield relevant financial data and other key
documents from independent review, the recent effort to remove operations Irom the United
States, and recent large liquidations and lying to investors seeking to redeem their CDs.

7. An Order For Passport Surrender Are Appropriate. .
An order for repatriation of funds and records sent offshore and still under the control of

the defendants is appropriate. There is evidence that funds and records have been transferred
overseas. In addition, based on the defendants' frequent foreign travel, the fact that Stanford
maintains vast holdings (inchiding residential real estate) in foreign locales, and Stanford's self
proclaimed dual residency, the Commission seeks an order requiring the defendants to surrender
their passports to the court. These orders will ensure the efficacy of whatever equitable relief
might ultimately be granted. See R.J. Allen & Assocs., Inc., 386 F. Supp. at 881.

8.

A Repatriation Order is Necessary.

The Commission also seeks a repatriation order requiring the Defendants to return to
identified accounts in the United States, all trading proceeds that ·may be located outside this
Court's jurisdiction.

Such equitable relief is appropriate where the Commission is seeking

disgorgement in its prayer for relief. SEC v. R.J. Allen & Assoc., Inc., 386 F. Supp. 866, 880
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881 (S.D. Fla. 1974).
Respectfully submitted,

~p~
~TEPHEN J. KOROTASH
Oklahoma Bar No. 5102
J. KEVIN EDMUNDSON
Texas Bar No. 24044020

DAVID B. REECE
Texas Bar No. 242002810

MICHAEL D. KING
Texas Bar No. 24032634

D. THOMAS KELTNER
Texas Bar No. 24007474
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Burnett PlaZa, Suite 1900
801 Cherry Street, Unit #18
Fort Worth, TX 76102-6882
(817) 978-6476 (dbr)
(817) 978-4927 (fax)
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EXHIBIT 69

UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
FAX: (817) 978-2809
PHONE: (817) 978-3821

IN REPLYING
PI EASE
QUOTE
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. July 16, 1998

Mr. Robert B. Glen
Executive Vice President
Private Client Services
Stanford Group Company
5065 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056
Re:

Stanford Group Company
File No. 801-50374

Dear Mr. Glen:
The examination of the books and records of Stanford Group Company ("SGC"),
· conducted pursuant to Section 204 ofth~ Investment Advisers Act of 1940 ("Advisers
Act"), disclosed the following:

.REGISTRATION
Rule 204-1 (b) of the Advisers Act sets forth certain guidelines as to when
amendments must be made to Form ADV. The rule requires that if the information
contained in response to certain items ofPart I of any application for registration as an
investment adviser, or in any amendment thereto, becomes inaccurate for any reason or if
· the information contained in response to any question in Items 9 and 10 of Part I and all
of Part II (except Item 14), and all of Schedlde H of any application for registration as an
investment adviser; or in any amendment thereto, becomes inaccurate in a material
manner, the investment adviser will promptly file an amendment on Form ADV
correcting such information. For non-material changes, an amendment may be filed
within 90 days of the end of the adviser's fiscal year end. The examination disclosed that
· certain of your responses on Form ADV and Schedule H were either inaccurate or
incomplete. You are requested to review the following Form ADV and Schedule H items
for the registrant and pursuant to Rule 204-1 file an amendment reflecting the necessary
changes.

FORMADV
Item 21 of Part I requests that the registrant indicate whether it has recommended
securities to clients during its last fiscal year in which it acted as an underwriter, general
or managing partner, or offeree representative, or had any ownership or sales of interest.
You responded in the affirmative to this item; however, it was represented to the
examiners that there is no such arrangement. Please review your response to this item to .
assure that it is accurate.
You should. respond to Part I, Item 3 to indicate that some books and records
required to be maintained are in offices other than the firm's indicated principal place of
. business in Houston.
. .

SCHEDULEH
Please revise Schedule H:
•

to clearly set forth the specific information requested by Item 7(f), a description of the
nature of any fees that the client may pay in addition to the wrap fee and the
circumstances under which these fees may be paid (including, if applicable, mutual
fund expenses and mark-ups, mark-downs or spreads paid to market makers from
whom securities were obtained by the wrap fee broker);

•

to more fully explain, in response to Item 7(g), how the program's portfolio managers
are selected and reviewed, the basis upon which portfolio managers are recommended
or chosen for particular clients, and the circumstances under which the sponsor will
replace or recommend the·replacement of the portfolio manager;

•

to more fully respond to Item 7(h) which requires, if applicable, a statement to the
effect that portfolio manager performance information is not reviewed by the sponsor
or a third party and/or that performance information is not calculated on a uniform
and consistent basis; if performance information is reviewed to determine its
accuracy, the name of the party who reviews the information and a brief description
of the nature of the review; and a reference to any standards (Le., industry standards
or standards used solely by the sponsor) under which performance information may
be calculated;

•

to disclose, as required by Item 70), any restrictions on the ability of cliems to contact
and consult with portfolio managers; and

•

to include a reference to the "Potential Conflicts of Interest" section at the end of the
fifth paragraph on page 2 (regarding the registrant executing client transactions for
compensation); and after the seventh paragraph on page 3 (regarding the clienCs
ability to obtain lower fees).
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. .

. . '

'

With regard to the section entitled "Potential Conflicts of Interest ..." on
. Schedule H, please make the following revisions:
• . Expand the disclosure to acknowledge the registrant's duty under Section 20~(3)of.
the Act to disclose in writing and obtain.the client's consent prior to each principal
transaction effected through the registr~t; and
•

Include disclosure about "distribution fees" mentioned here in the fee discussion for .
each applicable investment program.
.

.

It is suggested that clients be made aware of the conflict existing between clients
and the investment advisers participating in the Portfolio Partners Program. Because the
investment advisers may, to some extent, wish to obtain additional clients from the
.
efforts of the registrant and its registered representatives, the investment advisers may be .
. disinclinedto execute client trades through another broker-dealer. Enclosed for your
information is a copy ofthe Mark Bailey & Co. administrative proceeding which outiines
disclosures made to prevent misleading clients with regard to directed trading practices~·
FIDUCIARY OBLIGATION .
.Ail adviser has a fiduciary relationship with client~ and owes them undivided
loyalty. Even though there may be some conflicts of interest which can be addressed
with appropriate disclosure, the clients' interests should be foremost. Unlike a party to an
arm's length transaction, an investment adviser has an .affirmative duty of utmost good
faith, and full and fair· disclosure of all materiai facts, as well as an affirmativeobligation
to employ reaSonable care to avoid misieadingclients. Any departure from this fiduciary
standard may constitute fraud upon clients under Section 206 of the Advisers Act..
.

During the examination, it was learned that representatIves of SOC recommend to .
broker-dealer and advisory clients investments in a "certificate of deposit" ("CDs") .
issued by an affiliated bank domiciled in St. John's, Antigua, West Indies,. Stanford
International Bank Limited ("SIB"). It was represented that although SOC does not
actually receive investor money invested in the CDs, neither in its capacity as a registered
broker-dealer or investment adviser, SOC does receive from SIB on a monthly basis a
"referral fee'; equal to an annual rate of3.75% of the total funds invested in the CDs by
SOC clients. At least seventeen SOC's advisory client accounts have also invested in the
CDs. This was apparently only determined after a: great deal of effort on the part of
SOC's compliance department as it was represented that no one at SOC maintained a
record of all investors in the CDs or a record of all advisory clients who invested in. the
CDs. Further, since these transactions are not recorded on the books of the broker-dealer,
butrather investor funds are somehow directly invested with SIB, the examiners were
unable to.confirm these transactions: SOC's compliance officer explained that there was
no need to maintain such a record since the referral of these clients to SIB had nothing to .
do with SOC's brokerage or advisory operations, despite the fact that the SIB referral
fees represented two-thirds of SOC's total revenue in 1997, totaling $9.14 million.

J

These facts suggest that SGC may beundei a mistaken understanding that,
although it does not effect these transactions on behalf of its advisory clients and it does
not charge its advisory fee on these investments, somehow these investment·
.
recOIpmendations, or "referrals," fall outside the purview of the Advisers Act and SGC's
duties thereunder. Please be advised that the examiners do not take this position, but
rather construe the adviser's duty of utmost good faithto apply to any and all dealings
between SGC and its advisory c'lients to whom it owes a fiduciary dUty.6 In addition,
Section 206(3) of the AdVisers Act places a strict prohibition on self-:-dealing betWeen an
.
adviser, or its affiliate', and'a:clienf abSent the prescribed written disClosure to, and
7
consent from, the. client. . Further Sections 206(1) and (2) forbid fraud and deceit by an
adviser in dealing with its clients without regard to whether & security is involved.
Please respond by explaii:Img what action you plan to take to alleviate the
conflicts· of interest and self-dealing involved~ In addition, the examiners have requested
additional complete information about all advisory clients who have invested in the CDs
including their names; address, and anlount invested.

WRITTEN DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS
.

.

It was noted during the examination that you have not been in compliance witp
the provisions of Rule 204-3 of the Advisers Act which requires an investment adviser to
. provide its clients or p~ospective clients with a written disclosure document which
complies with Rule 204-1 (b) under the Advisers Act 'containing, at a minimum, the
information contained in Part II ofFono ADV. The written disclosure stateinent must be
delivered to a prospective client at least 48 hours. in advance of entering into any contract.
Or,.if it is delivered at the time of entering into the contract; the client must be given five
business days to terminate the contract without penalty. The written disclosure statement
appears not have been provided to clients at the time of entering into the contract.

MARKETING'
An advertisement in the March 9, 1998, issue of the OnWaliStreei, stated in the
fourth paragraph, "Stanford Group firmly supports the development of fee-based Client
relationships. The Master Asset Program (MAP) lets in~estors buy and sell a fun range
of securities without paying commissions or loads. Clients are charged one annual fee
paid quarterly based on the market value oftheir account."
6
7

See, SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, 375 U.S. 180 (1963).
Clariden Asset Management (New York) Inc. et aI., Advisers Act ReI. No. 1504,59 SEC Docket
2410 (July 10, 1995) (on consent) (hereafter "Clariden"); Credit Suisse Asset Management, Inc.,
Advisers Act ReI. No. 1452,58 SEC Docket 38 (Nov. 16, 1994) (on consent) (hereafter "CSAM");
In re Piper Capital Management, Inc., Advisers Act Rei. No. 1435,57 SEC Docket 1008 (Aug. II,
1994) (on consent) (hereafter "Piper"); Hartzmark & Co., Inc., SEC No-Action Letter [1973
Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) ~ 79,563 (Oct. 13, 1973). See also Section 208(d) of .
the Advisers Act (prohibiting an investment adviser from doing indirectly any act which it would
be prohibited from doing directly under the Advisers Act).
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The examination indicated that through the activities of your brokerage and'
advisory services, you earn 12b-l fees it). addition to brokerage or advisory fees.
However, the advertisement does not disclose that SGC receives 12b-l fees. Without this
disclosUre in paragraph four, this advertisement could possibly be misleading to a .
potential client. As a result, the registrant's advertisementwould not be in compliance
with Rule 206(4)-1 (a)(5) which prohibits any investment adviser from publishirig,
circulating, or distributing any advertisement which contains any untrue statement of a
material fact, or which is otherwise false or misleading. Please discontinue the use of
such material without proper disclosure

CLOSING
The deficiencies and/or violations of law described above are brought to your
attention for immediate corrective action without regard to any other action(s) that the
Commission may take or require to be taken ~ a result ofthe examination. In .addition,
the fact that this letter does not comment on other aspects of the Registrants' activities
should not be construed to mean that such activities comply with the federal securities
laws.
Please respond in writing within thirty days of the date of this letter describing the
steps you have taken or intend to take with. respect to each of these matters. Before
responding to this letter or any other communication from this. office regarding our recent
examination, please refer to SEC Form 1661 provided at the start of our examination.
Your response should be directed to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, 19th Floor
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
In addition, a copy of your reply, together with copies of any enclosures, should
be sent to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
Mail Stop 9-1
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Sincerely,
HUGH M. WRIGHT
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ASST. DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

BY:
Securities Compliance Examiner

Enclosure: Mark Bailey &Co. administrative proceeding dated February 24, 1988

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

cc:
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INSTRUCTIONS
Please complete each question. If you believe a question is inapplicable, you should answer "not
applicable" (na). If the registrant doesn't know, you should answer "doesn't know" (dk).
For further guidance on the terms used or questions asked, please see the e~mail from
October 9, 1997 on "Year 2000 Issues during Inspections.":

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

of

Exam Number 98-F-71
"Registrant's Name Stanford Group Cqmpany
Registrant's File Number 801-50374
I.

Is registrant relying entirely on a third party or third parties to ensure the Year 2000 compliance"
of its critical systems? .
[yes/no] No
If yes, please ideritifY the third party or parties

_

2.

Does the registrant have a written plan to address the Year 2000 Problem?
[yes/no/naldk] Yes

3.

Has registrant made an inventory of all computer systems affected by the Year 2000 Problem?
[yes/no/naldk] Yes
"

4.

Is registrant taking steps to ensure that the Year 2000 problems identified in the inventory are
being corrected?
[yeslno/naldk] Yes

5.

What is the expected date for completion ofthe correction process?
[ddmmyyyy/naldk] 01/01/99
.

6.

Does registrant intend to test its internal systems for Year 2000 compliance?
[yes/no/naldk] Yes

7.

What is the expected date for completion of internal testing?
[ddmmyyyy/naldk] 01/01/99

8.

Does registrant intend to participate in testing with outside parties, such as DTC, Streetwide
Testing, or others?
[yeslno/naldk] No

9.

What is the expected date for completion of such testing?
[ddmmyyyy/naldk] NA
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EXHIBIT 70

•.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
MEMORANDUM

TO:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
MAIL
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
cc:

FROM:

Hugh M. Wright
. Ass't Administrator - Regulation, FWDO
By:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Stanford Group Company
File No.
801-50374
Exam No.
IA2003FWDO-o12
DATE:

. December 19, 2002 .

Attachments:
Report of Examination, Memorandum of Comments, and Deficiency Letter for the
routine examination of the above-eaptioned Registrant conducted by(b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
ofthe Fort Worth District Office.
The issue concerning the possi:ble unregistered public offering of the CDs has
. been referred to the FWOO's.Enforcement Division,.which has decided to refer the
matter to the Texas State Securities Board.

Fort Worth District Office
Investment Adviser Examination Report

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Category.... C
Exam No. IA 2003 FWoo 012
File Nol801 - 50374
/
. Name. Stanford Group Company
: Complex
Zip/77056
City Houston
Risk (1/2/3) 1H
/ State/TX
Contact & Ph #IJane E. Bates, Chief Compliance Officer, (b)(6), (b)(7)c
CustodyN
Action Lti/Enf
/ Cause ExamIN
(No/Ltr/Conf/Enf/Oth)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
BD # 1-8-4-86-1-1-'. ...,...-IARD#I-Lead Examiner:
@Sec.gov
Examiners:
Recovery
Field Work Start 11/12/2002
t-------f
Sec.lwV
No IC Mgdr---1
Field. Work End 12/10/2002
Disposition Date 12/19/2002'
ICAssets$"
Response Date
Pvt Clients 1,166
1-'-------1
Last Inspection'7/15/1998
Pvt AssetS $" 208.4
1--------1
Hours Fld/Office 110/250
Subscri~rs
.. $ 'fu Millionsl-------J
Hours Management 24
# of Deficiencies or Violations:·
10. Portfolio Management
,
1. Filings & Reports
2. ,Form ADV/Broch Dis/Del
6
15
11. Prohibited Transactions
3. Contracts
12. Limited Partnerships
4. Custody
13. Co'nflictsof Interest
2
5. Books & Records
14. Brokerage/Execution
5
6.. Financial Condition
15. Wrap Fee Programs.
2
7. Intemal Controls
16. Marketing/Performance Calc.
8. Advisory Services
17. Compensation/Client Fees
18. Client Referrals .
9. Unregistered Entity
1
19. Litigation ..

I·

...-------1

Examiner

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Examiner·

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Examiner'

'---

Reviewer
Approved

I

nate I

1

I 12/13/20021
Date 1,--,-,
DateI . '12/18/20021

12/13/2002 1

Date

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. 'Hugh M. Wright

Datel

12/.19/20021
IA Categories....
A= Financial Planner
.B= Non-Discretionary Advisory Svc
C= Discretionary Advisory Svc
D= Newsletter Writer
E= Inactive
0= Other
P= Pension Consultant

Standard IA Data Sheet (IA Sheet.dot)
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FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
. REPORT OF EXAMINATION
Stanford Group Company
801-50374

Houston, TX
SUMMARY OF VIOLATIONS

Comment.

SectionlRule
Section 206
Rule 206(3)-2

Registrant engaged in principal transactions and agency cross
tranSactions (which may ill fact be principal transactions as well)
without providing the requiI:ed disclosure to the participating
clients.
.
.
.
(
Registrant failed to document adequate due diligence.with respect
to its clients' investments in· its affiliated offshore barik's certificates
of deposit.

Securities Act,
Section 5

Regi$trant-affiliated websites posts information about a private
offering·of the Registrant's affiliated offshore bank's certificatesof
deposit that may represent a general solicitation, or public offeimg, .
to United States investors without registration.

FormADVand
Wrap Brochure

Registrant failed to adequately disclose
•

/

Material facts concerning its offering of its affiliated offshore
bank's certificates of deposit, including:
•

If true; that the Registrant did not recommend the client
invest in the certificates of deposit;

•

The actual "referral fee" the Registrant receives annually
from the sale of the certificates of deposit;

.•

Registrant's overwhelming financial reliance on referral·
fees on these sales for its financial success; and

•

•

That any investments in the certificates of deposit will
not be considered assets under management for
purposes of fee calculation.
The additional compensation earned on the Registrant's
clearing agent's money market sweep account on Form

SectionlRule

Comment

..

ADV, Schedule F, Item 13.A., not Item 13~B.

•

Form ADV, Part IT, Item 1.C. (6) indicates SGC receives
"other compensation," but Part lA, Item 5:£. (7) does not.

•

The info~ationrequired by Schedule H, item 7(k)
regarding the background iriformation of the individuals
providing advice onbehalf of the Registrant.

•

The range of sub-advisory fees· it p~ys to outside money·
managers as required by Schedule H, Item 7. (c).

•
•

Information required by Schedule H, Item 7. (d),
Information r~quired by Schedule H;Item 7. (g) concerning
its policies with regard to monitoring the sub-advisers.

•

The information required by· Schedule H, Item 8. (crossreference.)

•

The Registrant's policies with regard to bunched or blocked
qading. for its dients.
.

•

Its policy with regard to pricing securities.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.

The staff of the Fort Worth District Office ("FWDO") conducted an examination
of Stariford Group Company ("SGC") beginning November 12'.2002. This was SGC's
second examination, having been examined ill July 1998. 1 The FWDO· broker-dealer
.examination staff examined SGC in August 1997, resultirig in a referral to the FWOO
Division of Enforcement for their review and disposition (MFW-894). Thi~ inquiry was
closed with no action.
. .
.
..
The area of concern in the prior examination involved the Registrant's "referral"
of·custorrters to an affiliated offshore bank for investment in "certificates of deposit"
("CDs") issued by that bank. The examiners sought to gather information about
"referrals" of advisory clients. In the en<:l, it was determined that there was insufficient
information to support an enforcement action. At that time,· at least 17 SGC adVisory
client accounts had also invested in the CDs.. It"was also represented to the examiners at
that time that" these clients were non-U.S. citizens.

Examination No. 98--F-71.
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Based upon the amount of referral fees earned by SGC in 1997, it appeared that
SGC brokerage and advisory clients may have invested as much as $250 million in the
CDs. At the time of the current examination, the amount of referral fees received by
SGC would be indicative of $640 million in CDs outstanding primarily through SGC's
efforts. The FWDO recently received a complaint letter from a Mexican resident
concerning SGC's apparent sale of a. CD to her 75 year-old mother in Mexico~
BACKGROUND

SGCwas formed as a Texas Corporation on JUly 21,1995; and became registered
as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") effective October 17~ 1995. SGC ~s also registered as a broker-dealer
(File No. 848611). SGC is 1000/0 owned by Robert A~ Stanford ("Stanford"). Stanford
also owns a number ofother companies, generally '~eferred to as the Stanford,Financial
Group of Companie~,including Stanford Intematio'nal Bank Limited ("SIB'''), an
offshore bank open to persons outside Antigua, located in Sf. John's, Antigua, West
Indies; Bank of Antigua, an Antigua hank serving Antigua resident client accounts
only, also located iIi Antigua; Stanford Trust Company Lhitited, a trust company in St.
Jon's, Antigua; Stanford Financial Group Building which owns and operates SGC's
headquarters office located in Houston; Stanford'Trust Company e'STC"), a Louisiana
state chartered tnist company; and Stanford Agency, Inc., an insurance company
located in Louisiana. At the time of the exainination, SGCopenited its advisory
bUSInesses from Houston, Texas, having recently moved its advisory operations from
Denver as part of a downsizing of the Denver office. SGC's co-:presidents are (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
; its chief operating officer is Lena Stinson ("Stinson");
and its chief financial officer is (b)(6), (b)(7)c
SGC conducts its investment activities through a series of liwrap programs"
using a Schedule H brochure as its disclosure document. SGC recently terminated'
Robert B. Glen, the fomier head of its advisory division, after disappointing results and
a perception of wasted spending on his part. Its only active management product in
which it actually provides direct portfolio ma:hageinent is the Stanford Asset
Management ("SAM") program that offer~ fixed income management, with a special
focus of Latin American bonds~ TIlls special focus, according to SGC, is due to the
'desires of ,its primarily Latin .American clients. Jane Bates ("Bates") serves as SGC's
overall compliance officer, reporting directly to Stanford, assisted by (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
represent sec's Stanford
International Fix~d Income Group ("SIFIG"), providing discretionary asset
management services to SAM clients and non-discretionary advisory services to SGC
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
registered representatives ("RRs") in the internati'onal fixed income area.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
is now in charge of the mutual fund allocation and portfolio manager
referral products discussed below.
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Currently, most of SGC'~ clients are high net worth individucils. SGC clears its
clients' securities transactions through its clearing arrangement with Bear Stearns.
EXAMINATION SCOPE

Generally, in order to use Fort Worth District Office ("FWDO") examination
resources in the most. efficient and cost-effective
manner, examinations are conducted'
.
with a focus on the ar~as of highest perceived rislc Various' books, records, and othel;
documents are requested and reviewed in order to identify patterns of transactions or
.activities that might violate regulatory requirements.
.
However, the scope and focus· of this examjnationwere also based on a review
and analysis of the control environment rtl.aint~edby the Registrant, as well as
specific control measures used in strategic risk areas. The methodology used to identify
and evaluate control procedures was that establishedunder the Strategic Risk
Control Evaluation MatriX ("SR-CEM") program.. Under the SR~EM program, if the
control procedures used by a registrant in a strategic risk area are determined to be
highly effective, examiners have the option of not reviewing and conducting test .
checking of individual transactions recorded in the traditional books and records that
document activities in that area. The concept underlying this approach is that when a
registrant maintains effective control procedures, problems are identified and corrected
. as they arise and there .is a substantially 16wer likelihood of there being unidentified,
on-going major problem.or fraudulent activities that could harm advisory clients or
fund shareholders. As a result, inspection resourcesafE~focused on those activities in
which control processes are found to be weak and ineffective.
.

DUe to the 'nature of SGC's operations, many ofthe control measures
. contemplated by the SR-CEM program were inapplicable or nonexistent. As sec does
.not manage a mutual furtd, some of the items were clearly inapplicable. Further, since
SGC is a dual registrant and custodies with, and executes trades through, its own
clearing arrangement with Bear Stearns, many of the best execution controls were not
present. As discussed later in this report, violations involving principal transactions
and agency cross transactions were identifie~ and cited to the Registrant. Given SGC's
operations, the level of control measures did not appear unreasonable except in the area
of principal and agency cross trades and pricinghard-to-price foreign, thinly traded
fixed income securities.
At the commencement of the examination, the examiners conducted an initial
interview with Bates, SGC's compliance. officer. This discussion, and later discussions
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
with (b)(6), (b)(7)c ,
, Stinson, and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
, an Associate Vice President, provided
the examiners with insight into sec's current business activities, future plans,
investment strategy and philosophy, and policies and procedures in place. The
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examiners used such information to further shape and define the scope of the
examination.

Focus I SPECIAL REvIEW AREAS
During the examination, focus areas with: respect to Regulations S-P,
· performance, best execution, suitability of recomm.endationsand appropriate sales
practices, Form ADV, Part II disclosures, hedge funds and disaster related policies and
·procedures were reviewed. Among other things~ this report addresses SGC's failure to
adopt suitability policies and p.rocedures, and inadequate Form ADV, Part IT
disclosures~ All other focus areas were either properly addressed or did not apply. It
was further noted that the Registrant had adopted adequate polices and procedures
·with.regard to Regulation S-P.

. Disaster Recovery
It appeared to examiners that the·Registrant's contingency planning process was
adequate in light of the services it provides. Accordingly, no' mention was made in the
accompanying deficiency letter conceriling disaster recovery or contingency planning.

. . Money Laundering Prevention
SGC had substantial written procedures to detect and preventmoney
iaundering. While these pro'cedures appeared on their face to be reasonably adequate,
. the examiners only reviewed a small number of client files of which only a few were
those of foreign nationals.

Valuation ofPortfolio Securities
SGC failed to adequately document its pricing of hard-to-price foreign fixed
income securities. (See "SECURITIES PRlCING.")

Adviser Performance Advertising .
This area·was.not applicable, as this registrant does not advertise performance.

Form ADV Part II
.
This area was of particular concern. (See the discussion below' under "FORM.
ADV AND WRAP BROCHURE" for further details.)
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Best Execution~ Soft Dollar Abuses or Undisclosed Client Referral Payments
.

.

sec's clients execute all transactions (except transactions in the CDs) through.
sec's clearing broker, Bear Stearns. sec has in the past reviewed information.to assess
Bear Stearn's.execution quality.

. Hedge Fund or Other Private Equity Fund
sec RRs offer CDs to their clients and receive "referral fees" in return. see
: discussion in report for more details.

Funds ofHedge Funds
Not applicable· as this·Registrant does not recommend .or manage a "fund of .
hedg~ funds."·

Adequate Control Procedures to . Ensure Proper Disclosures (Funds)
.

. This area was not applicable, as this examination did not involve a fund.

.Exit Interview .

An exitinterview was held with (b)(6), (b)(7)c and Bates (via teleconference atSeC's
office)at the completion ofthe onsitefieldwork on November 21, to discuss the
preliminary examination findings. Further items were discussed with (b)(6), (b)(7)c via
telephone after the on-site fieldwoi"kertded. All items mentioned in the attached
deficiency letter were discussed in these meetings.
.
STRATEGIC RISK - CONTROL EVALUATION MATRIX

... As sec had more than $100 million under manag~mentand· more than 50
employees, the FWDO examiners, per OCIE policy, were required to perform the
Strategic Risk - Control Evaluation Matrix ("SR-CEM"). Due to the time needed to
perform the SR~EM, examiners had to limit their normal review of th~ Registrant's
activities and were required to extend the fieldwork in the Registrant's office. In
addition, the conduct of the examination was delayed due to the need for the
Registrant's compliance employees to search for, provide and explain information
responsive to the SR-CEM request. .
.
.
Basec:i on both interviews with the compliance officers, CFO, and portfolio
managers, and a review of control-related documents, it was deterinined that control
procedUres in applicable strategic control areas were "okay," with the exception of the
areas of securities pricing and client order allocation procedures, which were considered.
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"ineffective." See the discussions on these topics later in this report. Because of
examiners' assessment of SGC's control procedures, more detailed test checking was
conducted in certainof these areas. Some areas were not perceived to be of a high risk for
this particular Registrant due to the nature of its oper~tions (e.g., performance information
disseminated to clients.)
FINANCIAL CONDITION

_SGC's balance sheet refl~cted the following:
Nine Months Ended
SepteIri1:?er 30, 2002
(UnaudIted)
Total Assets
liabilities
Subordinated Note
to Affiliate
Total liabilities
C~pital (Net Worth)
~C's income-statement

23,237,147
4,246,554
4,000,000

24,217,109
6,046,730
4,000,000

$71,265,872

8,246,554
"14,990,593

10,046,730
14,170,379

50,972,457
-20,293,415

reflected the following: _

September 30,2002
(Unaudited)

Referral Fees2
Commissions and
Advisory Fees
Other Income Total Revenue
Total Operating
Expenses
Net Eaming-s (Loss)

December 31, 2001 December 31,1997 (Audited)
-(Unaudited)
(1998 Exam)

December 31, 2001
(Audited)

YeatEnded
Dec. 31, 1997
(Unaudited)

19,416,444
6,174,488

19,180;966
11,588,723

$9,144,560
4,512,015

2,880,402 28,471,334
27,651;110

3,467;455
34,237,144
38,646,660

13,656,575
12,209,238

820,224

(4,409,516)

$1,447,337

SGC's independent auditor is BOO Seidman, LLP in Houston, Texas, and its legal
counsel is Chan Warner P.C. _
2

Referral fees represent income from the sale of CDs issued by SIB anq, to a small degree, referral fees from SIc,
SGC's affiliated trust company. SGC receives a three percent annual trail commission from SIB for convincing
clients to invest in Sill's CDs.
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ADVISORY SERVICES

As of October 31 2002, SGC managed approximately $102.9 million on a
di$cretionary basis for 514 client accounts and $105.6 million on a non-discretionary
basis for 652 client accountsl bringing·the total assets under·managementto
approximately $208.5 million with 1,166 client accpunts. SGC manages client accounts
through four different advisory programsl one of which can be either discretionary or
.non:"discretionary through wrap programs as follows:
1

I

No. of Accounts

Program

Market Value at

10/31/2002
Portfolio Advisors rrogram (liPApll)·.
;Portfolio Partners Program ("PPP")
Mutual FWld Partners Program ("MFP")
Mutual Fund Partners Plus Program.(''MFP·P")
Master·Asset Prograin ("MAp (Discretionary)

278.
120

Total Discretionary Assets
MAP (Nondiscretionary)
Total Assets

514
652

$1021818,045
105j568,912

11166

$208~861957

lI

)

54

56
6

.

.

.$761402A96
14,6921453
5,4961416
41136,420.

2,090,260

In all the programslSGC offers its· services for an all-inclusive asset based fee that
includes all transaction costs other than those costs incurred by executing a trade away
from SGC which rarely if ever occurs.
I

In the PAP programl sec recommends one of several sub-advisors to its clientsl
"including its own proprietary SAM fixed income discretionary management programl
which accounts for $51.3million of the. total assets managed under PA
e
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
other 16 sub-advisers has more than $4.6 million under management.
l
who is no longer with sec, was primarily responsibleforSGCls sub-adviser due
diligence. (b)(6), (b)(7)c has recently been given this duty. SGCls asset-based fee beginS at 3%
on the first $250 000 and declines to 2% of the amoUnt over $1 milli0I11 with the fee on
ass'ets over $2 million being described as IInegotiable." The wrap brochUre discloses
that sec may pay a maximum of 1% to the sub-advisers. 3
.
1

SAM offers four different fixed income management products within P API the
SAM Income Portfolios, the SAM the Stanford Income Plus Portfolios~ the Latin
American Income Portfoliol and the Global Income Portfolio. in all four strategies,
3

sec also offers a Consulting Services Program ("CSP") that is essentially the same as PAP except the client can
select any third party adviser to manage its account at SGc. sec charges a lower fee for this service (since the
client will presumably be paying an advisory fee to the third party adviser). At the time ofthe examination,
there were no client accounts in CSP.
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certificates of deposit" are included as possible investment recommendations. ' SAM
charges fees on the SAM Income Portfolios of 1.25% on the first $500,000 which decline'
to 0.85% on amounts over $1 million. The other strategies'require a higher fee, ranging .
'from 1.75% on the first $500,000 down to 1.25% on amounts over $1 million. In all cases,
" fees on amounts above $2 million are negotiable.
1/

. Clients selecting PPP are electing to have their SGC account manag
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
discretionary basis, by one of three RRs located in SGC's Houston office (b)(6), (b)(7)c
, (b)(6), (b)(7)c
, and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
was terminated for lack of production on November 21,
2002, shortly after the completion of the fieldwork. Each of these RRs exerose '
, discretion over their clIents' accounts and .are not directly instructed in 'their investment
. selections by anyone else at SGC. Their trades are reviewed by compliance. They rely
upon SGC's fixed income. department for recommendations on fixed income securities, ,
particularly foreign securities. Clients pay the same all-inclusive fee as'in PAP. The
attached deficiency letter'requests SGC identify an9, provide the required business,
, background information for each of the individuals providing'advice on behalf of SGC..
The MFP program is a mutual fund allocation program using no load and load~
waived fund shares, requiring a minimum account size of $25,000. Art MFP account can
be either discretionary or non-discretionary. SGC discloses in its brochure that its RRs
may receive more compensation on a MFP accountthan in other SGC investment
programs. It also discloses that SGCmay receive 12b-l fees in addition to its advisory
fees. '
The MFPP 'program is similar to MFP except that it provides for only limited
discretion for the client's portfolio to be auto~aticallyrebalanced whenever any
allocati0l! becomes ,more thCl!l 5% more or less than the original allocation. The fees for
the MFP and MFPP programs are the same, starting at 2% on th;e first $250,00P and
declining ratably until they are'negotiable for assets of more than $2 million. Both
programs also have a minimqm account size of $25,000. MFPP program has the same
disclosure as descnbed above about.RRs'conflicts. and 12b-1 fees.
PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS

In response to the Examination Staff's initial document request, SGC produced a
schedule reflecting what it believed to be agency cross transactions. After review, it
was determined that one of SGC's affiliates, the Bank of Antigua, was also an advisory
client and was participating in the cross trades, generally being the selling client in the
trades. SGC did not appear to recognize that, since the Bank of Antigua was under
commOn control with SGC, these represented principal transactions with their other
advisory clients. Bates acknowledged that SGC had failed to comply with either Rule
206(3)-2 or Section 206(3) with respect to these trades. Bates indicated that, because all
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the trades were effected through one or more SGCproprietary trading accOWlts at Bear
Stearns, it was possible that all the trades were actually principal transactions, even
those not involving the Bank ofAiltigua account.
After review of the trades, it appeared that SGC had not made a commission or
mark-up or mark-down, on these trades. Further,it could not be determined whether
. the Bank of Antigua was favored in these trades, particularly since the portfolio
manager had not d~cumented·the prevailing market prices for· the securities involved in
the trades.
During the course of the fieldwork ·portion of the examination, Bates provided
the Examination Staff with doeumentationindicating that if the clients elected to
rescind the transactions· as the result of SGC's notice of the trading irregularities, SGC
might-incur losses on behalf of its clients of slightly more than $100,000. In addition,
Bates informed the Examination Staff that the clients were likely 'to terminate their
relationship with SGC if they.became aware.oftheinappropriate transactions, even if .
sec made the clients whole;
The attached deficiency letter notes the inappropriate transactions and asks SGC
to explain what action it' Will take to remedy the violations. The deficiency letter also
requests that sec adopt and follow procedures reasonably designed to assure
compliance with Rule 206(3)-2 and Section 206(3) as appropriate.
REFERI{ALS TO AFFILIATED BANK FOR CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITS
.

.

A review of SGC's IIdue dlJigence" files for the SIB certificates of deposit ("CDs">'
revealed that SGC had little more than the most recent SIB financial statements (year
end 2001) and the private offering memoranda 'and subscription documents. There was
no indication that anyone at SGC knew how its clients' money was being used by SIB or
how SIB was generating sufficient. income to support the above-market interest rates
PcYd and the substantial annual three percent trailer commissIons paid to SGC.
Discussions with Bates indicated that SGC and SIB do did not believe the CDs are·
securities; howe~er, sec has filed F.orms D with the Cornrnission. In its transmittal
letters to the Commission, SGC disclaims that the CDs are securities under the federal
securities laws, but states that it is filing Form D in an abWldance of caution. In
addition, Bates maintained thatSGC was not recommending the CDs to advisory
clients, merely referring them to SIB for consideration..
According to the last Form D filed with the Commission on January 29, 2002, SIB
claimed to have sold$37.i million (of $150 million offered) in CDs to an undisclosed
number of U.S. resident accredited investors. This amount reflects additional deposits
of $22.3 million to U.S. investors since February 24, 2000, the date of the previous Form
0, when SIB reported total sales of $14.9 million (of a total $50 million offered.) The
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letter transmitting ~he most recent Form D, as previous transmittal letters, states, "[SIB]
believes that these [CDs] are not a 'security' as defined under U~ S. Securities laws, but·
.are [sic] nevertheless offering this product solely to accredited investors in the United .
States." According to data provided by SGC during the examination, SGC has 49
advisory client investments in CDs totaling $15.6 million. ·One c;lient has three accounts
With investments totaling $9.2 million. As noted above, for calendar 2001, SGC received
SIB referral feeS of $i9.2 million. Based upon this fee revenue, the CD sales attributable
to SGC could be estimated as approximately $640 million (less the amount attributable
to the sales efforts of its affiliated Venezuelan investment adviser discussed below.)
. SIB's financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2001, discussed in more .
qetail below, indicated total"certificates of deposit"of$1.1 billion.
. The examiners obtained copies of the disclo~ure documents given to U.S.
accredited investors and it appeared that the doCument provided extensive disclosure
that SIB was not a U.S. baitk and that the CDs were not! protected by'FDiC or other
federal guarantees, or by SIPC. It further claimed that the CDs were not secUrities, not
. subject to U.S. securities regulation, and had not been registered for sale in the U.S.
However, the document provides no disclosure of specifically how the money will be
used by the issuer.
. .
-Examiners also obtained the latest interest rates offered by SIB. The interest nites
generally. depend on the type oICD,the amount deposited, and the maturity term. The·
current rate offered on the FixedCD is 3.65% on a deposit of $10,000 to .$49,999 for a one
month term. This rate increases to a high ·of8.150%·on a deposit of betWeen $2 million·
to $3.9 million for a 60"-ffionthterm. On depOSits of $250,000 or more, the interest rate
will go up if SIB's base rates increase. The current U.S. treasury rate on a three-month.
bill is 1.18%, with a yield of 1.20%, and the rate on a 5-year note is 3.00% with a yield of
3.05%. The rates on the FlexCD, which is essentially the same as the FixedCD except the
client may·withdraw his money in 25% increments with five banking days notice up to
four times annually, are Slightly lower. The "gUaranteed rate" on the IndexLirikedCD is
3.90% on maturities of three, four, and five years.

sec has established. internal procedures that require a RR to obtain the.
disclosure document and subscription agreement from sec's "operations department,"
which maintains a log of investors provided the documents. Therefore SGC should
. have a record of all persons to .whom the U.S. CD private offering has been made. A
request for a list of all CD hold~gs.resulting from sec CD sales, both in the U.S.
offering and offered to non-U.S. r~sidents, is pending at the date of this report.
It was explained to examiners that, in addition to receiving referral fees from SIB
for CD sales of SGC RRs, SGC also receives referral fees paid on sales by representatives
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. of an affiliated investment adviser in Venezuela.4 It was explained that the Venezuelan
company could not accept referral fees from SIB without being considered engaged in
the banking busines$ under Venezuelanlaw. Therefore, SGC receives all referral fees.
earned by the Venezuelan affiliate and its agents, retains a.portion of the fees (10%) and
.forwards the rest to the Venezuelan affiliate. All this is pursuant to a written agreement
. between SGC and the Venezuelan affiliate.
SGC provided examiners SIB's Annual Report for 2001, which reflected total
assets of $1.2 billion, of which $1.1 billion were described on the face of the balance·
sheefas "inv~stInents."5 Total liabilities were reflected as $1.1 billion, leaving a total
stockholder's equity, or net worth, ofslightly more than $75 million. SIB's income .
statement reflected gross interest and non-interest income of $140 million, which, after
deduction of interest paid and ,iservice fee activities," produced net revenue of $19.2
million. After expenses of slightly more than $7 million, SIB reported an ,"operaftllg
.
·profit" of $12.2 million~
Information about the CDs, a:hd other SGC-affiliated business operations can be
accessed via: the Internet at www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com, and
.Www;stanfordintemational.com. Including on the former website is the following chart.
comp~ringSIB's CD mterest rates to the average CD rates offered by U.s. banks:
"
Stanford International Bank vs. U~S. Bank CD Averages
1992 - 2001·
In tleres t: Rates: 1992 - 200 1
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lhe above graph is based on a $250,000 deposit in\,/ested for 12
montlls and. renewed ann uall y.

4

·5

Stanford Group Venezuela Asesores de Inversi6n, CA., Avenida Tamanaco, Torre Empresarial El Rosal, Piso 3,
El Rosal-Chacao Caracas, Venezuela (011 (58212) 953-2595).
The notes to the financial statements described the "investments" as listed securities in "eguities" of $626 million
and "treasury bonds, notes, corporate bonds" of $443 million.
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The website also· provides all the terms and conditions of the various types of CDs and
other accounts offered by SIB (e.g., the FixedCD, the flexeD, and the Index-LinkedCD.)
A person accessingthe website can easily get information about how to contact SGC .
representatives, either by telephone or by email. As a result, the website information
appears to represent a gener.al solicitation, or publicoffering, of the CDs to. U.S. persons.
. The attached deficiency letter requests SGC conduct; additional due diligence to
support its recommendation of its affiliated bank's CDs. It also requests that, if true, the
disclosure in its brochUre clearly disclose that it is not recommending clients invest in:
SIB CDs and that their referral to the affiliated bank does riot indicate approval or
recommendation of the CD by SGC to·the client. It also requests that the brochure
.disclose that any client investments·fi:1 the CDs will not be considered assets under
management for fee calculation purposes. Finally the letter cautions SGC that the
website information a.bout the CO offer may be a public offering,jeopardizing Sill's.
claimed Rule 506 private offering ·exemption..
FORM ADV AND WRAP BROCHURE

In addition to other deficiencies di.scussed in more detail elsewhere in the report,
SGC's Form ADV and wrap brochure required revisions in the areas noted below.
FormAOV

•

•

The response concerning additional compenSation earned on the Registrant's
clearing agents money market sweep account should be disclosed on Schedule
F, Item 13.A., not Item 13.B. .
Part II, Item I.e. (6) indicated SGC receives "other compensation," but Part lA,
Item 5.E. (7)"is not marked.

Wrap Brochure
•

The discussion of sro on page 42 tinder"Affiliations" should disclose the amount
of referral fees (3% of f:unds invested) and the fact this amount is paid annually,
not just at the initial investment. The discussion should also mention that, as
explained to the examiners, SGC does not recommend the investment to its
advisory clients, but merely refers them to SIB. (It should be noted that this
.contradicts the Registrant's disclosure on Schedule F to Part II, Item 9.D.,
disclosing that SGC "Recommends Related Investment Products"i including the
SIB CDs.) In this regard, it is recommended that SGC disclose that it may
nonetheless bear some responsibility for the advisory client's investment in the
SIB CDs. It is also recommended that SGC disclose that it relies upon referral
fees from SIB for the vast majority of its revenues. This same or similar
13

disclosure shoUld also appear in the Registrant's response on Schedule F to
ll, Item 9.D. regarding sm.
.
•

Part

The brochure should ·include the. information called for by Part IT, Item 6 as
required by Item 7(k) of Schedule H regarding all individuals providing
investmentadvice on SGC's behalf or their supervisors if more than five,
including the registered representatives offering advice under"ppp.

. •. 'The brochure should be amended to provide the range of sub-advisory fees paid
by SGC to the sub"':advisers for their services as required by Schedule H, Item 7•.
. (c).
•

The broChure should be expanded to provide a full response "to Schedule H, Item
7. (d).

•

The brochure should be expanded to more completely describeSGC's policies
regarding' sub-advisers. as required by Schedule H, Item 7. (g).

.•

The cross reference required by Schedule H, Item 8. should be completed..

BROCHURE DELIVERY

SGC only makes an annual offer of its own wrap brochure to clients. Itscontract
with the third party sub-advisers provides that SGC is to provide a new client With the
sub-adviser's brochure, but is silent with respect to the annual offer of the s4b-adviser's
~rochure. SGC personnel indicated that it was likely that no one was making the sub
adviser annual offer. The attached deficiency letter requests SGC establish procedures
that assure clients receivethe annual offer oithe sub-advisers'·brochure.
CuSTODY

Registrant effects bunched or block trades for the benefit of its advisory. clients,
including affiliated dient accounts (e;g., Th~ Bank of Antigua) through the use of a
.
omnibus account held' in the Registrant's name at its clearing fum. The use of such an
account may create a risk to the client's funds or securities while the transactions are
being effected since the adviser my have access to the funds or securities 'held in stich an
account. The attached deficiency letter requests that SGC assure the staff that the
.Registrant's omnibus trading accounts meet the requirements of the Owen T.Wilkinson
no action letter, providing documentation supporting the explanation.
. The staff also considered questioning whether SGC had indirect custody of its
. clients' funds or securities through their investments in SIB CDs. However, based upon
existing no action guidance, it did not appear that the Examination Staff could claim
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SGC had such custody.6 lherefore, no mention oHhis is made in the attached
deficiency letter.
BOOKS AND RECORDS

SGC did not create -and maintain the required order memoraridum. In addition,
it did not follow, or didIi.ot adequately document its following, proper procedures With
regard to bunched trading. The attached deficiency letter asks SGC to establish
appropriate policies and-procedures, with appropriate-disclosure and documentCl:tion,
to assure the fair treatment of i~ clients in bunched trades.
SEQJRITIES PRIciNG

-In several instances, SGC was required to price foreign fixed
securities
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
not priced by its dearing firm, Bear Stearns. The portfolio manager,
, was
-involved- in the pricing process, obtaining quotes from brokers on the price; However,
-this process was not adequately documented, including anyindiccition of review by
- compliance. The attached deficiency letter requests that SGC disclose its pricing _policies and establish procedures that will produce documentation of these pricing
irregularities.
BUNCHED OR BLOCK TRADING FOR CLIENT ACCOUNTS

As described earlier in discussing the cross transactions effected by SGC, on a
-routine basis SGC executes bunched or block trades on behalf of its clients, including
affiliated accounts. In operation/the practices seemed reasonable. However, SGC did
not adequately document the process, including producing and maintaining the
appropriate order memoranclaas mentioned elsewhere, to establish compliance with its
-_ proceclures and the fair treatment of clients. 'The attached deficiency letter requests
SGC disclose its bunched trading policy in its F_ormADV and wrap brochure and
establi~h procedures to document these clients trades.
CONCLUSION

At the conclusion of the on-site fieldwork portion of the examination, Examiner _
conducted an exit interview with Bates and (b)(6), (b)(7)c . Other issues were addressed
through telephone conversations with (b)(6), (b)(7)c . During the interview and subsequent - 
telephone conversations details o{ the examiners' concerns, which are set forth in more
detail above, were presented. Further comments relating to SGC and the vi~lations or
6

The Division of Investment Management has indicat€d that if an advisory business is separate under the five
factor test set out in the Crocker Investment Managt!TTl£1it Corp. (April 4, 1978) no action letter, the sole fact that an
adviserhas custody of client funds in another liite of business would not require the adviser to comply with the
custody rule. Volunteer Corporate Credit Union (May 28, 1993.)
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deficiencies noted during the examination are contained in the accompanying
deficiency letter, which Examiners forwarded to the Registrant concurrent with the
submission of this report. Prior to sending the deficiency letter, the Examination Staff
discussed its content with Registrant.

oeIE assigned SGCan "adviser ranking" of"l82".

Based uponthe results of
this examination, the FWDO has assigned a "risk rating" of "l,"the highest risk rating
possible, primarily due to SGC's sales'of the CDs.'
..
The issue concerning the possible unregistered public offering ofthe CDs has
.
.been referred to theFWDO's Enforcement Division, which has decided to refer the
. matter to the Texas State Securities Board.7

7

After the compietion of the fieldwork portion of the eXamination, but prior to the completion of this report, the .
FWOO received a letter from(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
mother was apparently approached by a SGC representative in
Mexico, where she resides, to invest in the SIB CDs. The FWDO Enforcement Division has forwarded the
complaint to the Texas State Securities Board.
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EXHIBIT 71

RE: Stanford Group Company

RE:
Fro

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

roup Company

To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Page 1 of2

3/20/20039:07:33 AM

@SEC.GOV]

Yes, Jane is still resisting. rm not sure how much good would come out ofsending them another letter. They also sent us a
list ofCD investors. The list seems awfully short. They didn't include addresses - however, just looking at the names the
.
majority appear to be US citizens (in fact, I suspect one is a (b)(6), (b)(7)c
We don't know what to make of the Stein case. I'm a little puzzled by their opinion...
rli be in H-town next week - see you on the 24th.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message.,.-
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Wedne~y, March 19, 2003 7:47 PM
To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Subject: RE: Stanford Group Company

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

I take it Jane is still resisting the rescission offer. I think we have to consider whether we shoUld consider enforcement
referral to put some pressure on them.
On the Stanford Bank issue, I am not sure what to do. If they have the infonnation they gathered on these visits to Antigua,
why didn't they give !t to us when we asked for it? I guess we should ask for it again.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

e to think about it. I am currently considering the Stein case. I am satisfied with the outcome, although
the Coinmission's opinion on his status as an "investment adviser" individWillY. Let me knowhat the .
.
scuttlebutt is in the office on that, if any!!

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6),

See you next week. (b)(7)c
they are an adviser!!

and I are trying to figure what the heck our registrant is up to here in Austin. They only think
.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

-Qriginal Message-From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: 3/19/2003 5:01 PM
Subject: Stanford Group Company
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

I reviewed the latest Stanford response and placed it on your chair.
Here are my thoughts:

*

Jane stresses throughout the response that clients were not
hanned by the cross transactions. Even it this is true, this does not

file:/Ic:\documents and settings\searcher056\local settings\temp\Xl\c4\email.html

12/17/2009

RE: Stanford Group Company

Page 2 of2

mean that clients will not be harmed when they are faced with the
situation where they have to sell or otherwise dispose of small odd-lots
of securities. With this in mind; I think they(the clients) should be
given the option to rescind the transactions. In addition, there are no
exceptions in the Securities Laws that allow Stanford (orany adviser)
to break the rules jn"sitlfations where clients are "not harnled."

*

During the fieldwork of the examination, I got the definite
impressio~ that the Registrant's staffwas trying to "wash their hands"
of the offshore bank and downplay the activities of the bank in their
office. We were told that once a client was referred to the bank the
adviser's personnel no longer took an active role in managing that
portion ofthe client's assets. Now Jane claims that Stanford's COO and
Chier"Compliance Officer regularly visit the offshore bank, participate
in quarterly calls with the CFO ofthe bank, and receive quarterly
information regarding the bank's portfolio allocations (by sector and
perCentage ofbondslequity, etc.), investment strategies, and top five
equity and bond holdings. Jane also Says that such information will now
be included in its due diligence files. I believe this to be a mistake
by Jane and others at Stanford - this response shouldcoDle in handy when
the bank collapses and everyone" there plays dumb. Also, if this "
information is included in the due diligence file, we should have access
to it now (i.e, based upon her response I believe we could argue"that
the CDs are now assets under the supervision of the Registrant).
Perhaps we should drop by unannounced and ask to look at it.
(b)(6),

In ad
, (b)(7)c has become very intereste4 with this Registrant 
(b)(6),
with (b)(7)c approval, i provided him a copy of the report and letter.
"" Take care and go easy on the NorthPark cookies,

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher056\local settings\temp\Xl\c4\email.html
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EXHIBIT 72

Page 10f3

RE: Stanford International Bank

RE:

ernational Bank

Fro (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

5/22/2003 t1:24:10 AM

@sec.gov]

All Hal wanted to do is make sure we had done all we could do in alerting the banking
authorities of our concerns and getting them on th~ line about what to do (or not do) about
the situation. I don't see us having to go back to look at anything. I was thinking about going
. back to confirm with Jane that we had a fulillst of CD holders that bought through SGC. The
totals from the list she gave us do not ~xactly match up with the total CDs outstanding that ..
should.be, out there based upon the referral fees SGC received in 2001 (unless that Venezuelan
outfit sold a wh61e bunch!!)
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:

sent:

Thursday, May 22,200311:20 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.To:

SUbject:

FW: Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Di.Q you get this e-mail? My OWA cut out as I was sending it. Did Hal say what kind of role we
.(regulation) were going to play in investigating this further? Do we have to go·back out there?
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

~Inal Message-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 10:28 AM
To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.. Cc:
subject:

FW: Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6),

I have not heard a peep from (b)(7)c . Here is the last e-mail I sent her.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--original Message-
From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 200311:36 AM
To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Cc:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Subject:

frb.gov·

FW: Stanford International Bank
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RE: Stanford International Bank
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Is anyone at your office interested in pursuing this matter? What is the current status?
. Thanks,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--()rIginal Message--
,From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

sent: . Monday, December 16, 2002 11:29 AM

To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

C.c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Subject:

@frb.gov'

Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Thanks for your help! Here are the names of the entities involved; each of which appear to be owned by
Mr. Robert A. Stanford, originally of Mexia, Texas, and now a dual.citizen of Antigua and the United'
States:
Stanford Group Company (this is the entity registered with us - it is a dual Investment AdviserlBroker'Dealer)
5050 Westheimer
,.-,
Houston, Texas 77056
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Our contact person is Ms. Jane Bates,
.
Stanford International Bank Ltd. (this is the international bank offering the CDs. I rnisinforme~ you on the
phone.., the Bank of Antigua is actually the local bank for residents·of Antigua only)
4000 Airport Boulevard
. St.John's, Antigua. West Indies
(268) 480-3700
(268) 480-3740 (fax)
Judging by the amount of referral fees received by Stanford Group Company'(SGC), we believe that
approximately $640 million in CDs are currently outstanding from SGC's sales efforts (SGC receives a 3%
annual commission from Stanford International Bank for referring clients). We are currently trying to get a
list of names and dollar amounts invested. The CDs pay a higher than market rate of interest, currently
ranging from 3.65% on a deposit of $10,000 to $49,999' fora one-month fixed term to' 8.15% (with a yield
of 10.06%) on a deposit of $2,000,000 for a 60 month fixed term. The bank also offers flexible rate CDs
at a slightly lower rate. The financial statements of the international bank indicate approximately
$1 ,116,454,586 in outstanding customer deposits as of 12/31/2001. The financial statements are vague
as to the investment portfolio of the bank (approximately 59% is invested in "equities", while 41% is
invested in "treasury bonds, notes, corporate bonds"). Information about the CDs, .and other Stanford
Group Company-affiliated business operations can be accessed via the Internet at
www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com and www.stanfordinternational.com. After you get a
chance to review everything, please call me and tell me what you think.
Thanks
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RE: Stanford International Bank
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

,
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EXHIBIT 73

RE: Stanford

Page 1 of2

RE: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

12/19/2002 8:46:26 PM

From:

. To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c

@sec.gov]

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

On the one hand, I don't want to limit our request On other hand, if we aren't going to investigate the thing I don't see that it
matters. Unless it might help the Federal Reserve (what's the status on that?)
.

I don't recall having asked specifically for the investors' addresses or indicating that lonly wanted the list of initial
purchasers, but a list of all the holders and the amount they had invested. I say to tell(b)(6),
(b)(7)c we want everything, but don't try
arid rush to get it here - a couple or three weeks will be fine. Go ahead and tell him to get the addresses, if possible, and
there is no particular rush. If he can get some of it earlier and follow up with the other infonnation, that is fme. We would
like to have some idea ofwho has invested aDd where theY're from.

I am glad the LA trust comp~y is regulated by somebody (that way they are not an "unregistered IA".)
Thanks. Let me know if you need anything else.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

---Original Message---
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: 12/18/20025:02 PM
Subject: Stanford
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

,
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

The Stanford report is coming along fme.
has already reviewed it
and sent it to Hugh. I only had to make minor revisions.
(b)(6),

I called(b)(7)c Ii little while ago - he told me that they are working on
the list of investors. He also said that the trust company in Baton
Rouge is regulated by LA state authorities (b)(6),
.
(b)(7)c
I have a couple of quick questions:
(b)(6),

* (b)(7)c

would like to know ifhe can limit the list of CD investors
to one year, which would substantially cut down on the lPDount of work
they would have to do. I gave him an indication that you would probably
want more than a year to reconcile back to the fmancials (actually so
we can get as much infonnation as we can, but he doesn't have to know
that).
(b)(6),

* (b)(7)c

would like to know if you also asked for the investors'
(b)(6),
addresses. (b)(7)c didn't indicate whether the list would include
addresses or not - however, he did say that the list won't include
subsequent purchases of CDs by the same investor, which is evidently
kept on a different system.
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..

RE: Stanford

Page 2 of2

me know either way. rll call tomorrow if I don't hear from you 
is leaving on Friday so he said that if we woul~ like to shorten the
list to let him know before then.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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EXHIBIT 74.

UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900, UNIT 18

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
PHONE: (817) 978-3821

761.02

IN REPLYING
PLEASE QUOTE
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

AUTHOR'S DIRECT liNE

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FAX: (817) 978-4944

December 19,2002
Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
.
. 5050 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056

RE:

Stanford Group Company
FILENo~ 801-50374

Dear Ms. Bates:
The examination of the books and records of Stanford GrollP Company ("SGC"
or "Registrant"), conducted pursuant to Section 204 of the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 ("Advisers Act"), disclosed the following:
FORM

ADV AND THE WRAP BROCHURE

Rule 204-1 of the Advisers Act has recently been amended requiring investment
advisers annually to electronically file a completed Part 1A of Form ADV with the·
Investment Adviser Registration Depository (lARD) within 90 d~ys after fiscal year end..
You are not required to file with the Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") a copy of Part Ilof Form ADV if you.maintain a copy of your Part II
(and any brochure you deliver to clients) in your files~ The copy maintained in your
files is considered filed with the Commission.!
In addition to an annual updating requirement, registered advisers must amend
.
Form ADV if the information contained in resporise to Items 1# 3, 9, or 11 of Part 1A
become inaccurate fQr any reason. Further, if the information contained in response to
Items 4, 8, or 10 of Part lA, or if the information provided in a brochure becomes
. materially inaccurate, the invesbnent adviser shall promptly file an amended Form
·
.
ADV correcting such information.2
Please note that there is need for substantial revision to the Registrant's Form
AOV. Please review the following comments and respond by revising the items
consistent with the comment:

The Commission is not requiring advisers to submit Part n of Form ADV until lARD is ready to accept (new)
Part II brochures.
2

Please note that under the new lARD system, Part 18 must be completed only by certain state-only registered
advisers.

Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
FormADV

•

The response concerning additional compensation earned on the Registrant's
clearing agents money m~ket sweep account should be disclosed on SchedUle
F, Item 13.A., not Item r3.B.

• Part II, Item l.t. (6) indicated SGC receives "othercomp~nsation,"but Part lA,
Item S.E. (7) is not.marked.

Wrap Brochure
.

.

.

.

• The discussion of SIB on page 42 under"Affiliations" should disclose the amount
of referral fees (3% of funds invested) and the fact this ~ount is paid annually,
not just at the initial investment. The discussion should also menti9n that, as
explained to the eXaminers, SGC does not recommend the investment to its
advisory clients, but merely refers them to SIB. (It should be noted that this
. "Contradicts the Registrant's disclosure on Schedule F to Part IT, Item 9.D., .
.disclosing that SGC "Recommends Related Investment Products," including t4e
SIB CDs.) Iri this regard, it is recommended that SGC disclose that it may'
nonetheless bear some responsibility for the advisory client's investment in the
SIB CDs. It is also r~conUnended that SGC disclose that it relies upon referral
.
fees from SIB for the vast majority of itS revenu~s. This same or similar
disclosure should also appear in the Registrant's response on Schedule F to Part
II, Item 9.D. regarding SIB.
•. The brochure should include the information called for by Pan:II, Item 6 as
required by Item 7(k) of Schedule H regarding all individuals' providing
investment advice on SGC's behalf or their supervisors if more than five,
including the registeredrepresentativ¢s offering' advice under PPP.
• The brochure should be amended to provide the range of sub-advisory fees paid
by SGC to the sub-advisers for their services as required by Schedule H, Item 7.
~)~

. .

• The brochureshotild be expanded to provide a fuli response to Schedule H, Item
7. (d).

• . The brochureshou!d be expanded to more completely describe SGC's policies .
.
regarding sub-adviSers as required by Schedule H, I~em 7. (g)~
• The cross reference required by ScheduleH, Item 8. should be completed.

BROOlURE DELIVERY

You have not been in c~mpliarice, or at least cannot document compliance, with
Rule 204-3 which requires an iiwestment adviser to provide its clients or prospective
clients with a written disclosure document which complies with Rule 204-1(b) under the
Advisers Act containing, at a minimum, the information contained in Part II of Form
ADV. The written disclosure statement must be delivered to a prospective client at
least 48 hours in advance of entering into any contract. Alternatively, if it is delivered at
the time of entering into the contract, the client must be given five business days to
2

Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
terminate the contract without penalty. The rule also requires that an adviser must
annually offer, in writing, to deliver without charge a current disclosure statement to
each client.3
SGC only makes an annual offer of its own wrap brochure to clients. Its contract
with the third party sub-advis~rsprovides that sec is to provide a new client with the
sub-adviser's brochure, but is silent with respect to the annual offer of the sub-adviser's
brochure. SGC personnel indicated that it was likely that no one was making the sub
adviser annual offer. It is recommended that SGC establish procedures that assure
clients receive the annual offer of the sub-advisers' brochure.
PROlDBITED TRANSACTIONS

. Section 206(3) of the Advisers Act states that it shall be unlawful for any
investment.adviser, by use of the mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate
commerce, directly or indirectly acting as principal for his own account, knowingly to
sell any security to or pu~chase any ~ecurity from a client, or acting as broker for a. .
person other than such clIent, knowmgly to effect any sale or purchase of any securIty
for the account of such client, without disclosing to such client in writing before the
completion of such transaction the capacity in which he is acting and obtaining the
consent of the client to such transaction. 4
Rule 206(3)-2, adopted under Section 206(3), deems an investment adviser or
broker-dealer controlling, controlled by, or under common control with an investment
adviser, to be incompliance with the that section's provisions in effecting an agency
.
cross transaction for an advisory client, if: .
(1)

The advisory client has executed a written consent prospectively
authorizing the investment adviser, or any other person relying on this
rule, to effect agency cross transactions for such advisory client,
provided that such written consent is obtained after fuIlwritten
disclosure that with respect to agency cross transactions the investment
adviser or such other person will act as broker for, receive toIIUhissioris
from, and have a potentially conflicting division of loyalties and
responsibilities regarding, both parties to such transactions;

(2)

The investment adviser, or any other person relying on this rule, sends
to each such client a written confirmation at or befor~ the completion of
each such transaction, which confirmation includes (i) a statement of
the nature of such transaction, (ii) the date such transaction took place,
(iii) an offer to furnish upon request, the time when such transaction
took place, and (iv) the source and amount of any other remuneration
received or to be received by the investment adviser and any other
person relying on this rule in connection with the transaction,

3

In addition. Rule 204-2(aX14) requires, among other things, a record of the dates documenting the initial delivery
oithe written disclosure statement.
.

4

Investment Adviser Release No. 1732 dated July 17, 1998, which is enclosed for your view, specifically states
"completion of the transaction" occurs after execution but before settlement of a principal transaction.
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Provided, however, That if, in the case of a purchase, neither the
investment adviser nor any other person relying on this rule was
participating in a distribution, or in the case of a sale, neither the
investment adviser nor any other person relying on this rule was
participating in a tender offer, the written confirmation may state
whether any other remuneration has been or will be received and that
the source and amount of such other remuneration will be furnished
upon written request of such customer;
(3)

The investment adviser, or any other person relying in this rule, sends
to each client, at least annually, and with or as part of any written
statement or sUlllinary of such account from the investment adviser or
such other person, a written disclosure statement identifying the total
number of such transactions during the period since the date of the last
such statement or summary, and the total amount of all commissions or
other remuneration received or to be received by the investment
adviser or any other person relying on this rule in connection with such
transactions during such period;

(4)

Each written disclosure and confirmation required by this
includes
a conspicuous statement that the written consent referred to in .
paragraph (a)(l) of this section.may be revoked at any time by written
notice to the investment adviser, or to any other person relying on this
rule, from the ':ldvisory client; and

(5)

No such transaction is effected in which the same investment adviser or
an investment adviser and any person controlling, controlled by or.
under common control with such investment adviser recommended
the transaction to both any seller and any purchaser.

rule

Subsection (b) defines the term agency cross transaction for an advisory client"
as a transaction in which a person acts as an investment adviser in relation to a
transaction in which such investment adviser, or any person controlling, controlled by,
or under common control with such investment adviser, acts as broker for both such
advisory client and for another person on the other side of the transaction.
II

As discussed during the examination, Registrant appears to have engaged in
either agency cross trades or direct or indirect principal trades with advisory clients as
.. discussed more fully below. The Registrant appears to have failed to comply with
either the requirements with respect to principal trades or agency cross trades as may·
be applicable. In addition, sec appears to have also failed to abide by its own
disclosure in its wrap brochure that it would not effect such transactions without
complying with Section 206(3).
Principal Trades

A review of schedules provided to examiners shows that SGC has effected cross
transactions between an account for the Bank of Antigua, a company under common
control with SGC, and other SGC clients. As explained during the examination, as Bank
of Antigua is an affiliate of SGC and Section 208 forbids an adviser from doing
indirectly what it cannot do directly, these trades are in fact considered principal
transactions governed by Section 206(3). A review of sec's records indicated that the
4
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clients on the other side of these trades did not receive the required disclosure in a
timely manner in order presume informed consent to the transactions. Please advise
what actions the Registrant will take to assure compliance with the requirements of
Section 206(3).
Agency Cross Transactions .
In addition, those trades not involving the Bank of Antigua account appear to
have been agency cross transactions effected between SGC advisory clients in which
SGC acted as adviser and exercised discretionary authority in effecting both the client
purchase and sale of the subject securities. The requirement ofRule 206(3)-2 was not
met. PleaSe advise what actions the Registrant will take to assure compliance with the
requirements of Section 206(3). s
CUSTODY

You should be aware that an irivestment adviser has custody of client funds or
securities if the adviser directly or indirectly holds these funds or securities, has the
authority to obtain or possess the funds or securities, or has the ability to appropriate
the funds or securities. If an investment adviser has custody or possession of client
funds or securities, it must comply with the requirements of Rule 206(4)-2 under the
Advisers Act. Rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act establishes certain procedural
requirements for investment advisers who have custody or possession of clients' funds
or securities. This rule describes the manner in which clients' funds and securities must
be maintained. It also describes certain additional required reports to clients and the
Commission. this rule also requires that the funds and securities in the investment
adviser's custo~y or possession be subject, a:t least once during each calendar year, to a
surprise 'verifjcation by an independent public accountant who must promptly file with
the Commission a certificate of examination attached to a completed Form ADV-E. In
addition, Rule 204-2(b) establishes the additional books and records that must be kept
by an adviser that has custody or possession of clients' funds or securities.. Finally, Rule
204-1(a)(2), in relevant part, requires that an audited balance sheet as required by Item
14 of Part II of Form ADV be filed within 90 days of the end of the investment adviser's
fiscal year. Item 14 requires an investment adviser who has custody of client funds or
securities or who requires prepayment of more than $500 in fees per client six or more
months in advance to provide an audited balance sheet for the most recent fiscal year..
Omnibus Trading Account

.
Registrant effects bunched or block trades for the benefit of its advisory clients,
including affiliated client accounts (e.g., The Bank of Antigua) through the use of a
omnibus account held in the Registrant's name at its clearing firm. The use of such an
account may create a risk to the client's funds or securitieswhile the transactions are
being effected since the adviser my have access to the funds or securities held in such an

As was discussed during the examination. the manner in which these trades were effected may have rendered .
them principal transactions between sec and both the buying and selling advisory clients. In any event, the
requirements of Section 206(3) were not met as well with respect to these trades.
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account. The Division of Investment Management has indicated in a no action letter
that an adviser need not comply with Rille 206(4)-2 if the following conditions are met:
•
•

All arrangements for aggregation of transactions within the omnibus account are.
fully disclosed;
No account is favored over another, with each receiving an average share price;
.
.all transaction costs shared on a pro-rata basis;

• Only advisory clients' trades are aggregated within the omnibus account;
•

Omnibus account must be in name of custodian bank;

•

Client funds and securities must be maintained by custodian bank in the name of
their respective owners; .

• . Participating custodian banks Will pay brokers only against delivery of securities
. and deliver securities to brokers only against payment.6
Please assure the· staff that the Registrant's omnibus trading accounts meet the
requirements of the no action letter, providing documentation supporting the
assurance.
BOOKS & RECORDS

Section 204 of the Advisers Act requires that every investment adviser, other
than one specifically exempted from registration, to maintain such records as the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary. Rule 204-2, promulgated thereunder~
sets forth the books and records to be maintained by investment advisers. Paragraph
(a) of the Rule contains the books and records that every investment ,adviser must keep.
Paragraph (b) of the Rule establishes the additional booJ<s and records that must be kept
by an adviser that has custody 9rpossession of clientS' funds or securities. Paragraph
(c) concerns the additional books and records advisers rendering any investment
.
supervisory or management service to any client must maintain with respect to the
portfolios being supervised or managed. The examination disclosed that you were not
in compliance with certain provisions of Rille 204-2. Please implement procedures to
establish ahd accurately maintain the following required books and records.
Rule 204-2(a)(3) requires a memorandum of each order given by the investment
adviser for the purchase or sale of any security, of any instruCtion received by the
investment adviser from the client concerning the pUrchase, sale, receipt or delivery of a
particu1arsecurity, and of any modification or cancellation of any such order or
instruction. Such memoranda shall show the terms and conditions of the order,
instructiori, modification or cancellation; shall identify the person connected with the
investment adviser who recommended the transaction to the client and the person who
placed such order; and shall show the account for which entered, the date of entry, and
6

Owen T. Wilkinson & Associates, Inc.

(Dee 30,1987.)
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the bank, broker or dealer, by or through whom executed where appropriate. Orders
entered pursuant to the exercise of discretionary power shall be so designated. At
present, your procedures do not meet the requirements of this rule in that your order
tickets fail to indicate whether the order was entered pursuant to the exercise of
.discretionary power. In addition, Registrant engages in bunched or block trades for its
clients, including certain affiliated client accounts. In a number of respects, the
Registrants policies and procedures, and disclosures, do not comport with the
Commission's statements about an adviser's duty to assure that these type trades are
effected in a fair manner with respectto all advisory clients. (See SMC Capital, Inc.
(Sept. 5, 1995), attached.)
.
..
..
.
.
.
SECURITIES PRICING

In several instances, SGC wa~ required to price foreign fixed (b)(6), (b)(7)c ecurities
not priced by its clearing finn, Bear Stearns. The P9rtfolio manager,
, was .
involved in the pricing process, obtaining quotes from brokers on the price. However,
this process was not adequately docum~ntediincluding any indication of review by
compliance. It is requested thatSGC disclose its.pricing policies in its wrap brochure
and establish procedures that will produce documentation of these pricing
irreguIarities~
.
FIDUOARY OBLIGATION

An adviser has a fiduciary relationship,with clients .and owes them undivided
loyalty. Even though there may be some conflicts of interest that can be addressed with
appropriate disclosure, the clients' interests should be forem()st. As an adviser, you
have the duty to exercise a high degree of care to insure that adequate and accurate
representations and information about securities and other investments are presented to .
clients. Unlike a party to an arm's length transaction, an investment adviser has an
affirmative duty of utmost good faith, and full arid fair disclosure of all material factS,
as well as an affirmative obligation to employ reasonable c~e to avoid misleading
clients. For example, you may not recommend to your clients that they enter intoa
·transaction in which you have an interest or from which you will derive compensation,
either .directlyor indirectly, without affirmatively disclosing to your clients your
.interest and/ or compensation. Any conflict of interest that rriight incline you,
.
consciously.or unconsciously,. to t~der advice that is not disinterested, must be
avoided. Any departure from this fiduciary standard may.co!1stitute fraud upon your
clients under.Section206 of the Advisers Act and subject you to administrative, civil
and/ or criminal sanctions.7
.
The Examination Staff's review of SGCs due diligence file with respect to its
clients' investments in the certificates of deposit ("CDs") issued by an international
offshore bank under common control with SGC, Stanford International Bank ("SIB"),
indicated that SGC did not have adequate information upon-which to base a
recommendation to a client. (See discussion below concerning this offering.) It was
learned from the compliance staff that SGC considered itself to be merely "referring"
7

Securities and Exchange Commission v. Cnpital Gains Research Bureau, Inc.,375 U.S. 180 (l %3).
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clients to SIB for consideration of the CDs, not actually "recommending" that its
advisory clients purchase the CDs. (As mentioned above, this is not consistent with
SGC's previous Form ADV disclosures.)
The latest interest rates were obtained during the examination. The rates
generally depend on the type of CD, the amount dep.osited, and the maturity term. The
current rate offered on the FixedCD is 3.65% on a deposit of $10;000 to $49,999 for a one
month term. This rate increases to high of 8.150% on ~ depos~t of between $2 million
to $3.9 million for ~ 60-morith term. On deposits of $250,000 or more, the interest rate
will go up if SJB's rates increase, Thecurrent U.S. treasury rate on a three-month
treasury bill is 1.18%, with a yield of 1.20%, and the rate on a 5-year treasury note is
3.00% with a yield of 3~05%. The rates on the FlexCD, which is essentially the same as
the FixedCD except the client may withdraw his money in 25% increments with five
banking days notice up tofour times annually, are slightly lower. The "guaranteed
rate" on the IndexLinkedCD· is 3.90%0:0 maturities of three, four, and five years. The
rate.s offered by the CDs, as ~ompared with current treasury rates, would indicate that
. the risk involved in the CDs may be great.
.

a

It is requested that SGC perforniand document substantial additional due
.
diligence to determine whether the use of proceeds by the issuer would indicate that.he
investment is suitable for its advisory clients.
POSSIBLE UNREGISTERED PuBLic OFFERING - STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSITS OFFERED IN mE UNITED STATES

. Section 5 ofthe Securities Actof 1933 ("SecuritiesAct") generally requires the
registration orall securities offered in the United States, unless an exemption provided
in the Securities Act, or in rules or regulations issued by the Commission thereunder, is
available. One such exemption, as apparently applicable to the situation described
below, is Rule 506 under Regulation D, which allows an unlimited doliar amount ·of
.securities to be offered to an unlimited number of accredited investors and no more
than 35 non-accredited, but sophisticated, investors. One key requirement of Rule 506
.
is that the offer must no~ involve a general solicitation or public offering.
.

.

TheCommission has, on a previous occasioi'l, addressed the issue of whether
. . information posted on a website may represent a general solicitation. In its interpretive
letter to Lamp Technologies, Inc. (publicly available May 29,1997), which is enclosed for
your review, the Cominission· stated that, absent certain precautions, the posting of
private fund information on a ·website may constitute a "general solicitation" within the
. meaning of Regulation D. It may also represent a public offering within the meaning of
Sections 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) of the Inve~tmentCompany Act of 1940 ("IC Act"). The
preca·utions detailed in .the Lamp letter included providing that access to the website (or
·at least the inform~tionrelevant to the private offering) is password-protected and
accessible only to subscribers who are predetermined to be accredited investors.
SGC Registered representatives ("RRs") refer both brokerage and advisory
clients to SGC's affiliated offshore bank, SIB located in Antigua, for purchase of CDs
issued by SIB. The CDs are issued in the U.s. pursuant to the "u.s. Accredited Investor
Certificate of Deposit Program" in a purported private offering. In return, SGC receives
8
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a negotiated annual"referral fee" from SIB, generally 3% of the amount invested. These
referral fees totaled $19 million in 2001 and $19 million for the partial year ended
September 30,2002.8 For both periods, and prior periods, it appears that these referral
fees represented the vast majority of SGC's operating revenues. SIB has filed Forms D
with the Commission to claim an exemption from registration under Regulation D, Rule
506. 9 According SIB's latest Form D, filed on or about January 29,2002, SGC has sold in
the United States' to U.S. accredited investors $37.2 million in CDs. It is also understood
that SGC RRs, including its foreign associates residing and operating outside the U.S.,
have sold additional CDs to·non-U.S. residents for which SGC has also received referral
fees. In both cases, SGC shares this 3% referral fee with the selling RRs.
Information about the CDs, and other SGC-affiliated business operations can be
.accessed via the Internet at www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com, and
\VW\v.stanfordintemational.com. Included on the former website is the following chart
comparing SIB's CD interest rates to the average CD rates offered by U.S. banks:

Stanford International Bank vs. U.S. Bank CD Averilges
.1992 - 2001
In teres 1: Rates: 1992·2001
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The above graph Is based on a $250.000 deposit invested for 12
months and renewed annually.

The website also provides all the terms arid conditions of the various types of CDs and
other accounts offered by SIB (e.g., the FixedCD, the FlexCD, the Index-UnkedCD.)IO A
. person accessing the website can easily get information about how to contact SGC
representatives, either by telephone or by email. As a result, the website information
. appears to represent a general solicitation, or public offering, of the CDs to U.S. persons.
8

It is understood that some portion of these referral fees relate to sales efforts by SGC's affiliated adviser in
Venezuela. ~tanford Group Venezuela Asesores de Inversi6n, CA. .

9

It is noted that SGC appears to dispute that the CDs are securities under federal securities laws. It appears to the
Examination Staff that, since the CDs are issued by a bank that isnot subject to regulatory oversight by any
United States bank regulatory authority, the CDs are securities. However, even if they are not securities, SGC's
fiduciary duty to its clients still applies.
.

10

See Appendix A.

9

Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
Consequently, as previously indicated, it appears that the dissemination of
information concerning the CDs through SGC's affiliated, publicly available website
may be deemed a "general solicitation" or "general advertisement" within the meaning
of Regulation D; or a public offering ~thin the meaning of Sections 3(c)(l) or 3(c)(7) of
the IC Act. Accordingly, it is requested that in your reply to this letter yOlJ indicate any
actions you intend to take with respect to these comments.
CLOSING

We are bringing the deficiencies and/ or violations of law described above to
your attention for immediate corrective action, without regard to any other action(s)
-that may result from the examination. You should not assume that the Registrant's
activities not discussed in this letter are in full compliance with the federal securities
laws or other applicable rules and regulations. The above findings are based on the 
staff's examination and are not findings or conclusions of the Commission.
Please respond in writing within thirty days of the date of this letter describing
the steps you have taken pr intend to take with respect to each of these matters. Before
responding to this letter or any other communication from this office regarding our
recent examination, please refer to SEC Form 1661 provided at the start of our
examiriation. Your response should be directed to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
80l-Cherry Street, Suite 1900, Unit 18
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

10

-

Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company

In addition, a copy of your reply, together with copies of any enclosures, should
be sent to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Office of ComplianceInspections and Examinations
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth St., NW
. Washington, D.C. 20549-0901
Sincerely, .
Hugh M. Wright
Asst. District Administrator
By:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Attorney
Attachments: I I
Owen T. Wilkinson & Associates, Inc. (Dec 30,1987.)
SMC Capital, Inc. (Sept. 5, 1995) .
Lamp Technologies, Inc. (publicly available May 29, 1997)
Appendix A

II

You may wish to visit our website at http:/ "~,,\'w.seq~ov I divisionslinvestmentliard.shtmL
http://w....·w.sec.gov I inio I advisers.shbnL and http://wn,,v.sec.gov I divisions I <>cite' I advltr.hbn for further
information concerning the regulation of investment advisers. Such web pages include links to, among other·
things, the Advisers Act and the Rules thereunder, a summary discussion of the pertinent provisions of the
Advi~ Act and Rules, and Form ADV.
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EXHIBIT 75

_.
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY
A WEMBER OF THE" STANFORD ftNANaAL GROU,·

RCUO SEC FILl MARi4 10319:18

JANE E. BATES '
OidCompliance Officer

March 13, 2003

I
I

I!
' (b)(6), (b)(7)c
i

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street. Suite 1900, Unit 18
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
RE:

II

.,I

Stanford Group Company, SEC File No. 801-50374
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Dear

:

This letter is in response to the Examination Staff's foll<iw-upJetter dated February 13,
2003, regarding Stanford Group Company's ("SOC") January 29, 2003 reply to the
Comment Letter issued as a result of an examination of the books arid records of SOC.
Outlined below is the additional information requested.

A. StaffComment. [Prohibited Transactions]Principal cross transactions involving
Bank ofAntigua and revisedpolicies & procedures' involVing cross transactions
between unaffiliated advisory accounts.

Response. SGC has conducted an extensive review of each principal cross
transaction between Bank of Antigua ("BOA"), an affUiate advisory account,
and other advisory accounts. Although the listing ofcross trades originally
given to the Staff did not indicate the dealers who provided the prevailing
market prices, the firm did note the best price and dealer on the master cross
ledger which is completed at the time of the transaction. An example of this
documentation is attached. (Exhibit"A"). Prior to any cross transaction, the
portfolio manager reviews the various tradin'g screens and notes the best
bid/offer and dealer. This information is entered in the master cross ledger.
The cost basis and profitlloss was reviewed for each transaction involving BOA.
As SGC previously discussed with the Staff, no mark-ups, transaction charges,
etc. were assessed to the clients. Although there was a profit to BOA on some

MEMBER NASOISIfC

5050 Wesrhdmer • Housron. Texas 77056 USA
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

• (BOO) 958-0009 Toll Free • (713) 964-5235 Fax • (b)(6),
(b)(7)c
Clearing At.- IICNl SlfMNS Seaaities Corp.

sranfardeagle.com
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I

I
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i
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c

March 13,2003
Page Two

.

.

.

transactions, the cost to purchase the bonds for our advisory accounts from an
outside dealer would have been substantially higher due to the additional costs
. associ~lted with purchasing odd-lots as was discussed in our january 29th letter
and is stated again below.
. .
"SGCalso conducted a sampling of situations that demonstrate the additional
costs associated with buying or selling odd-lot U.S. and foreign fIXed income
securities in the market place. This sampling analyzed the bid/offer spreads for
$100,000, $25,000, and $5,000 pieces of various types off"Jxed income securities•
. On average~ the bid/offer spread for $100,000 was $3.95 per bond. For a $25,000
piece, the bid/offer spread ranged from $6.80/bond t9 $30.00/bond. For a $5,000
piece, the bid/offer spread ranged from SI0.05/bond to $40.00/bond. On some.
$25,000 and $5,000 pieces, DO bid or offer could be found at that time."
.

.

.

For documented investment reasons, our portfolio manager sold bonds from the
BOA account·and placed certain bonds in advisory accounts subject to
. investment restrictions arid cash available~We believe these transactions to be
in the best intereStS of the clients but recognize the regulatory issues. Thus, as
previously stated, we are not currently effecting principal cross transactions
with BOA accounts and will not do so in the future.

I

I
I

.
I

I

I··

!

Another factor reviewed was the current market price of the bonds compared to
the cost basis for .the advisory accounts. As of March 6, 2003, all but three
transactions had a market value higher than the original cost.·This cost factor
would have increased if the bonds were purchased from the street~ Of these
three transactions, two did not result in a prof"Jt to BOA when the.cross
transactions were done. For the only cross transaction showing a current loss
which resulted in a profit for BOA, the facts indicate that BOA originally
purchased 50 bonds and made a prom of $112.50 when 15 bonds were moved to
another advisory account. BOA still holds the remaining 35 bonds showing a
market loss.
There were 55 actual cross transactions from the BOA advisory account to other
.SGC advisory accounts in which 1,335 bonds were crossed. As of March 6, the
totalprofit for BOA on al155 trades was $5,002.02 or $3.75/bond. The total
market value increase for the advisory accounts resulting from the cross trades
was $26,921.34 or $20.16/bond. Due to market conditions, 52 of the 55 trades
are higher in market value as of March 6. The three exceptions are discussed in
the paragraph above. SGC believes that no harm has been done to our clients.
We do recognize the regulatory issues, will not effect any further cross
transactions with BOA, and are revising our policies and procedures for other

~.

~ ..

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

March 13, 2003
Page Three

linaffIliated.cross transactions to procedures that will be acceptable to the Staff.
Ilowever, we do not believe there is a need ~o rescind these SS transaCtions
becalise there has been no materialharinto our clients.
. The Staff discussed providing a client with additional information that is
sufficient to inform the client of the advisor's conflicts of interest in order for the
client to make an informed decision. The Staff specifically referred to the "cost"
of thesecurlty to be sold and the "price" at which t.he s~curity could be reSold if
purchased froin a client. As stated by theStaff,the Commission took the
.
position in a subsequent release that whether speciflc items identified in Release.
No. 40 niust be disclosed depends upon .their qaateri.ality to a particular
transaction, and the extent to which the client is relying on the adviser
concerning that transaction.
Pursuant to the Staff's comments, SGC will include' the "cost" of the security to
be sold on the pre~notification to the client purchasing the. bonds and the "price"
at which the security can be resold on the pre-notification to ,the client selling the
bonds in the cross transaction. Our amended polides and procedures are as
follows.
1.

Send a pending trade pre-notification to the client prior to the
. completion of the trade imlicating that we are acting as principal,
include information about price and SGC's cost basis to the
purchaser and potential resale price to the seller, alid iJiform the
client of his ability to seek execution of recommended transactions
through other broker/dealers. We would also disclose that we are not
charging commissions or transaction charges. Such notification
.would provide both sufficientinforma«on and the opportunity for the
client to consent or object to the transaction. SGC bears the market
risk of the pending transaction. Our pricing procedures would
require three dealer quotes for each transaction.

2. Prior to settlement, a final confirmation of the trade would be sent to
the client.
3. Our procedures and potential conflicts of interest related to cross
transactions would be disclosed in our client agreement and brochure
and the client would be required to consent upon opening the account.
Thereafter, on an annual basis, we would again disclose our cross
transactions procedures to our clients and seek continued approval.

.
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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i

i
I

I

I

We will not execute any such cross transactions for any clients who
have not so previously agreed.
"

4. We do notintend to execute any cross transactions betWeen any
affiliate advisory accounts, i.e., fhe Bank of Antigua, and any nonaffiliated advisory accounts.
.

I
I'

!

i
i

B. StaffComment. {Fiduciary Obligations]
.

.

Response. As our records indicate,we provided the StatTwith a list of all CD
holdings with owners resulting from SGC ~dvisory referrals. However, I am
attaching another copy for your convenience (Exhibit "B")~ .
We do exercise proactive due diligence with respect to Stanford International .
Bank ("Sill") activities, and perhaps we did not thoroughly address our efforts
in this area~' Onsite visits are conducted_by SGC's Chief Operating Offic'er an4
Chief Compliance Officer averaging once a quarter. SGC participa:tes in SIB
quarterly conference calls with the Office of the Chief Financial Officer of the
Bank where information is given regarding tbe current investment allocations of
the bank portfolio and adjustments. We receive information on the current
portfolio allocations (percentage of bonds, cash, equity), allocations by sector_
(financials, energy, utilities, services, cyclicals, dtirables, staples, health, etc~),
and currency allocations. -Investment strategies, changes in -allocations, and top
five equity and bond holdings are disclosed, and a market recap and outlook are
discussed. Such documentation will be included in our. due diligence file. We
receive and review SIB's Anti-Money Laundering Policies and Procedures as
well as the bank's "Know Your Customer" Policies and Procedures. These
policies and procedures are in compliance with aU U.S. standards including but
not limited to the U.S. Patriot Act. Said policies are included in our due
diligence file.
SIB's CD products are marketed in the United States to "accredited investors"
as defined in Rule 501(a) of Regulation D under the Securities Act as evidenced
by the Form D notifications sent to the SEC. These filings were given ·to the
Staffdoring our examination. We also file the required notice filings with state
jurisdictions when necessary. The "certificates ofdeposit"-are not offered under.
U.S. banking laws and regulations and SIB does not have an office or location in .
the United States.

I
!

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

March 13, 2003 .
Page Five
We believe that we have addressed each of the issues discussed iIi yoUr letter and should
.
you need additional information or clarification, please call me at (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sincerely,

a,,)t·~
a:~.Bates .
Attachments (2)
Exhibit "A" -Master Cross Ledger
Exhibit "B" - List ofCn HolderslInvestmentAdvisor Referrals

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. cc:
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth St., NW
Washington, DC 20549-0901
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EXHIBIT "B"·

STANFORD GROUPCC
A N£UbEll Of THE STANRlAD flNAHoA

. November 1, 2002

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

RE: Notification of Affiliate Referral Fees

I
1

i

I

I·

Dear Customer.

I

Please be advised that, if your future needs warrant such action, Stanford. Group
Company, ("the CompanY') may refer to various other companies which are affiliated with
Stanford,Group..The Company may receive referral fees by virtue of referring you to
such affiliates, inclucUng, but not limited to referral fees from Stanfprd·International Bank

Th!s is a notification only and does not require any response or action from you.
If you should have any objections to the Company's possible receipt of a referral fee from
.an affiliate, please notify us in writing at the addresslisted below. No response by you.to
this notifiQation shall be deemed by the Company to reflect your consent to its receipt of
such·fees.
. We appreciate your continuing confidence in Stanford Group Company.

Stanfofd Group Company
Corporate OperationS Department
5050 Westheimer, 3rd.Floor
Houston, Texas n056

MEMBER NASDlSII'C

5050 Wes~ • Howat. Tuas 77056 USA
(713) 964-8300 • (800) 958-<XXl9 Toll FlU • (7m 964-8J.fO Fax
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c

: 28 of October of2002
SEC Complaint Center
Securities and ExchaJige Commission
450 Fifth Street. NW
.
Washington,· D.C. 20549-0213
United States of America

_:;...:
i......
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Securities ~_ ;:. ,."

.til;>::.. _ ...
FOr! V: ..,~~ !"1lsi:-i:" .'

Attention:·Client Protection Department

I'am writing this letter to the SEC Washington and in Dallas Fort Worth because the
Commis~ion ofNational Banking in Mexico said this is the authoritY that- controls
. investI;nent companies and banks in the United States. I l4l1l'a preoccupi~ client of
Stanford.Financial Group in Houston, Texas and this bank never gives me answers that
. are satisfactory.
.
.
My mother is an old woman with more than' 75 years of age and she has all her
money my father inherited to her for his life work in CDs of Stanford Bank. This
is the only inoney my mother has, and it is necessary for my mother, my sisters
and me for living. My mother put it in the United States because of the b~d .
situation in Mexico and because the most important thing is to look for security.
A good friend ofmymother·recommended Stanford and the representative that
visits. to Mexico talks in Spanish and my mother does not speaks in English.
I am an accountant by profession.and work for a large bank in Mexico.l know some
ban,king regulations ofmy country that are very different from practices·in Stanford' Bank
and for that reason I am very nervous.· Pleaselook at this bank and investigate if
everything is honest and correct. There are many investors from Mexico in this bank. .
My questions and doubts are listed here.
1. Stanford says the CDs have insurance. My mother receives two statements of
accounts. One from Stanford bank in Antigua with the CDs and an other one
from Stanford and Bear Stearns in New York. I know Bear Stearns is a very good
.company, but the statement ofBear Stearns only has cash that mymothet uses to
take out checks. This cash is the Interest that the CD pays. Is the bank in Antigua
. truly covered by insurance ofthe United States Government?
2. The CD has a higher than 9% interest and I know other big banks like Citibank
pay interest of 4%. Is this possible and secure?

3.. The assets ofthe bank are invested in things like foreign currencies and stocks
that the Mexican laws do not let the banks ofMexico invest with client deposits. _
Are the laws ofthe Unite~ States differentso banks can invest the client deposits
in the stock eXchange and in no dollar investments?
4. In December of 1999 the bank had a lot ofinvestments in foreign currencies and
in stocks. In all the world many stocks and foreigricurrencies came down in
2000. If a lot ofmoney was in investments that came dOWD, how did the bank
make money to pay the interest and all ofthe very .high expenses I imagine it has.
. -I am sending you a copy ofthe financial statement ofStanford that is in the year
book.
.~..
.
5. The accounting company that makes the audit (C.A.S. Hewlett & Co) is in
Antigua and any body knows. I saw the case ofENRON with bad accountfug and
I am preoccupied with an other case offraud accounting. Why is the auditor a
. company ofAntigua that any body knows and not a good United States
accounting company?
I know some investors that lost money in a United States company named Inverwodd
in San Antonio. Please review very well Stanford to make sure that many invest~rs .

do not .get cheated. These investors are simple people ofMexico and maybe many
other·places and have their faith in the United States financial. system.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

ce. Harold F. Degenhardt ..

Securities and Exchange Commission
District Administrator
.
801 Cherry Street, 19th Floor
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

· EXHIBIT 77

FW:Antigua

FW:

Page 1 of2

2/5/2002 5:26:03 PM

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: Barasch, Spencer C. (b)(6), (b)(7)c @SEC.GOV]

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Spence: Due to the nature of the times, I am dispensing with the usual referral fonnalities.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
had an openMUI re: this company for a short time a couple of years ago. An offshore agent
outlines some conduct which smacks ofan Enron-style offshore debt write-off. This could be
.significant. I thought you would want to see this ASAP. .
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. --original Message-
From:

sent:
To:

ENFORCEMENT

Tuesday, February OS, 2002 10:04 AM
OlE INTERNET ENFORCEMENT

SUbject:

fW: Antigua

- . BEGIN SEC HEADERReceived: from secfw2.sec.gov ([162.138.246.3]) by opc-sec-mt1.SEC.GOV with SMTP (Microsoft Exchange
Internet Mail Service Version 5.5.2650.21 )
id CJBV2NCJ; Tue; 5 Feb 2002 09:25:13 -0500
Received: by secfw2.sec.gov; id JAA13788; Tue, 5 Feb 2002 09:25:10 -0500
Received: from (b)(6), (b)(7)c
by secfw2.sec.gov via smap
id xma013
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Received: from
by mai/5.svr.pol.co.uk with smtp (Exim 3.13 #0)
id 16Y6WX-0000mm:,OO
. for enforcement@sec.gov; Tue, 05 Feb 2002 14:24:42 +0000
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: <enforcement@sec.gov> .
Subject: Antigua
Date: Wed, 5 Feb 200314:25:03 -0000
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Message-ID: <MABBKECFLGGENBHICGGLOEIMCCAA
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plaIn;
charset="iso-8859-1 "
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
X-MSMai/-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
Importance: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

-

END SEC HEADER-

Dear Sirs
I am currently providing consultancy services to an Antigua company and have
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FW: Antigua

Page 2 of2

become· very concerned about the unusual activities of the Stanford Financial
Group, a Texas based organisation, operating though subsidiaries on the
Island.
Antigua is in much-publicised decline, desperate financial difficulties, and
has a dismal record of debt repayment and infrastructure project management.
However, I note that the Stanford Financial Group has extensive local
commitments, which include the Airport lease, Caribbean Star Airline, Bank
of Antigua, Overseas Stanford Bank, local hospital financing (currently
under investigation), online casino, Port Authority & Antigua Sun newspaper.
The latter declares the company principal, R Allen Stanford, comparable to
the IMF and World Bank. I also understand that the principal is head of the
Financial Regulation Supervisory body, which would seem to be unusual for a
well-regulated jurisdiction.
The Company has rece.ntlywritten off a significant, overdue interest payment
as "a gift to the people of Antigua" to enable the Government to pay its
public employees and has announced that it will make now make a further
substantial loans.
I draw this to your attention as these curious strategic decisions may not
be reaching the shareholderS of t{1e Group and may ultimately be placing
their investments at risk.
I would be pleased to forward further information upon request.
Yours faithfully
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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FW: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

Fw:

Page 1 ofl

Complaint Letter Response

. Fro (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEC.
Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEC.GOV);(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Attachments: ComplaintResponse.doc

12/12/200210:31:03 AM

@SEC.GOV); Wright, Hugh M.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

SEC.GOV]

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

Would you look this over for any comments or additions you may have.

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

-----Original Message----
From: Wright, Hugh M.
Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2002 1:45 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
Subject: FW: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

fyi
--~--Original Message----
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2002 11:32 AM
. To: Wright, Hugh M.
Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Subject: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

and I have come up with this draft response to the lady in Mexico. It should at least get the ball rolling on
Hugh
responding. Let us know what you want us to do.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

ComplaintResponse.doc

« ...»
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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900. UNIT 18

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 978-3821

IN REPLYING
PLEASE QUOTE
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
AuTHOR'S DIRECT LINE
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FAX: (817) 978-4944

December _ , 2002
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

RE:

Dear

STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK
YOUR LETTER OF OCTOBER 28, 2002
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

:

Thank you for your letter, which this office received only on December 5,
2002. The subject matter of your letter is of great concern to this office. However,
much of what you are concerned about may be, legally and practically speaking,
outside our ability to help you. This letter will attempt to address the questions in
your letter and will ask for further information that may help clarify the issues
involved and perhaps aid us in assisting you and your mother. To the extent
individuals are soliciting investors for investments in the United States, or persons
registered with firms engaged in the securities business in the United States are
doing so anywhere, we have some regulatory authority to look into their actions.
Based upon your letter, it appears that your mother and her family reside in
Mexico. While your letter is not specific, it would appear that someone
approached your mother in Mexico about the certificates of deposit ("CDs")
offered by the Stanford International Bank ("SIB"). Please advise who this
individual was and whether he or she was an employee or representative of SIB or
of Stanford Group Company ("SGC") in Houston. Also, please identify the "good
friend" that recommended SIB or SGC to your mother. As we understand it, SIB is
a bank domiciled in the country of Antigua and, therefore, is subject to the
banking laws and regulations of that country, not those of the United States.
If the person who sold the CD to your mother is a registered representative
of SGC, a registered broker dealer and investment adviser in the United States,
there may be some aid we can provide. (b)(5), (b)(7)a
(b)(5), (b)(7)a
If you wish
your letter to be considered a complaint with regard to this registered
representative's actions, we will forward your letter to SGC and ask that they
respond to you and to this office to explain why such an investment was suitable
for your 75-year old mother. That response might be enlightening to all of us.
Please advise of your wishes in this regard.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

With respect to the interest rate being paid, we share your concerns about
whether it is possible to pay such a high interest rate in the current economic
environment. As I -am sure you are aware, the general principal is that the higher
the interest rate offered, the more risk is being taken in the investment. (b)(5), (b)(7)a
(b)(5), (b)(7)a

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

If your mother has concerns about -the CD, she should
consider not renewing the CD at its next maturity date, or perhaps consider early
withdrawal depending- upon the severity of any associated early withdrawal
penalty.

SIB's auditor, C.A.S. Hewlett & Co. as mentioned in your letter, is not a
United States accounting firm and is apparently auditing SIB's financial
statements according to the requirements of Antigua. The Commission has no
information with regard to the firm or any authority over it.
Thank you for your inquiry. We look forward to hearing from you regarding
whether you wish this office to forward your complaint to SGC and the additional
information requested above. Also, if possible, with your next letter, please provide
copies of any documentation SGC or anyone else has given your mother-with
regard to the CDs.
.Sincerely,
Hugh M. Wright
Asst. District Administrator

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

By:
Attorney

2

EXHIBIT 79

RE: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

RE:
Fro

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Cc:(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Page 10f2

mplaint Letter Response
@SEC.GOV] (b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEc.GOV];

12/12/2002 11:09:52 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

@SEC.GOV]; Wright, Hugh M.

SEC.GOV]

I want to spend some time with it, but I am going to be tied up this morning and maybe into the afternoon in settlement
talks. It may make sense, after we look at everything, that the letter should come from the enforcement attorney. But we
still have time to discuss all of that. I will get to it by the end ofthe day. Thanks.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. -Ori~
-
From:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2002 9:31 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
. To:
Cc:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Wright, Hugh M.
Subject; FW: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Would you look this over for any comments or additions you may have.

Thx,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message---
From: Wright, Hugh M.
Sen
cember 11,20021:45 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
.
. Subject: FW:Stanford Complaint Letter Response

fyi

. -Original Message
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Wednesday, December 11,200211:32 AM
To: Wright, Hugh M.
Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Subject Stanford Co~plaintLetter Response
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

and I have cOme up with this draft response to the lady in Mexico. It should at feast get the ball rolling on
Hughresponding. Let us know what you want us to do.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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RE: Stanford Complaint Letter Response

Page2of2

ComplaintResponse.doc
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.~.

·,

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

~7
·
.
. . ·~·.I,et/~ ~ ~

;.;f-of,,·

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

EXHIBIT 81

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Preuitt, Julie A.
2:14 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

TSSB Referral

I don't believe that there is any evidence of a referral. The electronic search for documents has been thorough so I do not
believe that there was a document s
r a hard copy of a referral. the most
significant discussion I had was with (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. She stated that any such referral
letters that related to an open file, such as a MUI or formal investigation. would have been saved or maintained in the
associated correspondence file. The method of saving correspondence which did not attach to an open file did not have
as well-developed a system. Spence; however, kept a hard copy file in his office
resp
ce with the Texas State
(b)(6),
Securities Board. When the staff was putting together a timeline for the chairman,(b)(6),
and Kim Garber
(b)(7)c and (b)(7)c
searched Spence's files for the referral which occurred as a result of the regulation examination and the complaint from
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
found that Spence had a correspondence file for the Texas State Securities
Board, but it only went back to 2004.(b)(6),
remembers conducting a search for the referral, but does not remember all of
(b)(7)c
the details. The conclusion, however, was that it could not be found.
Julie
Assistant Regional Director
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

1

EXHIBIT 82 .

Page 1 of3

RE: "Stanford International Bank

RE: Stanford International Bank
From: Wright, Hugh M.
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

rl1llsec.go
Slt.GOV];(b)(6), (b)(7)c

12/16/20021:24:25 PM

@SEC.GOV]

It would be interesting to see "us" execute a warrant in Antigua!
- '-Original Message---
From:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
.
Sen
ember 16, 2002 12:1
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
; Wright, Hugh M.;
Subject: FW: Stanford International Ba

Here's the latest on status with ENF. Looks like TSSB will handle the matter. I can't wait to see Texas execute a warrant in
Antigua!!
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
From:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Cc:
; Barasch, Spencer C.
Sent: 12116/20021:12 PM
Subject: RE: Stanford International Bank
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

f

. You should he aware·$.at, before you brought this matter to my
attention, SpenCe. had ldready referred it to the TSSE based on a
complaint Neither
nor I knew abOut this. referral. I have since
conferred with Spence about it. We decided to' let the state continue to
pursue the case. when you are ftnished with your report, however, I
would like to read it. At that time, I will reevaluate our mterest in
the matter. Thanks.

you

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message-~
From:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Monday, December 16, 20~2 12:06 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Cc:
Subject: RE: Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

The www.stanfordinternational.com website is·a new one on me. You may
need to revise the report. (and letter) to mention this website as well.
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RE: Stanford Illternational"Bank
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

Page 2 of3

(b)(6),

and (b)(7)c , please note this website·as another potential public
offering of the "CDs". We are contacting the representative of the
Federal Reserve (b)(5), (b)(7)a

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

Thanks.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. -:--Or
-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
From:
. To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
@frb.gov'

Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

Sent: 12116/2002 12:28 PM
Subject: Stanford International Bank
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Thanks fOf your help! Here are the names of the entities involved, each
of which appear to be owned by Mr. Robert A Stanford, onginaIIyof:
Mexia, Texas, and now a dual citizen of Antigua and the UnitedStates:
Stanford Group Company (this is the entity registered ~th us - it is a
. dual Investment AdviserlBx:oker-Dealer)
5050 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056 .
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Our contact person is Ms. Jane Bates,
.
Stanford International Bank Ltd. (this is the international bank
offering the CDs..1 misinformed you on the phone - the Bank ofAntigua
is actually the local bank for residents ofAntigua only)
4000 Airport Boulevard
St. John's, Antigua, West Indies
(268) 480-3700
(268) 480-3740 (fax)
Judging by the amount o~ referral fees received by Stanford Group
Company (SGC), we believe that approximately $640 million in CDs are
currently outstanding from SGC's sales efforts (SGC receives a 3% annual
commission from Stanford International Bank for referring clients). We
are currently trying to get a list of names and dollar amounts invested.
The CDs pay a higher than market rate of interest, currently rangiilg
from 3.65% on a deposit of$l{),OOO to $49,999 for a one-month fIXed te~
to 8.15% (with a yield of 10.06%) on a deposit of$2,OOO,OOO for a 60
month fixed term. The bank also offers flexible rate CDs at a slightly
lower Tate. The financial statements of the international bank indicate
. approximately $1,116,454,586 in outstanding customer deposits as of
12/3117001. The fmancial statements are vague as to the investment
portfolio of the bank (approximately 59% is invested in "equities",
while 41 % is invested in "treasury bonds, notes, corporate bonds").
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RE: Stanford International·Bank

page j or j

Information about the CDs, and other Stanford Group Company-affiliated
business operatio~ can be accessed via the Internet at
www.stanfordeagle.com. ~.stanfordgroup.com and
www.stanfordinternationaI.com. After you get a chance to reView
. everything, please call me and tell me what you think.

Thanks
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

StaffAccountant
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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EXHIBIT 83

Page I ofl

RE: Stanford Group Company (Examination Number IA2003FWDO-12)

oup Company (Examination Number IA2003FWDO- ~9/2002 11:19:45 AM

.RE:
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

To: Barasch, Spencer C.

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

.

@SEC.GOV]

Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Will do.
---Qrfglnal.Message-

From: Barasch, Spencer C.
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2002 9:52 AM
To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Cc:
SUb~

FW: Stanford Group Company (examination Number IA2003FWOO-12)
'-

at your conveni~nce, i.e., no rush, le.t me know what you think.
-onQlnal Message-. From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2002 9:09 AM
To:
Cc:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Wright, Hugh M.; (b)(6), (b)(7)c

SUbject:

Barasch, sPeneer·c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

Stanford Group Company (examination Number IA2003FWDO-12)

Stanford Group Company
FileNo. 801~50374
Exam No. 1A2003FWD0012
Attached is the Report of Examination, Memorandum of Com
examination of the above-captioned Registrant Conducted by (b)(6), (b)(7)c
the Fort Worth District Office.

ncy
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c

ine
of

The issue concerning the possible unregistered public offering of the CDs has been referred to the
FWDO's Enforcement Division, which has decided to refer the matter to the Texas State·Securities Board.

.« File: StanfordGC03.~oc »
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EXHIBIT 84

. . RE: St8nford International Bank
-

/

. RE:
Fro

. '

Page i·of3
.

ternational Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

5/22/2003 11:24:10 AM

@sec.gov]

All Hal wanted to do is make sure we had done a11 we coUld do !It alerting the banking
authorities of our concerns and getting them on the line about what to do (or not do) ~bout
the situation. I don't see us having to go back to look at anything. I was thinking about going
back to confirm withJane that we had a full liSt of CD holders that 1?o~~t ~()ugll. SqC:.!he
totals from the list she$~v~ ~dOll.ot~(CB.ctly match up With the total CDs outstanding that.
shou.l4JJle;ouithere based upon the referral fees SGC r~ceivedin 2001 (unless.that Venezuelan
outfit sold a wh01e bunch!!)
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

-ortglnal Message-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:

sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 11:20 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.To:

Subject: ..

FW: Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Dig you get this e-mail? My OWA cut out as I was sending it. Did Hal say what kind of role we
.(regulation) were going to play in investigating this further? Do we have to go back out thete?
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

~r1glnal Message-
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:

sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 10:28 AM

To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. Cc:
$ubject:

FW: Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6),

I have not heard a peep from (b)(7)c

Here is the last e-mail I sent her.

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

---Qriglnal Message-
From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

sent: Wednesday,

To:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Cc:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Subject:

uary 12, 2003 11:36 AM
@frb.gov'

FW: Stanford International Bank
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, ,'RE: Stanford International Bank
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

Page 2 of3

,

'Is anyone at your office interested in pursuing this matter? What is the current status?
, Th~nks,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

-'-'-Original Message-

From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Sent:,
/

To:
Cc:

cember 16, 2(lO2 11:29 AM

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

@frb.gov'

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Subject:

Stanford Intemational Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Thanks for your helpl Here are the names of th~' entities involved, each of which appear to be owned by
Mr. Robert A. Stanford, ,originally of Mexia, Texas, 'and now a dual citizen of Antigua and the United'
States:
'
,Stanford Group Company (this is the entity registered with us - it is a dual Investment AdviserlBroker- '
'Dealer)
5050 Westheimer •
Houston, Texas 77056
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Our contact person is Ms. Jane Bates,
Stanford International Bank Ltd. (this is the international bank offering the CDs. I misinforme~ you on'the
.phone - the Bank of Antigua is actually the local bank f,or residents'of Antigua only)
4000 Airport Boulevard
, St. John's, Antigua, West Indies
(268) 480-3700'
(268) 480-3740 (faX) ,

.

,

Judging by the amo,unt of referral fees received by Stanford Group Company'(SGC), we believe that
approximately $640 mlllion in CDs are currently outstanding from SGC's sales efforts (SGC receives a 3%
annual commission from Stanford International Bank for referring clients). We are currently trying to get a
list of names and'd,ollar amounts invested. The CDs pay a higher than market rate of interest, currently
ranging from 3.65% on a deposit of $10,000 to $49,999 for a one-mQnth fixed term to' 8.15% (with a yield
of 10.06%) on a deposit of $2,000,000 for a 60 month fixed term. The bank also offers flexible rate CDs
at a slightly lower rate. The financial statements of the intemational bank indicate approximately
$1,116,454,586 in outstanding customer deposits as of ~ 2/31/2001. The financial statements are vague
as to the investment portfolio of the bank (approximately 59% is invested in ·equities·, while 41% is
, invested in 'reasury bonds, notes, corporate bonds·). Information about the CDs, and other Stanford
Group Company-affiliated business operations can be accessed via the Internet at
www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com and www.stanfordintemational.com: After you get a
chance to review everything, please call me and tell me what you think.
Thanks

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher053\local settings\temp\Xl\cI3\email.html
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RE: Stanford International Bank
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Staff Accountant
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

,
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· Stanford - Update
Stan (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Page 1 ofl

te

5/21/2003 11:20:30 AM

Fro

To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

@sec.gov]

(b)(6),
(b)(7)c

and I saw Hal in the hallway this morning shortly after our Stanford meeting. Hal made
the mistake of asking what I was up to and I made the mistake of telling the truth. He now is
concerned that we need to pursue the Stanford Bank CD issue through ocm with the Federal
Rese
He believes that there needs to be a high-level dialog on this between the SEC and
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c
Fed.
wanted to know what we had done with the Fed and I sent him the first email you
sent to the lady at the Fed. I could not find your follow-up to her that you sent later. I
suppose I am correct in assuming you haven't received anything further from the Fed?

See you later.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher053\local settings\temp\Xl\c12\email.html
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RE: Stanford Group -.Stanford International Bank CDs

RE:

roup - Stanford International Bank CDs

5/23/2003 ·7:11:58 AM

Fro (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Oops! I just realized that we aren't supposed to contact banking authorities without first contacting OCIE.
guess its not the first time (and probably not the last) we have stepped on (b)(6), (b)(7)c toes.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6),

(b)(6),

p.s.:
, (b)(7)c an<;t (b)(7)c all agree with your assessment that there is something sinister about the Stanford
black eaglE). Isn't it sweil that they are expa,nding their operations- I guess they need more (and new) money for·
their "bank".
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--<>rIginal Message-

From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

..

sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 4:43 PM
.To:

Cc::

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

RE: Stanford Group - stanford International Bank COs

Subject:

Ourcontact is

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

in Washington. (email address:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

@frb.gov').

Thanks.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

From:

sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 3:48 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

To:

Cc:
Subject:

FW: Stanford Group - Stanford International Bank CDs

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

would like to know if your Fed contact is in Texas or. D.C.

Please let me know.
Thanks.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

--Original Message-

From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2003 12:48 PM
To:
Cc:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

;(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.; Wright, Hugh M.;

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

file://c:\docurnents and settings\searcher056\local settings\temp\Xl\c6\email.html
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RE: Stanford Group - Stanford International Bank CDs

SUbject:

Dear

Stanford Group - Stanford International Bank COs

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Our district administrator, Hal Degenhardt, has expressed an interest in our
having a "high level" dIalogue with the Federal Reserve regarding the "CDs"
discussed mour examination report on the Stanford Group examination. (IA2003
FWDOO12). He is concemedabout the ability of Stanford International Bank (Sm)
to offer these CDs mthe US without being a bank officially subject to US banking
regulation.. SIB, an affiliate of our registrant, is offering these CDs both offshore
and in the US. The US offering is pursuant to a Reg D exemption. I have included
a copy of our emaiI to the federal Reserve givin
l details. We have as
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
yet received no reply from.the Federal Reserve
.)
Please "advise what assistance ocm might pro~ide in dealing with banking
regulators such as the Federal Reserve. Please contact me if you have any further
infonnation. I have also attached the examination reprort and letter as well.
Thanks.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

« File: StanfordGC03.doc »
--QrIglnal Message--

From:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Sent:
To:'
Cc:

cember 16, 2002 11:29 AM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

@frb.gov'.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Subject:

Stanford International Bank

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

.

Thanks for your help! Here are the names of the entities involved, each of which appear to be
owned by Mr. Robert A. Stanford, originally of Mexia, Texas,alld now a dual citizen of Antigua and
the United States:
.
.
Stanford Group Company (this is the entity registered with us - it is a dual Investment
Adviser/Broker-Dealer)
5050 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Our contact person is Ms. Jane Bates,
Stanford International Bank Ltd. (this is the intemationarbank offering the CDs. I misinformed you
.' on the phone - the Bank of Antigua is actually the local bank for residents of Antigua only)
4000 Airport Boulevard
St. John's, Antigua, West Indies
(268) 480-3700

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher056\locaI settings\ternp\Xl\c6\email.html
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RE: Stanford Group - Stanford International Bank CDs

Page 3 of3

(268) 480-3740 (fax)
Judging by the amount of r~ferral fees received by Stanford Group Company (SGC), we believe
that approximately $640 million in CDs are currently outstanding from SGC's sales efforts (SGC
receives a 3% annual commission from Stanford Intemational Bank for referring clients). We are
currently trying to get a list of names and dollar amounts invested. The CDs pay a higher than
market rate of interest, currently. ranging from 3.65% on a deposit of $1 0,000 to $49,999 for a one
month fixed term to 8.15% (With a yield of 10.06%) on a deposit of $2,000,000 for a 60 month fixed
term. The bank also offers flexible rate CDs at a slightly lower rate. The financial statements of
the international bank indicate approximately $1,116,454,586 in outstanding customer deposits as
of 12/31/2001. The financial statements are vague as to the investment portfolio of the bank
(approximately 59% is invested in "equities", w.hile 41 % is invested in "treasury bonds, notes,
oorpo~te bonds"). Information about the CDs, and .other Stanford Group Company-affiliated
business operations can be accessed via the Internet at www.stanfordeagle.com.
www.stanfordgroup.com and www.stanfordinternational.com. After you get a chance'to review
everything, please call me and tell me what you'think.
.
Thanks

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

,Staff Accountant
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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RE: Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve

RE:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FfOIt
To: Wright, Hugh M. (b)(6),
(b)(7)c

an to Federal Reserve

, 6/4/200-; 10:22:14 AM

@SEC.GOV]

Hugh, We did get that one complaint from the lady fu Mexico. ,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

\
--Original Message--
From: Wright;Hugh M.
S~t Wednesday, June 04, 2003 '10:20 AM
To: Degenhardt, Harold F.
Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
·SpencerC.
,Subject: RE: Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve,

,; Barasch,

The decisioJil1C;ltto go ,after it has ,been madei~ Enfoteementsom~
wh.otllen ref~Jito TexaS. As'men6oned
below,
Fed r~f~ttedtlie m,atter to the FBI (b)(5), (b)(7)a
g~~~~:h~¢.h.8ngedsince,we referred it to
Enforcemen~seYeraImo. ~;go ~ suggest that it would be ali
t1ilifi before. Atlerohie~iim a couple of
years ago, Stanford st8rteafilinaFoml Dsrel}<ing on Rule S06'ialt1).9ugn'fuey did so under pro~~This':Wo'\ild seem to
make.it difficult to work a case {or sellingtiJ;lteg,iBt~redsecQri#~~Jfw~ can't ~() 9D~~~js;thenwewould:.have to prove
that they are operating a Ponzi scheme which woUld be v~~jtJicult,:if:n!ifJ,fu~i§Je.~:,¢~t:i$ide.tiJlg~~t;asfat
as I am
aware, therehay~neverl?een any complaint$, byjpvesto~~ 3Jlda.I1(jf~~·b~~~@:(fSa1¢$~rds 'are maintained
offshore in Antigua. Iii my opinion, there is nothfugfiuilier for us do this point.' ,
'

the

to at

':---Original Message-
From: Degenhardt, Harold F.
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 4:14 PM
To: Wright, Hugh M.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Cc:

.; Barasch,

SpencerC.
,
Subject: ~e: Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve

This all great, but what does it mean? Is this something that we ought to go after or not?

--Original Message- (b)(6), (b)(7)c
From: Wright, Hugh M.
@SEC.GOV>
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
@SEC.GOV>
CC: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEC.GOV>;
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEC.(JOV>
Sent Tue Jun 03 11:46:402003
Subject:FW: Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve

@SEC.GOV>;
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RE: Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

·-.-Original Message-
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 20039:12 AM .
To: Wright, Hugh M.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Cc:
Subject:
Stanford - Call to Federal Reserve
Hugh(b)(5), (b)(7)a

(b)(6), (b)(7)c
As you
Federal Reserve who referred him to(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

talked to our previous Federal Reserve contact,(b)(6), (b)(7)c

at the

(b)(5), (b)(7)a

Let me know what else you wish to do. You may want to forward this on to Hat so he knows we are woi:kin.g on it and
where we stand.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Dear
Spencer:...
.
.
.
~

.

.

Pursuant to 1he Rules. .and Regulatio.ns· of the Texas. State Secu;rifies Board, ·w~ ·are. enclosing
confidential investigauve:infor:mation regarding the above compa1!y. It is oUr undersfundiiig:thafthis·.·:
will be· treated as :confidential investigative m~erial by
United' States Secl,1dties &. :gxchauge
Commissio11.·
..

the

i

I

Very tml)' yours,

I

j

DEl'.lJSE VOIGT eRAWFORD

i

I

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

I
II

.. ',

.,

...

I'

'

i
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Enclosures

Enforcement 'Division

.

:'.'

EXHIBIT 89

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

RECEIVED

Texas State SecUrities Board·
606North Carancahua, # 803 West
Corpus Christi, Texas 78486
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Dear

/. ',' : .' !

;.~tl3

STATE SECURITIES BOARD

:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. It was a pleasure speaki
of Houston,
I have (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

. coverage in
retirees.

.(b)(6), (b)(7)c
rteeived relatively little press
ofthe damage it inflicted upon the depositors from Mexico, many of which were

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

was highlYj'ffective at avoiding regulatory oversight, through a Byzantine corporate structure
.
where the funds from deposits were held in offshoreebtities, and the US entities only provided.
"administrative services" to the offshore entities. Furthermore, the people that solicited the deposits were
promoters employed by yet another corporate entity, and these promoters
d little infonmition
about the imancial wherewithal ofthe companies accepting deposits. The (b)(6), (b)(7)c depositors who
money was placed
thought they were investing in money markets and CD instruments were t
in conservative interest-bearing instruments
ownst to them, their deposits were used to fund.
speculative investments that the perpetrator,(b)(6), (b)(7)c
, stood to benefit from the upside. Beyond these
speculative investments, the. funds were used to pay for the elaborate corporate headquarters in San
Antonio and the expense ofthe promoters in the four offices in Mexico.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

As. illustrated in the table below, there are many striking similarities between
Group.

and the Stanford

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Stanford
Raises money from Mexican citizens seeking fixed incOme investments
denominated in US dollars.
.
Expensive US headquarters that provide imagery offinancial success and
US re~latory oversisdtt
Offer interest rates that are higher than US banks, but much lower than a
typical Ponzi scheme.
Expenses in US are not commensurate with income earning ability of US
operatio
.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
expenses were $20 million/year. J
Use ofa
promoters that have relationships with Mexican
investors, but that do not have the sophistication to understand the risk.
Money used on speculative investments where principle keeps the upside .
and investors keep the risk
The organization appears to be ~gulated ...
US registered broker dealer
US registered investor advisor
...while the largest amounts are in unregulated entities.
...that loan to or support the US overhead.

..J

..J

"
"
"

"

possible
possible
..J
..J
..J

possible

.J

V

"
"
"
..J

..J
..J

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

• .
Texas State Securities Board
July 31, 2003
Page 2

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

clients that the Stanford Group is employing fonner
I am told by people who deal with fonner
bank personnel from banks such as me that cater to Mexican nationals. It would appear that Stanford
wants to capitalize on the former banker's familiarity with large depositors. People familiar with the
situation are telling me that Stanford has been aggressively marketing new deposits.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

continue until they reach a point ofilliquidity so severe that
Unfortunately, organiZations IiJee
they can no longer honor client withdrawals. At thaftime, the potential recovery to investors is greatly
impaired. In the case of (b)(6), (b)(7)c ,barely SIOO million of assets remained to cover obligations
exceeding $425 mil
e ofthe Mexican investors, I hope that Stanford is not constructed in
the same manner as (b)(6), (b)(7)c
.
.
members ofyour staffregarding (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

.' Stanford's ADV states $221 million under management with less than ~OO clients s~pported by ~ 1·250 employe~ and solicited
by II-SO employees. Ris doubtful ihat an average 1% advisory fce of$2.2 million would support the expenses oCtile 5050
Westheimer building. Furthennore, if Stanford is like(b)(6), (b)(7)c ,an onsite visit will probably find a lot more employees than can
be supported by the managed asset fees from $221 mi

EXHIBIT 90

Pages 244 through 252 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(6), (b)(7)c

EXHIBIT 91

StanfordGC03.doc

Sta (b)(6), (b)(7)c

Page 1 of 1

oc

Fro
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

9/16/2003 11:31:23 AM

@SEC.GOV]

Attachments: StanfordGC03.doc

« ...»
StanfordGC03.doc.
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
MEMORANDUM

TO:

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
MAIL STOP: 0901
cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)c

FROM:

Hugh M. Wright
Ass't Administrator - Regulation, FWOO
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

By:·

RE:

Stanford Group Company
File No.
801-50374
Exam No. IA2003FWDO-012

DATE:

December 19, 2002

Attachments:
Report of Examination, Memorandum of Comments, and Deficiency Letter for the
routine examination of the above-captioned Registrant conducted by (b)(6), (b)(7)c
and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
of the Fort Worth District Office.
The issue concerning the possible unregistered public offering of the CDs has
been referred to the FWDO's Enforcement Division, which has decided to refer the
matter to the Texas State Securities Board.

Fort Worth District Office
Investment Adviser Examination Report
Category.... C
Exam No. IA 2003 FWDO 012
File Nol801 - 50374
I
Complex
Name Stanford Group Company
zipl77056
Risk (1/2/3) 1H
City Houston
I StatelTX
I
Contact & Ph #IJane E. Bates, Chief Compliance Officer (b)(6), (b)(7)c
CustodyN
Action Ltr/Enf
I Cause ExamlN
(Y/N) ,.._
(Y/N)
(No/Ltr/Conf/Enf/Oth)
IARD#I--I
Lead Examiner:
BD #18-48611
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
@sec.gov
Recovery
Field Work Start 11/12/2002
Examiners:
t-------i
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Field Work End 12/10/2002
Sec.2"ov
No IC Mgdt--i
Disposition Date 12/19/2002
ICAssets $" t - - - - - - - I
Response Date
Pvt Clients t--'
1,166
-----i
Last Inspection 7/15/1998
Pvt Assets $* 208.4
t-------i
.....
Subscribers L..-Hours Fld/Office 110/250
Hours Management 24
* $ in Millions
# of Deficiencies or Violations:·
10. Portfolio Management
1. Filings & Reports
11. Prohibited Transactions
6
2. Form ADV/Broch Dis/Del
15
12. Limited Partnerships
3. Contracts
13. Conflicts of Interest
4. Custody
14. Brokerage/Execution
5. Books & Records
2
15. Wrap Fee Programs
6. Financial Condition
5
2
7. Internal Controls
16. Marketing/Performance Calc.
8. Advisory Services
17. Compensation/Client Fees
1
9. Unregistered Entity
18. Client Referrals
19. Litigation
Examiner
Examiner

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Date

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Datel-,--_1....;2/_1....;3/....;2_00_21
Date 1

Examiner
Reviewer
Approved

l_ _1---:2/_1..;.,;3/;-.2. . ;.,00,;""..21

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

_

Datel_ _1....;2/_1....;8/;-.2_00_21

IHugh M. Wright

Datel

Standard IA Data Sheet (IA Sheet.dot)

11

. 12/19/20021
IA Categories....
A= Financial Planner
B= Non-Discretionary Advisory Svc
C= Discretionary Advisory Svc
D= Newsletter Writer
E= Inactive
0= Other
P= Pension Consultant

FORT WORTH DISTRICT OFFICE
REPORT OF EXAMINATION
Stanford Group Company
801~50374

Houston, TX
SUMMARY OF VIOLATIONS

SectionIRule
Section 206
Rule 206(3)-2

Comment
Registrant engaged in principal transactions and agency cross
transactions (which may in fact be principal transactions as well)
without providing the required disclosure to the participating
clients.
Registrant failed to document adequate due diligence with respect
to its clients' investments in its affiliated offshore bank's certificates
of deposit.

Securities Act,
Section 5

Registrant-affiliated websites posts information about a private
offering of the Registrant's affiliated offshore bank's certificates of
deposit that may represent a general solicitation, or public offering,
to United States investors without registration.

FormADVand
Wrap Brochure

Registrant failed to adequately disclose
•

Material facts concerning its offering of its affiliated offshore
bank's certificates of deposit, including:
•

If true, that the Registrant did not recommend the client
invest in the certificates of deposit;

•

The actual "referral fee" the Registrant receives annually
from the sale of the certificates of deposit;

•

Registrant's overwhelming financial reliance on referral
fees on these sales for its financial success; and

•

•

That any investments in the certificates of deposit will
not be considered assets under management for
purposes of fee calculation.
The additional compensation earned on the Registrant's
clearin?; a?;ent's money market sweep account on Form

Section/Rule

Comment
ADV, Schedule F, Item l3.A., not Item 13.B.

•

Form ADV, Part IT, Item I.e. (6) indicates SGC receives
"other compensation," but Part lA, Item 5.E. (7) does not.

•

The information required by Schedule H, item 7(k)
regarding the background information of the individuals
providing advice on behalf of the Registrant.

•

The range of sub-advisory fees it pays to outside money
managers as required by Schedule H, Item 7. (c).

•
•

Information required by Schedule H, Item 7; (d).

.

•

Information required by Schedule H, Item 7. (g) concerning
its policies with regard to monitoring the sub-advisers.
The information required by Schedule H, Item 8. (crossreference.)

•

The Registrant's policies with regard to bunched or blocked
trading for its clients.

•

Its policy with regard to pricing securities.

EXEClITIVE SUMMARY

The staff of the Fort Worth District Office ("FWDO") conducted an examination
of Stanford Group Company ("SGC") beginning November 12,2002. This was SGC's
second examination, having been examined in July 1998. 1 The FWOO broker-dealer
examination staff examined SGC in August 1997, resulting in a referral to the FWOO
Division of Enforcement for their review and disposition (MFW-894). This inquiry was
closed with no action.
.
The area of concern in the prior examination involved the Registrant's "referral"
of customers to an affiliated offshore bank for investment in "certificates of deposit"
("CDs") issued by that bank. The examiners sought to gather information about
"referrals" of advisory clients. In the end, it was determined that there was insufficient
information to support an enforcement action. At that time, at least 17 SGC advisory
client accounts had also invested in the CDs. It was also represented to the examiners at
that time that these clients were non-U.S. citizens.

Examination No. 98-F-71.

2

Based upon the amount of referral fees earned by SGC in 1997, it appeared that
SGC brokerage and advisory clients may have invested as much as $250 million in the .
CDs. At the time of the current examination, the amount of referral fees received by
SGC would be indicative of $640 million in CDs outstanding primarily through SGC's
efforts. The FWDO recently received a complaint letter from a Mexican resident
concerning SGC's apparent sale of a CD to her 75 year-old mot~er in Mexico.
BACKGROUND

SGC was formed as a Texas Corporation on July 21, 1995, and became registered
as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") effective October 17, 1995. SGC is also registered as a broker-dealer
(File No. 8-48611). SGC is 100% owned by Robert A. Stanford ("Stanford"). Stanford
also owns a number of other companies, generally referred to as the Stanford Financial
Group of Companies, including Stanford International Bank Limited ("SIB"), an
offshore bank open to persons outside Antigua, located in St. John's, Antigua, West
Indies; Bank of Antigua, an Antigua bank serving Antigua resident client accounts
only, also located in Antigua;. Stanford Trust Company Limited, a trust company in St.
Jon's, Antigua; Stanford Financial Group Building which owns and operates SGC's
headquarters office located in Houston; Stanford Trust Company e'STC"), a Louisiana
state chartered trust company; and Stanford Agency, Inc., an insurance company
located in Louisiana. At the time of the examination, SGC operated its advisory
businesses from Houston, Texas, having recently mov~d its advisory operations from
Denver as part o
g of the Denver office. SGC's co-presidents are (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6),
(b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
and
; its chief operating officer is Lena Stinson ("Stinson");
and its chief financial officer is (b)(6), (b)(7)c
.
.
SGC conducts its investment activities through a series of " wrap programs"
using a Schedule H brochure as its disclosure document. SGC recently terminated
Robert B. Glen, the former head of its advisory division, after disappointing results and
a perception of wasted spending on his part. Its only active management product in
which it actually provides direct portfolio management is the Stanford Asset
Management ("SAM") program that offers fixed income management, with a special
focus of Latin American bonds. This special focus, according to SGC, is due to the
desires of its primarily Latin American clients. Jane Bates ("Bates") serves as SGC's
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
overall compliance officer, reporting directly to Stanford, assisted by
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
) and (b)(6), (b)(7)c
represent SGC's Stanford
International Fixed Income Group ("SIFIG"), providing discretionary asset
management services to SAM clients and non-discretionary advisory services to SGC
registered representatives ("RRs") in the international fixed income area. (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
) is now in charge of the mutual fund allocation and portfolio manager
referral products discussed below.
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Currently, most of SGC's clients are high net worth individuals. SGC clears its
clients' securities transactions through its clearing arrangement with Bear Steams.
EXAMINATION SCOPE

Generally, in order to use Fort Worth District Office ("FWOO") examination
resources in the most efficient and cost-effective manner, examinations are .conducted
with a focus on the areas ofhighest perceived risk. Various books, records, and other
documents are requested and reviewed in order to identify patterns of transactions or
activities that might violate regulatory requirements.
However, the scope and focus of this examination were also based on a review
and analysis of the control environment maintained by the Registrant, as well as
specific control measures used in strategic risk areas. The methodology used to identify
and evaluate control procedures was that established under the Strategic Risk 
Control Evaluation Matrix (JlSR-CEM") program. Under the SR-CEM program, if the
control procedures used by a registrant in a strategic risk area are determined to be
highly effective, examiners have the option of not reviewing and conducting test
checking of individual transactions recorded in the traditional books and records that
document activities in that area. The concept underlying this approach is that when a
registrant maintains effective control procedures, problems are identified and corrected
as they arise and there is a substantially lower likelihood of there being unidentified,
on-going major problem or fraudulent activities that could harm advisory clients or
fund shareholders. As a result, inspection resources are focused on those activities in
which control processes are found to be weak and ineffective.
Due to the nature of SGC's operations, many of the control measures
contemplated by the SR-CEM program were inapplicable or nonexistent. As SGC does
not manage a mutual fund, some of the items were clearly inapplicable. Further, since
SGC is a dual registrant and custodies with, and executes trades through, its own
clearing arrangement with Bear Stearns, many of the best execution controls were not
present. As discussed later in this report, violations involving principal transactions
and agency cross transactions were identified and cited to the Registrant. Given SGC's
operations, the level of control measures did not appear unreasonable except in the area
of principal and agency cross trades and pricinghard-to-price foreign, thinly traded
fixed income securities.
At the commencement of the examination, the examiners conducted an initial
interview with Bates, SGC's comp
This discussion, and later discussions
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
with (b)(6), (b)(7)c , (b)(6), (b)(7)c, Stinson, and
, an Associate Vice President, provided
the examiners with insight into SGC's current business activities, future plans,
investment strategy and philosophy, and policies and procedures in place. The
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examiners used such information to further shape and define the scope of the
examination.

Focus I SPECIAL REVIEW AREAS
During the examination, focus areas with respect to Regulations S-P,
performance, best execution, suitability of recommendations and appropriate sales
practices, Form ADV, Part II disclosures, hedge funds and disaster related policies and
procedures were reviewed. Among other things, this report addresses SGC's failure to
adopt suitability policies and procedures, and inadequate Form ADV, Part II
disclosures. All other focus areas were either properly addressed or did not apply. It
was further noted that the Registrant had adopted adequate polices and procedures
with regard to Regulation S-P~

Disaster Recovery
Itappeared to examiners that the Registrant's contingency planning process was
adequate in light of the services it provides. Accordingly, no mention was made in the
accompanying deficiency letter concerning disaster recovery or contingency planning.

Money Laundering Prevention
SGC had substantial written procedures to detect and prevent money
laundering. While these procedures appeared on their face to be reasonably adequate,
the examiners only reviewed a small number of client files of which only a few were
those of foreign nationals.

Valuation ofPortfolio Securities
SGC failed to adequately document its pricing of hard-to-price foreign fixed
income securities. (See "SECURITIES PRICING.")

Adviser Performance Advertising
This area was not applicable, as this registrant does not advertise performance.

Form ADV Part II
This area was of particular concern. (See the discussion below under "FORM
ADV AND WRAP BROCHURE" for further details.)
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Best Execution, Soft Dollar Abuses or Undisclosed Client Referral Payments

SGC's clients execute all transactions (except transactions in the CDs) through
SGC's clearing broker, Bear Stearns. SGC has in the past reviewed information to assess
.
Bear Steam's execution quality.
Hedge Fund or Other Private Equity Fund

SGC RRsoffer CDs to their clients and receive "referral fees" in return. See
discussion in report for more details.
Funds ofHedge Funds

Notapplicableas this Registrant does not recommend or manage a "fund of
hedge funds."
Adequate Control Procedures to Ensure Proper Disclosures (Funds)

This area was not applicable, as this examination did not involve a fund.
Exit Interview
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

An exit interview was held with
and Bates (via teleconference at SGC's
office) at the completion of the onsite fieldwork on November 21, to discuss the
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
preliminary examination findings. Further items were discussed with
via
telephone after the on-site fieldwork ended. All items mentioned in the attached
deficiency letter were discussed in these meetings.
STRATEGIC RISK - CONTROL EVALUATION MATRIX

As SGC had more than $100 million under management and more than 50
employees, the FWOO examiners, per OCIE policy, were required to perform the
Strategic Risk - Control Evaluation Matrix ("SR-CEM"). Due to the time needed to
perform the SR-CEM, examiners had to limit their normal review of the Registrant's
activities and were required to extend the fieldwork in the Registrant's office. In
addition, the conduct of the examination was delayed due to the need for the
Registrant's compliance employees to search for, provide and explain information
.
responsive to the SR-CEM r e q u e s t . ·
Based on both interviews with the compliance officers, CFO, and portfolio
managers, and a review of control-related documents, it was determined that control
procedures in applicable strategic control areas were "okay," with the exception of the
areas of securities pricing and client order allocation procedures, which were considered
6

"ineffective." See the discussions on these topics later in this report. Because of
examiners' assessment of SGC's control procedures, more detailed test checking was
conducted in certain of these areas. Some areas were not perceived to be of a high risk for
this particular Registrant due to the nature of its operations (e.g., performance information
disseminated to clients.)
FINANCIAL CONDITION

SGC's balance sheet reflected the following:

Total Assets
Liabilities
Subordinated Note
to Affiliate
Total Liabilities
Capital (Net Worth)

Nine Months Ended
September 30~ 2002
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2001
(Audited)

December 31,1997
(Unaudited)
(1998 Exam)

23,237,147
4,246,554
4,000,000

24,217,109
. 6,046,730
4,000,000

$71,265,872

8,246,554
14,990,593

10,046,730
14,170,379

50,972,457
20,293,415

SGC's income statement reflected the following:
September 30, 2002
(Unaudited)

Referral Fees2
Commissions and
Advisory Fees
Other Income
Total Revenue
Total Operating
Expenses
Net Earnings (Loss)

December 31, 2001
(Audited)

Year Ended
Dec. 31; 1997
(Unaudited)

19,416,444
6,174,488

19,180,966.
11,588,723

$9,144,560
4,512,015

2,880,402
28,471,334
27A51,110

3,467,455
34,237,144
38,646,660

13,656,575
12,209,238 .

820,224

(4,409,516)

$1,447,337

SGC's independent auditor is BOO Seidman, LLP in Houston, Texas, and its legal
counsel is Chan Warner P.c.
2

Referral fees represent income from the sale of CDs issued by SIB and, to a small degree, referral fees from SfC,
SGC's affiliated trust company. SGC receives a three percent annual trail commission from Smior convincing
clients to invest in SIB's CDs.
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"certificates of deposit" are included as possible investment recommendations. SAM
charges fees on the SAM Income Portfolios of 1.25% on the first $500,000 which decline
to 0.85% on amounts over $1 million. The other strategies require a higher fee, ranging
from 1.75% on the first $500,000 doWJ.l to 1.25% on amounts over $1 million. In all cases,
fees on amounts above $2 million are negotiable.
Clients selecting PPP are electing to have their sec account managed, on a
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
f three RRs located in SGC's Houston office (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
,
and
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
was terminated fot lack of production on November 21,
2002, shortly after the completion of the fieldwork. Each of these RRs exercise
discretion over their clients' accounts and are not directly instructed in their investment
selections by anyone else at SGC. Their trades are reviewed by compliance. They rely
upon SGC's fixed income department for recommendations on fixed income securities,
particularly foreign securities. Clients pay the same all-inclusive fee as in PAP. The
attached deficiency letter requests SGC identify and provide the required business
background information for each of the individuals providing advice on behalf of SGC.
The MFP program is a mutual fund allocation program using no load and load
waived fund shares, requiring a minimum account size of $25,000. An MFP account can
be either discretionary or non-discretionary. SGC discloses in its brochure that its RRs
may receive more compensation on a MFP account than in other SGC investment
programs. It also discloses that sec may receive 12b-1 fees in addition to its advisory
fees.
The MFPP program is similar to MFP except that it provides for only limited
discretion for the client's portfolio to be automatically rebalanced whenever any
alloc~tion becomes more than 5% more or less than the original allocati9n. The fees for
the MFP and MFPP programs are the same, starting at 2% on the first $250,000 and
declining ratably until they are negotiable for assets of more than $2 million. Both
programs also have a minimum account size of $25,000. MFPP program has the same
disclosure as described above about RRs' conflicts and 12b-1 fees.
PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS

In response to the Examination Staff's initial document request, SGCproduced a
schE;dule reflecting what it believed to be agency cross transactions. After review, it
was determined that one of SGC's affiliates, the Bank of Antigua, was also an advisory
client and was participating in the cross trades, generally being the selling client in the
trades. SGC did not appear to recognize that, since the Bank of Antigua was under
common control with SGC, these represented principal transactions with their other
advisory clients. Bates acknowledged that SGC had failed to comply with either Rule
206(3)-2 or Section 206(3) with respect to these trades. Bates indicated that, because all
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the trades were effected through one or more SGC proprietary trading accounts at Bear
Stearns, it was possible that all the trades were actually principal transactions, even
those not involving the Bank of Antigua account.
. After review of the trades, it appeared that SGC had not made a commission or
mark-up or mark-down, on these trades. Further, it could not be determined whether
the Bank of Antigua was favored in these trades, particularly since the portfolio
manager had not documented the prevailing market prices for the securities involved in
the trades.
During the course of the fieldwork portion of the examination, Bates provided
the Examination Staff with documentation indicating that if the clients elected to
rescind the transactions as the result of SGC's notice of the trading irregularities, SGC
might incur losses on behalf of its clients of slightly more than $100,000. In addition,
Bates informed the Examination Staff that the clients were likely to terminate their
relationship with SGC if they became aware of the inappropriate transactions, even if
SGC made the clients whole.
The attached deficiency letter notes the inapprop'~iatetransactions and asks SGC
to explain what action it
take to remedy the violations. The deficiency letter also
requests that SGC adopt and follow procedures reasonably designed to assure
compliance with Rule 206(3)-2 and Section 206(3) as appropriate.

will

REFERRALS TO AFFILIATED BANK FOR CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITS

A review ofSGC's "due diligence" files for the SIB certificates of deposit ("CDs")
revealed that SGC had little more than the most recent SIB financial statements (year
end 2001) and the private offering memoranda and subscription documents. There was
no indication that anyone at SGC knew how its clients' money was being used by SIB or
how SIB was generating sufficient income to support the above-market interest rates
paid and the substantial annual three percent trailer commissions paid to SGc.
Discussions with Bates indicated that SGC and SIB do did not believe the CDs are
securities; however, SGC has filed Forms D with the Commission. In its transmittal
letters to the Commission, SGC disclaims that the CDs are securities under the federal
securities laws, but states that it is filing Form D in an abundance of caution. In
addition, Bates maintained that SGC was not recommending the CDs to advisory
clients, merely referring them to SIB for consideration.
According to the last Form D filed with the Commission on January 29, 2002, SIB
claimed to have sold $37.2 million (of $150 million offered) in CDs to an undisclosed
number of U.S. resident accredited investors. This amount reflects additional deposits
of $22.3 million to U.S. investors since February 24, 2000, the date of the previous Form
D, when SIB reported total sales of $14.9 million (of a total $50 million offered.) The
10

letter transmitting the most recent Form D, as previous transmittal letters, states, "[SIB]
believes that these [CDs] are not a 'security' as defined under U. S. Securities laws, but
are [sic] nevertheless offering this product solely to accredited investors in the United
States." According to data provided by SGC during the examination, SGC has 49
advisory client investments in CDs totaling $15.6 million. One client has three accounts
with investments totaling $9.2 million. As noted above, for calendar 2001, SGC received
SIB referral fees of $19.2 million. Based upon this fee revenue, the CD sales attributable
to SGC could be estimated as approximately $640 million (less the amount attributable
to the sales efforts of its affiliated Venezuelan investment adviser discussed below.)
SIB's financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2001, discussed in more
detail below, indicated total ~'certificates of deposit" of $1.1 billion.
The examiners obtained copies of the disclosure documents given to U.S.
accredited investors and it appeared that the document provided extensive disclosure
that SIB was not a U.S. bank and that the CDs were not protected by FDIC or other
federal guarantees, or by SIPC. It further claimed that the CDs were not securities, not
subject to U.S. securities regulation, and had not been. registered for sale in the u.s.
However, the document provides no disclosure of specifically how the money will be
used by the issuer.
Examiners also obtained the latest interest rates offered by SIB. The interest rates
generally depend on the type of CD, the amount deposited, and the maturity term. The
current rate offered on the FixedCD is 3.65% on a deposit of $10,000 to $49,999 for a one
month term. This rate increases to a high of 8.150% on a deposit of between $2 million
to $3.9 million for a 60-month term. On deposits of $250,000 or more, the interest rate
will go up if SIB's base rates increase. The current U.s. treasury rate on a three-month
bill is 1.18%, with a yield of 1.20%, and the rateon a 5-year note is 3.00% with a yield of
3.05%. The rates on the FlexCD, which is essentially the same as the FixedCD except the
client may withdraw his money in 25% increments with five banking days notice up to
four times annuallyt are slightly lower. The "guaranteed rate" on the IndexLinkedCD is
3.90% on maturities of three, four, and five years.
SGC has established internal procedures that require a RR to obtain the
disclosure document and subscription agreement from SGC's "operations department,"
which maintains a log of investors provided the documents. Therefore SGC should
have a record of all persons to whom the U.S. CD private offering has been made. A
request for a list of all CD holdings resulting from SGC CD sales, both in the U.S.
offering and offered to non-U.S. residents, is pending at the date of this report.
It was explained to examiners that, in addition to receiving referral fees from SIB
. for CD sales of SGC RRs, SGC also receives referral fees paid on sales by representatives
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of an affiliated investment adviser in Venezuela.4 It was explained that the Venezuelan
company could not accept referral fees from SIB without being considered engaged in
the banking business under Venezuelan law. Therefore, SGC receives all referral fees
earned by the Venezuelan affiliate and its agents, retains a portion of the fees (10%) and
forwards the rest to the Venezuelan affiliate. All this is pursuant to a written agreement
between SGC and the Venezuelan affiliate.
SGC provided examiners SIB's Annual Report for 2001, which reflected total
assets of $1.2 billion, of which $1.1 billion were described on the face of the balance
sheet as "investments."5 Total liabilities were reflected as $1.1 billion, leaving a total
stockholder's equity, or net worth, of slightly more than $75 million. SIB's income
.statement reflected gross interest and non-interest income of $140 million, which, after
deduction of interest paid and "service fee activities," produced net revenue of $19.2
million. After expenses of slightly more than $7 million, SIB reported an "operating
profit" of $12.2 million.
Information about the CDs, and other SGC-affiliated business operations can be
accessed via the Internet at www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com, and
www.stanfordinternational.com. Including on the former website is the following chart
comparing SIB's CD interest rates to the average CD rates offered by U.S. banks:

Stanford International Bank vs. U.S. Bank CD Averages
1992 - 2001
In tJeres t Rates: 1 992 - 2001
SIB CDs ... s. U.S. Bank CD Averag@s
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Stanford Group Venezuela Asesores de Inversi6n, CA., Avenida Tamanaco, Torre Empresarial El Rosal, Piso 3,
El Rosal-ehacao Caracas, Venezuela (011 (58212) 953-2595).

5

The notes to the financial statements described the "investments" as listed securities in "equities" of $626 million
and "treasury bonds, notes, corporate bonds" of $443 million.
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The website also provides all the terms and conditions of the various types of CDs and
other accounts offered by SIB (e.g., the FixedCD, the FlexCD, and the Index-LinkedCD.)
A person accessing the website can easily get information about how to contact SGC
representatives, either by telephone or by email. As a result, the website information
appears to represent a general solicitation, or public offering, of the CDs to U.S. persons.
The attached deficiency letter requests SGC conduct additional due diligence to
support its recommendation of its affiliated bank's CDs. It also requests that, if true, the
disclosure in its brochure clearly disclose that it is not recommending clients invest in
SIB CDs and that their referral to the affiliated bank does not indicate approval or
recommendation of the CD by SGC to the client. It also requests that the brochure
disclose that any client investments in the CDs will not be considered assets under
management for fee calculation purposes. Finally the letter cautions SGC that the
website information about the CD offer may be a public offering, jeopardizing SIB's
claimed Rule 506 private offering exemption.
FORM ADV AND WRAP BROCHURE

In addition to other deficiencies discussed in more detail elsewhere in the report,
SGC's Form ADV and wrap brochure required revisions in the areas noted below.
FormADV

•

•

The response concerning additional compensation earned on the Registrant's
clearing agents money market sweep account should be disclosed on Schedule
. F, Item l3.A., not Item l3.B.
Part II, Item I.e. (6) indicated SGC receives "other compensation," but Part lA,
Item 5.E. (7) is not marked.

Wrap Brochure
•

The discussion of SIB on page 42 under"Affiliations" should disclose the amount
of referral fees (3% of funds invested) and the fact this amount is paid annually,
not just at the initial investment. The discussion should also mention that, as
explained to the examiners, SGC does not recommend the investment to its
advisory clients, but merely refers them to SIB. (It should be noted that this
contradicts the Registrant's disclosure on Schedule F to Part II, Item 9.D.,
disclosing that SGC lIRecommends Related Investment Products," including the
SIB CDs.) In this regard, it is recommended that SGC disclose that it may .
nonetheless bear some responsibility for the advisory client's investment in the
SIB CDs. It is also recommended that SGC disclose that it relies upon referral
fees from SIB for the vast majority of its revenues. This same or similar
13

disclosure should also appear in the Registrant's response on Schedule F to Part
TI, Item 9.D. regarding SIB.
•

The brochure should include the information called for by Part TI, Item 6 as
required by Item 7(1<) of Schedule H regarding all individuals providing
investment advice on SGC's behalf or their supervisors if more than five,
including the registered representatives offering advice under PPP.

•

The brochure should be amended to provide the range of sub-advisory fees paid
by SGC to the sub-advisers for their services as required by Schedule H, Item 7.
(c).

.• The brochure should be expanded to provide a full response to Schedule H, Item
7. (d).
•

The brochure should be expanded to more completely describe SGC's policies
regarding sub-advisers as required by Schedule H, Item 7. (g).

• . The cross reference required by Schedule H, Item 8. should be completed.
BROCHURE DELIVERY

SGC only makes an annual offer of its own wrap brochure to clients. Its contract
. with the third party sub-advisers provides that sec is to provide a new client with the
sub-adviser's brochure, but is silent with respect to the annual offer of the sub-adviser's
brochure. sec personnel indicated that it was likely that no one was making the sub
adviser annual offer. The attached deficiency letter requests SGC establish procedures
that assure clients receive the annual offer of the sub-advisers' brochure.
CUSTODY

Registrant effects bunched or block trades for the benefit of its advisory clients,
including affiliated client accounts (e.g., The Bank of Antigua) through the use of a
omnibus account held in the Registrant's name at its clearing firm. The use of such an
account may create a risk to the client's funds or securities while the transactions are
being effected since the adviser my have access to the funds or securities held in such an
account. The attached deficiency letter requests that SGC assure the staff that the
Registrant's omnibus trading accounts meet the requirements of the Owen T. Wilkinson
no action letter, providing documentation supporting the explanation.
The staff also considered questioning whether SGC had indirect custody of its
clients' funds or securitiesthrough their investments in SIB CDs. However, based upon
existing no action guidance, it did not appear that the Examination Staff could claim
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SGC had such custody.6 Therefore, no mention of this is made in the attached
deficiency letter.
BOOKS AND RECORDS

SGC did not create and maintain the required order memorandum. In addition,
it did not follow, or did not adequately document its following, proper procedures with
regard to bunched trading. The attached deficiency letter asks SGC to establish
appropriate policies and procedures, with appropriate disclosure and documentation,
.to assure the fair treatment of its clients in bunched trades.
SECURITIES PRICING

In several instances, SGC was required to price foreign fixed i

ecurities
not priced by its clearing firm, Bear Stearns. The portfolio manager,
, was .
involved in the pricing process, obtaining quotes from brokers on the price. However,
this process was not adequately documented, including any indication of review by
compliance. The attached deficiency letter requests that SGC disclose its pricing
policies and establish procedures that will produce documentation of these pricing
irregularities.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

BUNCHED OR BLOCK TRADING FOR CLIENT ACCOUNTS

As described earlier in discussing the cross transactions effected by SGC, on a
routine basis SGC executes bunched or block trades on behalf of its clients, including
affiliated accounts. In operation, the practices seemed reasonable. However, SGC did
not adequately document the process, including producing and maintaining the
appropriate order memoranda as mentioned elsewhere, to establish compliance with its
procedures and the fair treatment of clients. The attached deficiency letter requests
SGC disclose its bunched trading policy in its Form ADV and wrap brochure and
establish procedures to document these clients trades.
.C ONCLUSION

At the conclusion of the on-site fieldwork portion of the examination, Examiner
conducted an exit interview with Bates and(b)(6), (b)(7)c . Other issues were addressed
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
through telephone conversations with
.· During the interview and subsequent
telephone conversations details of the examiners' concerns, which are set forth in more
detail above, were presented. Further comments relating to SGC and the violations or
6

The Division of Investrrient Management has indicated that if an advisory business is separate under the five
factor test set out in the Crocker Investment Management Corp. (April 4, 1978) no action letter, the sole fact that an
adviser has custody of client funds in another line of business would not require the adviser to comply with the
custody rule. Volunteer Corporate Credit Union (May 28, 1993.)
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deficiencies noted during the examination are contained in the accompanying
deficiency letter, which Examiners forwarded to the Registrant concurrent with the
submission of this report. Prior to sending the deficiency letter, the Examination Staff
discussed its content with Registrant.
aCIE assigned SGC an "adviser ranking" of "182". Based upon the results of
this examination, the FWDO.has assigned a "risk rating" of "1," the highest risk rating
possible, primarily due to SGC's sales of the CDs.
The issue concerning the possible unregistered public offering of the CDs has
been referred to the FWDO's Enforcement Division, which has decided to refer the
matter to the Texas State Securities Board.7

7

After the completion of the fieldwork portion of the examination, but prior to the completion of this report, the
FWDO received a letter from (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
.(b)(6), (b)(7)c
mother was apparently approached by a SGC representative in
Mexico, where she resides, to invest in the
CDs. The FWDO Enforcement Division has forwarded the
complaint to the Texas State Securities Board.
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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

IN REPLYING
PL

FORT WORTH DISmlCT OFFICE
801 CHERRY STREET
SUITE 1900, UNIT 18

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
PHONE: (817) 978·3821

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

A

E

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FAX: (817) 978-4944

December 19, 2002
Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
5050 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056
RE:

Stanford Group Company
FILE No. 801-50374

Dear Ms. Bates:
The examination of the books and records of Stanford Group Company ("SGC"
or "Registrant"), conducted pursuant to Section 204 of the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 (" Advisers Act"), disclosed the following:
FORM ADV AND THE WRAP BROCHURE

Rule 204-1 of the Advisers Act has recently been amended requiring investment
advisers annually to electronically file a completed Part 1A of Form ADV with the
Investment Adviser Registration Depository (lARD) within 90 days after fiscal year end.
You are not required to file with the Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") a copy of Part II of Form ADV if you maintain a copy of your Part II·
(and any brochure you deliver to clients) in your files. The copy maintained in your
files is considered filed with the Commission. I
In addition to an annual updating requirement, registered advisers must amend
Form ADV if the information contained in response to Items 1,3, 9, or 11 of Part lA
become inaccurate for any reason. Further, if the information contained in response to
Items 4, 8, or 10 of Part lA, or if the information provided in a brochure becomes
materially inaccurate, the investment adviser shall promptly file an amended Form
ADV correcting such information.2

The Commission is not requiring advisers to submit Part II of Fonn ADV until lARD is ready to accept (new)
Part II brochures.
2

Please note that under the new lARD system, Part 18 must be completed only by certain state-only registered
advisers.

Ms. Jane Bates, Chief Compliance Officer
Stanford Group Company
Please note that there is need for substantial revision to the Registrant's Form
ADV. Please review the following comments and respond by revising the items
consistent with the comment:
FormADV

•

The response concerning additional compensation earned on the Registrant's
clearing agents money market sweep account should be disclosed on Schedule
F, Item 13.A., not Item 13.8.

• 'Part TI, Item 1.C. (6) indicated SGC receives "other compensation," but Part lA,
Item 5.E. (7) is not marked.

Wrap Brochure .
•

The discussion of SIB on page 42 under"Affiliations" should disclose the amount
of referral fees (3% of funds invested) and the fact this amoUnt is paid annually,
not just at the initial investment. The discussion should also mention that, as
explained to the examiners, SGC does not recommend the investment to its
advisory clients, but merely refers them to SIB. (It should be noted that this
contradicts the Registrant's disclosure on Schedule F to Part TI, Item 9.D.,
disclosing that SGC "Recommends Related Investment Products," including the
SIB CDs.) In this regard, it is recommended that SGC disclose that it may
nonetheless bear some responsibility for the advisory client's investment in. the
SIB CDs. 1t is also recommended that SGC disclose that it relies upon referral
fees from SIB for the vast majority of its revenues. This same or similar
disclosure should also appear in the Registrant's response on Schedule F to Part
. TI, Item 9.D. regarding SIB.

•

The brochwe should include the information called for by Part TI, Item 6 as
required by Item 7(k) of Schedule H regarding all individuals providing
investment advice on SGC's behalf or their supervisors if more than five,
including the registered representatives offering advice under PPP.

•

The brochure should be amended to provide the range of sub-advisory fees paid
by SGC to the sub-advisers for their services as required by Schedule H, Item 7.
(c).

•

The brochure should be expanded to provide a full response to Schedule H, Item
7. (d).

•

The brochure should be expanded to more completely describe SGC's policies
regarding sub-advisers as required by Schedule H, Item 7. (g).

•

The cross reference required by Schedule H, Item 8. should be completed.

2
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BROCHURE DELIVERY

You have not been in compliance, or at least cannot document compliance, with
Rule 204-3 which requires an investment adviser to provide its clients or prospective
clients with a written disclosure document which complies with Rule 204-1(b) under the
Advisers Act containing, at a minimum, the information contained in Part IT of Form
ADV. The written disclosure statement must be delivered to a prospective client at
least 48 hours in advance of entering into any contract. Alternatively, if it is delivered at
the time of entering into the contract, the client must be given five business days to
terminate the contract without penalty. The rule also requires that an adviser must
annually offer, in writing, to deliver without charge a current disclosure statement to
,each client. 3
SGC only makes an annual offer of its own wrap brochure to clients. Its contract
with the third party sub-advisers provides that SGC is to provide a new client with the
sub-adviser's brochure, but is silent with respect to the annual offer of the sub-adviser's
brochure. SGC personnel indicated that it was likely that no one was making the sub
adviser annual offer. It is recommended that SGC establish procedures that assure
clients receive the annual offer of the sub-advisers' brochure.
PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS

Section 206(3) of the Advisers Act states that it shall be unlawful for any
investment adviser, by use of the mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate
commerce, directly or indirectly acting as principal for his own account, knowingly to
sell any security to or purchase any security from a client, or acting as broker for a
person other than such client, knowingly to effect any sale or purChase of any security
for the account of such client, without disclosing to such client in writing before the
completion of such transaction the capacity in which he is acting and obtaining the
consent of the client to such transaction. 4
Rule 206(3)-2, adopted under Section 206(3), deems an investment adviser or
broker-dealer controlling, controlled by, or under common control with an investment
adviser, to be in compliance with the that section's provisions in effecting an agency
cross transaction for an advisory client, if:
(1)

3

4

The advisory client has executed a written consent prospectively
authorizing the investment adviser, or any other person relying on this

In addition, Rule 204-2(a)(14) requires, among other things, a record of the dates documenting the initial
delivery of the written disclosure statement.
Investment Adviser Release No. 1732 dated July 17, 1998, which is enclosed for your view, Specifically states
"completion of the transaction" occurs after execution but before settlement of a principal transaction.

3
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rule, to effect agency cross transactions for such advisory client,
provided that such written consent is obtained after full written
disclosure that with respect to agency cross transactions the investment
adviser or such other person will act as broker for, receive commissions
from, and have a potentially conflicting division of loyalties and
responsibilities regarding, both parties to such transactions;
(2)

The investment adviser, or any other person relying on this rule, sends
to each such client a written confirmation at or before the completion of
. each such transaction, which confirmation includes (i) a statement of
the nature of such transaction, (ii) the date such transaction took place,
(iii) an offer to furnish upon request, the time when such transaction
took place, and (iv) the source and amount of any other remuneration
received or to be' received by the investment adviser and any other
p~rson relying on this rule in connection with the transaction,
Provided, however, That if, in the case of a purchase, neither the
investment adviser nor any other person relying on this rule was
participating in a distribution, or in the case of a sale, neither the
investment adviser nor any other person relying on this rule was
participating in a tender offer, the written confirmation may state
whether any other remuneration has been or will be received and that
.the source and amount of such other remuneration will be furriished
.upon written request of such customer;

(3)

The investment adviser, or any other person relying in this rule, sends·
to each client, at least annually, and with or as part of any written
statement or summary of such account from the investment adviser or
such other person, a written disclosure statement identifying the total
number of such transactions during the period since the date of the last
such statement or summary, and the total amount of all commissions or
other remuneration received or to be received by the investment
adviser or any other person relying on this rille in connection with such
transactions during such period;

(4)

Each written disclosure and confirmation required by this rule includes
a conspicuous statement that the written consent referred to in
paragraph (a)(l) of this section may be revoked at any time by written
notice to the investment adviser, or to any other person relying on this
rille, from the advisory client; and

(5)

No such transaction is effected in which the same investment adviser or
an investment adviser and any person controlling, controlled by or
under common control with such investment adviser recoinrnended
the transaction to both any seller and any purchaser.

4
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Subsection (b) defines the term agency cross transaction for an advisory client"
as a transaction in which a person acts as an investment adviser in relation to a
transaction in which such investment adviser, or any person controlling, controlled by,
or under common control with such investment adviser, acts as broker for both such
advisory client and for another person on the other side of the transaction.
II

As discussed during the examination, Registrant appearsto have engaged in
either agency cross trades or direct or indirect principal trades with advisory clients as
discussed more fully below. The Registrant appears to have failed to comply with
either the requirements with respect to principal trades or agency cross trades as may
be applicable. In addition, SGC appears to have also failed to abide by its own
disclosure in its wrap brochure that it would not effect such transactions without
complying with Section 206(3).

Principal Trades
A review of schedules provided to examiners shows that SGC has effected cross
transactions between an account for the Bank of Antigua, a company under common
control with SGC, and other SGC clients. As explained during the examination, as Bank
of Antigua is an affiliate of SGC and Section 208 forbids an adviser from doing
indirectly what it cannot do directly, these trades are in fact considered principal
transactions governed by Section 206(3). A review of SGC's records indicated that the
clients on the other side of these trades did not receive the required disclosure in a
timely manner in order presume informed consent to the transactions. Please advise
what actions the Registrant will take to assure compliance with the requirements of
Section 206(3).

Agency Cross Transactions
In addition, those trades not involving the Bank of Antigua account appear to
have been agency cross transactions effected between SGC advisory clients in which
SGC acted as adviser and exercised discretionary authority in effecting both the client
purchase and sale of the subject securities. The requirement of Rule 206(3)-2 was not
met. Please advise what actions the Registrant will take to assure compliance with the
requirements of Section 206(3).5
CUSTODY

You should be aware that an investment adviser has custody of client funds or
securities if the adviser directly or indirectly holds these funds or securities, has the
5

As was discussed during the examination, the manner in which these trades were effected may have rendered
them principal transactions between SGC and both the buying and selling advisory clients. In any event, the
.
requirements of Section 206(3) were not met as well with respect to these trades.
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authority to obtain or possess the funds or securities, or has the ability to appropriate
the funds or securities. If an investment adviser has custody or possession of client
funds or securities, it must comply with the requirements of Rule 206(4)-2 under the
Advisers Act. Rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act establishes certain procedural
requirements for investment advisers who have custody or possession of clients' funds
or securities. This rule describes the manner in which clients' funds and securities must
be maintained. It also describes certain additional required reports to clients and the
Commission. This rule also requires that the funds and securities in the investment
adviser's custody or possession be subject, at least once during each calendar year, to a
surprise verification by an independent public accountant who must promptly file with
the Commission a certificate of examination attached to a completed Form ADV-E. In
addition, Rule 204-2(b) establishes the additional books and records that must be kept
by an adviser that has custody or possession of clients' funds or securities. Finally, Rule
204-1(a)(2), in relevant part, requires that an audited balance sheet as required by Item
14 of Part II of Form ADV be filed within 90 days of the end of the investment adviser's
fiscal year. Item 14 requires an investment adviser who has custody of client funds or
securities or who requires prepayment of more than $500 in fees per client six or more
months in advance to provide an audited balance sheet for the most recent fiscal year.

Omnibus Trading Account
Registrant effects bunched or block trades for the benefit of its advisory clients,
including affiliated client accounts (e.g., The Bank of Antigua) through the use of a
omnibus account held in the Registrant's name at its clearing firm. The use of such an
account may create a risk to the client's funds or securities while the transactions are
being effected since the adviser my have access to the funds or securities held in such an
account. The Division of Investment Management has indicated in a no action letter
that an adviser need not comply with Rule 206(4)-2 if the following conditions are met:
•

.•

All arrangements for aggregation of transactions within the orrmibus account are
fully disclosed;
No account is favored over another, with each receiving an average share price;
all transaction costs shared on a pro~rata basis;

•

Only advisory clients' trades are aggregated within the omnibus account;

•

Orrmibus account must be in name of custodian bank;

•

Client funds and securities must be maintained by custodian bank in the name of
their respective owners;
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•

Participating custodian banks will pay brokers only against delivery of securities
and deliver securities to brokers only against parment.6

Please assure the staff that the Registrant's omnibus trading accounts meet the
requirements of the no action letter, providing documentation supporting the
assurance.
BOOKS & RECORDS

Section 204 of the Advisers Act requires that every investment adviser, other
than one specifically exempted from registration, to maintain such records as the
Commission, by rule, may prescribe as necessary. Rule 204-2, promulgated thereunder,
sets forth the books and records to be maintained by investment advisers. Paragraph
(a) of the Rule contains the books and records that every investment adviser must keep.
Paragraph (b) of the Rule est~blishes the additional books and records that must be kept
by an adviser that has custody or possession of clients' funds or securities. Paragraph
(c) concerns the additional books and records advisers renderjng any investment
supervisory or management service to any client must maintain with respect to the
portfolios being supervised or managed. The examination disclosed that you were not
in compliance with certain provisions of Rule 204-2. Please implement procedures to
establish and accurately maintain the following required books and records.
Rule 204-2(a)(3) requires a memorandum of each order given by the investment
adviser for the purchase or sale of any security, of any instruction received by the
investment adviser from the client concerning the purchase, sale, receipt or delivery of a
particular security, and of any modification or cancellation of any such order or
instruction. Such memoranda shall show the terms and conditions of the order,
instruction, modification or cancellation; shall identify the person connected with the
investment adviser who recommended the transaction to the client and the person who
placed such order; and shall show the account for which entered, the date of entry, and
the bank, broker or dealer, by or through whom executedwhere appropriate. Orders
entered pursuant to the exercise of discretionary power shall be so designated. At
present, your procedures do not meet the requirements of this rule in that your order
tickets fail to indicate whether the order was entered pursuant to the exercise of
. discretionary power. In addition, Registrant engages in bunched or block trades for its
clients, including certain affiliated client accounts. In a number of respects, the
Registrants policies and procedures, and disclosures, do not comport with the
Commission's statements about an adviser's duty to assure that these type trades are
effected in a fair manner with respect to all advisory clients. (See SMC Capital, Inc.
(Sept. 5, 1995), attached.) .

6

Owen T. Wilkinson & Associates, Inc. (Dec 30,1987.)
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SECURITIES PRICING

In several instances, SGC was required to price foreign fixed income securities
not priced by its clearing firm, Bear Stearns. The portfolio manager, Willard, was
involved in the pricing process, obtaining quotes from brokers on the price. However,
this process was not adequately documented, including any indication of review by
compliance. It is requested that SGC disclose its pricing policies in its wrap brochure
and establish procedures that will produce documentation of these pricing
irregularities.
FIDUCIARY OBLIGATION

An adviser has a fiduciary relationship with clients and owes them undivided
loyalty. Even though there may be some conflicts of interest that can be addressed with
appropriate disclosure, the clients' interests should be foremost. As an adviser, you
have the duty to exercise a high degree of care to insure that adequate and accurate
representations and information about securities and other investments are presented to
clients. Unlike a party to an arm's length transaction, an investment adviser has an
affirmative duty of utmost good faith, and full and fair disclosure of all material facts,
as well as an affirmative obligation to employ reasonable care to avoid misleading
clients. For example, you may not recommend to your clients that they enter into a
transaction in which you have an interest or from which you will derive compensation,
either directly or indirectly, without affirmatively disclosing to your clients your
interest and/or compensation. Any conflict of interest that might incline you,
consciously or unconsciously, to render advice that is not disinterested, must be
avoided. Any departure from this fiduciary standard may constitute fraud upon your
clients under Section 206 of the Advisers Act and subject you to administrative, civil
and/or criminal sanctions.?
The Examination Staff's review of SGC's due diligence file with respect to its
i
clients investments in the certificates of deposit ("CDs") issued by an international
offshore bank under common control with SGC, Stanford International Bank ("SIB"),
indicated that SGC did not have adequate information upon which to base a
recommendation to a client. (See discussion below concerning this offering.) It was
learned from the compliance staff that SGC considered itself to be merely "referring"
clients to sm for consideration of the CDs, not actually "recommending,i that its
.
advisory clients purchase the CDs. (As mentioned above, this is not consistent with
SGC's previous Form ADV disclosures.)
The latest interest rates were obtained during the examination. The rates
generally depend on the type of CD, the amount deposited, and the maturity term. The
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180 (1963).
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current rate offered on the FixedCD is 3.65% on a deposit of $10,000 to $49,999 for a one- .
month term. This rate increases to a high of 8.150% on a deposit of between $2 million
to $3.9 million for a 60-month term. On deposits of $250,000 or more, the interest rate
will go up if SIB's rates increase. The current U.S. treasury rate on a three-month
treasury bill is 1.18%, with a yield of 1.20%, and the rate on a 5-year treasury note is
3.00% with a yield of 3.05%. The rates on the FlexCD, which is essentially the same as
the FixedCD except the client may withdraw his money in 25% increments with fIve
banking days notice up to four times annually, are slightly lower. The "guaranteed
rate" on the IndexLinkedCD is 3.90% on maturities of three, four, and five years. The
rates offered by the CDs, as compared With current treasury rates, would indicate that
the risk involved in the CDs may be great.
It is requested that SGC perform and document substantial additional due

diligence to determine whether the use of proceeds by the issuer would indicate that he
investment is suitable for its advisory clients.
POSSIBLE UNREGISTERED PUBLIC OFFERING - STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSITS OFFERED IN THE UNITED STATES

Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") generally requires the
registration of all securities offered in the United States, unless an exemption provided
in the Securities Act, or in rules or regulations issued by the Commission thereunder, is
available. Onesuch exemption, as apparently applicable to the situation described
below, is Rule 506 under Regulation 0, which allows an unlimited dollar amount of
securities to be offered to an unlimited number of accredited investors and no more
than 35 non-accredited, but sophisticated, investors. One key requirement of Rule 506
is that the offer must not involve a general solicitation or public offering.
The Commission has, on a previous occasion, addressed the issue of whether
information posted on a website may represent a general solicitation. In its interpretive
letter to Lamp Technologies, Inc. (publicly available May 29,1997), which is enclosed for
your review, the Commission stated that, absent certain precautions, the posting of
private fund information on a website may constitute a "general solicitation" within the
meaning of Regulation D. It may also represent a public offering within the meaning of
Sections 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 ("leAct"). The
precautions detailed in the Lamp letter included providing that access to the website (or
at least the information relevant to the private offering) is password-protected and
accessible only to subscribers who are predetermined to be accredited investors.
SGC Registered representatives ("RRs") refer both brokerage and advisory
clients to SGC's affiliated offshore bank, SIB located in Antigua, for purchase of CDs
issued by SIB. The CDs are issued in the U.s. pursuant to the "U.S. Accredited Investor
Certificate of Deposit Program" in a purported private offering. In return, SGC receives
a negotiated annual "referral fee" from SIB, generally 3% of the amount invested. These
9
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referral fees totaled $19 million in 2001 and $19 million for the partial year ended
September 30, 2002. 8 For both periods, and prior periods, it appears that these referral
fees represented the vast majority of SGC's operating revenues. SIB has filed Forms D
with the ConUnission to claim an exemption from registration under Regulation D, Rule
506. 9 According SIB's latest Form D, filed on or about January 29, 2002, SGC has sold in
the United States to U.S. accredited investors $37.2 million in CDs. It is also understood
that SGC RRs, including its foreign associates residing and operating outside the U.s.,
havesold additional CDs to non-U.S. residents for which SGC has also received referral
fees. In both cases, SGC shares this 3% referral fee with the selling RRs.
Information about the CDs, and other SGC-affiliated business operations can be
access~d via the Internet at www.stanfordeagle.com, www.stanfordgroup.com, and
www.stanfordinternational.com. Included on the former website is the following chart
comparing SIB's CD interest rates to the average CD rates offered by U.S. banks:

Stanford International Bank vs. U.S. Bank CD Averages·
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The website also provides all the terms and conditions of the various types of CDs and
other accounts offered by SIB (e.g., the FixedCD, the FlexCD, the Index-LinkedCD.)IO A
person accessing the website can easily get information about how to contact SGC
8

It is understood that some portion of these referral fees relate to sales efforts by SGC's affiliated adviser in .
Venezuela, Stanford Group Venezuela Asesores de Inversion, C.A.

9

It is noted that SGC appears to dispute that the CDs are securities under federal securities laws. It appears to the
Examination Staff that, since the CDs are issued by a bank that is not subject to regulatory overSight by any
United States bank regulatory authority, the CDs are securities. However, even if they are not securities, SGC's
fiduciary duty to its clients still applies.

10

See Appendix A.
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representatives, either by telephone or by email. As a result, the website information
appears to represent a general solicitation, or public offering, of the CDs to U.S. persons.
Consequently, as previously indicated, it appears that the dissemination of
information concerning the CDs through SGC's affiliated, publicly available website
may be deemed a "general solicitation" or "general advertisement" within the meaning
. of Regulation D; or a public offering within the meaning of Sections 3(c)(I) or 3(c)(7) of
the IC Act. Accordingly, it is requested that in your reply to this letter you indicate any
actions you intend to take with respect to these comments.
CLOSING

We are bringing the deficiencies and I or violations of law described above to
your attention for immediate corrective action, without regard to any other action(s)
that may result from the examination. You should not assume that the Registrant's
activities not discussed in this letter are in full compliance with the federal securities
laws or other applicable rules and regulations. The above findings are based on the
staff's examination and are not findings or conclusions ofthe Commission.
Please respond in writing within thirty days of the date of this letter describing
the steps you have taken or intend to take with respect to each of these matters. Before
responding to this letter or any other communication from this office regarding our
recent examination, please refer to SEC Form 1661 provided at the start of our
examination. Your response should be directed to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Fort Worth District Office
801 Cherry Street, Suite 1900, Unit 18
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
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In addition, a copy of your reply, together with copies of any enclosures, should
be sent to the following person:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20549-0901
Sincerely,
Hugh M.Wright
Asst. District Administrator
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

By:
Attorney
Attachments: I I

Owen T. Wilkinson & Associates, Inc. (Dec 30,1987.)
SMC Capital, Inc. (Sept. 5, 1995)
Lamp Technologies, Inc. (publicly availCl;ble May 29,1997)
Appendix A
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You may wish to visit our website at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/investmentliard.shtmL
http://www.sec.govlinfo/advisers.shtml. and http://www.sec.gov I divisions I ocie/advltr.htm for further
information concerning the regulation of investment advisers. Such web pages indude links to, among other
things, the Advisers Act and the Rules thereunder, a summary discussion of the pertinent provisions of the
Adviser Act and Rules, and Form ADV.
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EXHIBIT 92

Page 1 of2

RE: Anonymous- SMR035142

RE:

SMR035142

10/30/2003 6:45:42 PM

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
To: Barasch, Spencer C. (b)(6), (b)(7)c @SEC.GOV]

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Looks like the same one we received before. I have
again about their ex~.

checking into it. He and I will be speaking with Reg.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c

-----Original Message---
From: Barasch, Spencer C.
Sent: Thursday, October 30,20034:16 PM
To:(b)(6), (b)(7)c
Subject: FW: Anonymous- SMR035142

-----Original Message---
From: OlEA
Sent: Monday, October 27,2003 1:34 PM
To: Barasch, Spencer C.
Subject: FW: Anonymous- SMR035142

HO 947534

Mr. Barasch:
Below find a referral from the NASD concerning Stanford Financial
Group. I am sedning it to your office for its consideration. There .
is nothing in NRSI for Stanford Financial Gro~p or Allen Stanford.
The firm's website is http://www.stanfordeagle.comJ. The anonymous
tipper claims to be an insider with the firm.
SIncerely,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Investor Assistance Specialist
u.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Office of Investor Education and Assistance

-----Original Message----From: Investor Complaints Processing [mailto:InvCmplntProc@NASD.com]
Sent: Monday, October 20,20032:10 PM
To: 'help@sec.gov'

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher052\local settings\temp\X1 \c5\email.html

11/23/2009

RE: Anonymous- SMR035142

Page 2 of2

Subject: Anonymous- SMR035142
Attached you will fmd a customer complaint submitted to NASD. After
. review, it was determined the products in question are not NASD-registered.
We are forwarding this complaint to the SEC for review.
This complaint is on the same person as NASD me # SMR034866.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

«Anonymous- SMR035142.PDF»

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher052\local settings\temp\Xl \c5\emai1.html

11/23/2009

EXHIBIT 93

Re: Referral of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file

Re: Referral of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file

Page 1 of2

10/12/2003 4:45:46 PM

From: Barasch, Spencer C.
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
@SEC.GOV]
Cc: Cohen, Jeffrey A.(b)(6), (b)(7)c @sec.gov]

(b)(6),

Thanks,(b)(7)c
How did the ny trip go?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wifeless Handheld

-Original Message---From: (b)(6), (b)(7)c
D@SEC.GOV>
To: Barasch, Spencer C. (b)(6), (b)(7)c @SEC.GOV>
CC: Cohen, Jeffrey A. <
@SEC.GOV>
Sent: Sun Oct 12 17:10:322003
. Subject: RE: ReferriLl of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file
I have the previous referral from (b)(6), (b)(7)c
. It didn't provide
d
information about securities violations.· I also spoke with (b)(6), (b)(7)c
, who did the most recent exam. (b)(6), (b)(7)c gave me
a copy ofhis report. I have not reviewed it thoroughly yet. The main problem appears to be that the actual solicitations are
made from representatives of an offshore bank (to purchase a CD from that bank), and NOT from Stanford reps (though
Stanford reps refer investors to the offshore bank - not sure if there's a referral fee). I'll read the attached referral and let you
know what I fmd.
.
-----Original Message----
From: Barasch, Spencer C.
Sent: Friday, October 10,20033:21 PM
(b)(6), (b)(7)c
To:
Cc: Cohen, Jeffrey A.
Subject: FW: Referral of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file

Let me know what you think of this situation. Recall, I previously sent you another rferral on this outfit.
--Original Message-·-
.From: Help
Sent: Friday, October 10,20032:52 PM
To: Barasch, Spencer C.
Subject: FW: Referral of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file

Mr. Barasch,
Below please fmd a referral from NASD concerning Stanford Financial Group. I am sending it to your office for its
consideration. There is nothing in NRSI for Stanford Financial Group or Allen Stanford. The firm's website is
bttp:llwww.stanford~le.comlThe
a nonymous tipper claims to be an insider with the firm.
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

Special Counsel
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

file://c:\documents and settings\searcher053\local settings\temp\Xl\cI7\emai1.html

12/17/2009

Re: Referral of Anonymous tip- contains a pdf file

Page 2 of2

Office of Investor Education and Assistance

---Original Message---From: Investor Complaints Processing [mailto:InvCmplntProc@NASD.com]
Sen~: Friday, October 10,2003 11:00 AM
To: 'help@Sec.gov'
Subject: Referral ofAnonymous tip- contains a pdf file

SEC:
We are referring anonymous tip to your attention, since the parties
mentioned are outside of our jurisdiction. Thank you and ifyou have any
questions feel free to give me a call @ (b)(6), (b)(7)c
.
.
Thank you,
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

FECAnalyst
«Anonymous tip- SMR034700.PDF»

file:llc:\documents and settings\searcher053\local settings\temp\X1 \c17\email.html
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EXHIBIT 94

September 1, 2003

NASD Complaint Center
1735 K Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20000-1500
RE:

Stanford Financial Group
Case of Corporate Fraud

Since business scandals like those of ENRON and WORLDCOM became public, it is the
duty of all Americans to speak up and denounce any wrongdoing. of Corporate America
for the sake ofjustice to many impoverished innocent people. This letter discloses
another possible case of "Corporate Fraud" being perpetuated by the Stanford Financial
. Group and its owner, banking and real estate mogul Mr. Allen Stanford.

STANFORD FINANCIAL IS THE SUBJECT OF A LINGERING CORPORATE
FRAUD SCANDAL PERPETUATED AS A "MASSIVE PONZI SCHEME" THAT
WILL DESTROY THE LIFE SAVINGS OF MANY, DAMAGE THE
REPUTATION OF· ALL ASSOCIATED PARTIES, RIDICULE SECURITIES
AND BANKING AUTHORITIES, AND SHAME THE UNITED·STATES OF
AMERICA.
The Stanford Financial Group of Houston, Texas has been selling to people of the United
States and of Latin America, offshore certificates of deposit issued by Stanford
International Bank, a wholly owned unregulated subsidiary. With the mask ofa
regulated US Corporation and by association with Wall Street giant Bear Stearns,
investors are led to believe these CD's are absolutely safe investments. Not withstanding
this promise, investor proceeds are being directed into speculative investments like
stocks, options, futures, currencies, real estate, and unsecured loans.
For the past seventeen years or so, Stanford International Bank has reported to clients in
perfect fonnat and beautifully printed material of the highest quality, consistent high
returns on the bank's portfolio, with never a down year, regardless ofthe volatile nature
ofthe investments. By showing these unbelievable returns, Stanford has justified the
expense spent on luxury, lavish styles of management, high bonuses, and generous
contributions to all sorts of causes.
The questionable activities ofthe bank have been covered up by an apparent clean
operation of a US Broker-Dealer affiliate with offices in Houston, Miami, and other cities
that clears through Bear Stearns Securities Corporation. Registered Representatives of
the firm, as well as many unregistered representatives that office within the B-D, are
unreasonably pressured into selling the CD's. Solicitation of these high risk offshore
securities occurs from the United States and investors are misled about the true nature of
the securities.

The offshore bank has never been audited by a large reputable accounting finn, and
Stanford has never shown verifiable portfolio appraisals. The banks portfolio is invested
primarily in high risk securities, which.is not congruent with the nature of safe CD
investments promised to clients.
For reference purposes, attached are copies of financial statements ofthe bank for the
years 2000 and 2001 taken from the annual reports. These reports indicate some very
untimely investment decisions, extremely high risk profiles, elevated expenses, and no
disclosure about theinvestment portfolio.

- Stanford has been in the past the subject of nwnerous investigations and press articles
-that have focused on the dubious activities and deals of Mr. Allen Stanford, who recently
became a citizen of Antigua These investigations have focused on issues like, bribery of
the Government of Antigua, illegal selling of offshore securities and money laundering,
but have missed the point oftruly unveiling the value of the bank'sportfolio, which has
been covered lip by the bank's non-jurisdictional nature. Unbelievable returns ofthe
portfolio, non verifiable portfolio _appraisals, non prudent investment strategies,
information from-insiders, and lavish expense management styles, suggest the portfolio is
deeply underwater. If true. returns and expenses are being paid out of clients' monies
and by the size of the portfolio, this would be one of the largest Ponzi Schemes ever
discovered.
This letter is being writtenby an insider who does not wish to remain silent, but also fears
for his own personal safety and that of his family. The issue is being referred for
investigation to the proper authorities, related parties, and persons whose mission is to
inforrri the general public. The key-point to focus on is the real market value of Stanford
International Bank's investment portfolio, which is believed to be significantly-below the
bank's obligations to clients. Overlooking these issues and not thoroughly investigating
them is becoming an accomplice to any wrongdoing.


Sincerely.yours,
-INSIDER

-,
cc:

Bear Stearns Securities Corporation
The Securities and Exchange Commission
The US Senate Committee
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
The National Association of Securities Dealers
The Wall Street JournaJ
The Miami Herald
The Washington Post

Profit and Loss Statement For the Year Ended 31 December 2001

FiglMllf:

(ExpIged In UnlUd Sl3lzs cklllars)
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I,"BEST AHD NoN·IIITEREST INCOME

zoot

2000
180

NOTE
2
17

3

OPERATING INCOME
Interest and Non-Interest Income (see Figure Ill)
Less: Interest Paid
seIVlce Fee ActIvities

140

$140,393,788
82,605,329
38,561,898

$102,653,540
61,967,000
29,616.365

$ 19,226,561

$ 11,070,175

$

$

Net Interest and Non"Interest Income

before Operating Expenses

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and Other staff CoSts
Directors' Emoluments
Bank Charges
Professional Fees
Office and General Expenses
Electricity and Water Charges
Telephone, Telex and Fax
InsuJ'2llce
Licences and Permits
Rent

Depreciation
"Repalrsand Maintenance
Advertising and Promotion
Travel and Acconunodations
Subscriptions and Donations

263,193
299,981
44,418
502,410
405,148
198,232
1,158,105
892,223
146,969

976,959
90,000
124,798
302,224
708,546
161.865
222,042
299,982
30,601
500,000
408,689
214,668
1,125,930
872,109
18,797

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

$

7,065,564

$ 6,057,210

OPERAnNG PROFIT (see Figure IV)

$

12,160,997

$ 5,012,965

The aa:ompanying notes are an Integra! part of the financial statements.
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1,231,183
" 90,000
127,897
807,655
803,477
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CUSTOMER DEPOSITS AIID CURRENT ASSETS

Balance Sheet k, at 31 December 2001
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Pip'" II:
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·Clrroll AmI,.

13

14

15
16
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17

RETAINED fARNINCS AID

18

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY
D.III1. (10 .11I111I1

80

19
20
21

79
80
SO

40

I."'iii1j

ASSETS
Cash and Deposits with Other Banks
Advances to Customers and Other Accounts
Current Assets (see Figure I?

$123,910,227
24,533,559
148,443,786

Investments
Fixed Assets
TO'(AL ASSETS

1,068,944,607
4,840,417
$ 1,197,830,292

678,274,398

Financed By:
WSILIT\ES ~D SHARE-HOLDER'S EQUITY
Customer Deposits (see Figure l?
Accounts Payable and Accruals
TOTAL LIABIUTIES

$ 1,116,454,586
6.374,798
$ 1,122,829,384

5,602,268
$ 777,863,293

10,000,000

$ 10,000,000

25,000,000

10

3,985,020
$ 830,703,204

$ 772,261,025

Share Capital
Share Premium Account
Retained EarnIngs (see Figure VI)
TOTAL SHAREHOLDER'S EQUIlY (see Figure VI)

$

40,000,908
75,000,908

1S,OM,OOO
27,839,911
$ 52,839,911

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDER'S EQUllY

$1,197,830,292

$ 830,703,204

Approved on behalf of the Board:

Rtl.i... Emltl' •
SI."hl."', ~.ity •

2000

99,560,847
24,484,421
124,045,268

$

$'

30
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:-::::'

NOTE
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~:-~, ~ 'l~-

2001
i

1.0
.81

--
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_~I:"'
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c

{J~

James M. DaVis
Director and Chief Financial Officer

Director
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PIlfU" XIII:

TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATIONS
O,lh" 1/. R.......'

BOO r-

Currency:
AustraUan Dollar
Canadian Dollar
Deutsche Mark
East Caribbean Dollar
Euro

finnish Markka
French Pranc
Irish Punt·
£talianUra
Japanese Yen .
Mexican Peso

Netherlands Guilder
New zealand Dollar
Notweglari Krone
Pound Sterling
Russian Rouble
Singapore Dollar
SOuth African Rand
Spanish Peseta

Swiss Franc
Swedish Krona
United States Dollar

500 I--

I.

400 I

,. I •

I •

I.

I •

I

200 h- i:J.
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300 I

NOTE 13 CASH POSITIONS
The Table below shows positions at 31 December 200tlranslated into U.S. dollars.
ienns extend from current to beyond 90 days.

i i i

I ....

I •

100

$

°
190,463

$ 2,115,7$8
9,007,189

o

14,002,833

22,122

12,095
16,659,730
341,009

o

°oo
o
o
o
o
o

o

°o
o
o
o
o

o
99,348,262
$99,560,847

3,809,200

78,445
997,205
8,372.231

569,330
391,125
553,022 .
477,328
8,902,839

25,790
811,123
847,733
1,222,877
13,757,263
'222,118

40,734,004
$123,910,227

I

•
• Alrlllls

• H'lllld,ill
• MIII.I/FlIO~
•

o

lllvil
I Eellll.iamlnl

CASH POSITION
The currency distribution of cash positions reflects
a shlft 10 the U.S. dollar dUring the period from
31 December 2000 10 31 December 2001.
There were three maln reasons for this
movement. F\ISt, the move was due to the European
1WelYe Nations ollidallyconverting 10 the eul'O.as
of February 2002.

As far as cash liquidity Is concerned, the U.S.
doUar became the currency of choice In light of
!he global weakening of 2<m2001. As the year
progfessed, economlc
data Indicated that the
,.
recovery In the u.s. was outpacing the recoveries
seen In Europe and Asia.
.Finally, the move inlo the U.S. dollar was a
result of global instability as aconsequence of the
September attacks In New York and helghtened
political tension.

Statement of Cash Flows For the Year Ended 31 Dea!mber 2001

PIp,., Y1I:

(EIql1'lS'Id In UnllM $I3lIsdolMJ

DolIlII

CASH

140 r--- i

2000.

2001
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVlTIES

Operatlng Profit for the Year
Depreciation of Fixed Assets
loss rrom Sale or Fixed Assets
Increase In Investments
Increase in Advances to Customers
Decrease in Accounts Receivable and Prepayments
Increase in Customer Accounts
Increase In Other Uabillties
NET CASH INFLOW/(OUfFLOW) FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

u••nll.nl
i i

120 1--+1-....,

$ 12,160,997

5,012.965
408,689

$

405,148

28.997

°

<390,670,209)
(469,093)
518,231

(128,074,837)
(5,131,785)
1,063.379

344.193,561

148,701,066

772,530
$ (33,0 59,838)

$ 22,733,063

INVESTING ACTMTIES
Payment to Acquire Tangible Fixed Assets
NllT CASH OUTFLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

$ (1,289,542)
$ (1,289,542)

$

009;000)
(109,000)

FINANCING ACTMTlES
Contribution to Share Premium Account
NET GASH INFLOW FROM FINANCING AcnvmEs

$ 10,000,000
$
$ 10,000,000$

o
o

Increasel(decrease) in Cash and Cash EqUivalents

$ (24,349.380)

$ 22,624,063

CASH BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

$123,910,227

$101,286,164

CASH BALANCE AT END OF YEAR (Sde Figure VII)

$ 99.560,847

$123,910,227

753,586

$

100

80

20

o

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. CONTINUED

F/glUe XIV:

Pi,"" XVI:

AllOCATIONS BY SECTOR'

ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS
AND OTRElI ACCtlUITS

2001

,.1I11t (I••IIU...,

20 rr-r'~""""i- - - . , - -

15 I
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Cross Advances are repayable asfollows:
Within one year
$ 11,221,51'4
Between one and three years
7,386,398

5

Il.al

• Acmlll Iminll,

NOTE 14 ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS
AND OTIlER ACCOUNTS (see Figure XlV)
Banking Advances to Customers $ . 18,663,824
Prepaid Items
5,556,004
Accounts Receivable
264,593
$ 24,484,421

0

More than three yean;

2000
Omkln

21i

'$ 18,194,731
6,088,753
250,075

HllAll

$ 24,533,559·

Hit/til

INVESTMENTS
D,II,,, \1, .1111"'1

,...

billY

"III

$ 14,160,298

DtII.,
S1lJ

4,034,433

o

55,9 I2

NOTE 15 INVESTMENTS (see Figures xv, XW, XWI)
The Investment portfolio consists of bonds, notes and equities.
The portfolio is stated at the lower of either cost or market value.

Figufl XV:

\0"

F/gIu'B XYJ/:,

INVESTMENT PlIRTFOLlO
Cu. II' R••c1lry
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600
500
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400 "oW.
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Investments • Listed Securities

Equities
Treasury Bonds, Notes,
Corporate Bonds
Metals

$ 625.910,945

$ 327,716,485

443.033.662

334,847,905

°
. $1,068.944;607

Bai'l

3"'

15,710,008
$678.Z74,398

• E.,.lIill

• T'"IIIY h'~l,
Illti. c."tnlt
B"~I

.1I.t,h

200

100

o

All listed securities, of or guaranteed by various governments, mature on
flxed.dates up to 30 yean;, These investments are generally listed on major
international exchanges and are deemed highly iiquid.

£4tIty
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Nom TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. CONTIIlUED

Figure XX:

TOTAl DEPOSITS PAYABLE
AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
D,III11(II'itli",1

NOTE 17 CUSTOMER DEPOSITS (see Figure XX)
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Express Accounts
Funds from these accounts are generally invested in short-term instruments and eurodollar and foreign currency deposits.
Multi-Currency Accounts
These are available through the Bank's Pe~ormance Accounts, Express Accounts and Certificates of Deposit
performance Accounts
Funds from these accounts are generally invested in investment-grade bonds, securities, eurodollar and foreign currency deposits.

• ClIlIfiulu .,

D...tit'

o

Premium Accounts
Funds from these accounts are invested solely in United States Treasury bl1\s and notes.
Certificates of Deposit
The Certificates of Deposit accounts guarantee payment of the stated interest rate until maturity. Funds from these accounts are
generally Invested in investment-grade bonds, securities, eurodollar and foreign currency deposits.

Express Accounls
Multi-Currency Accounts
,Performance ACCQunts
Premium Accounts
Certificates of Deposit (see Figure XX)

2001

2000

18,931,055
209,7]3
3,558,189
352,498
1,093,403,131
$1,116,454,586

$ 12,161,904
297,414
2,758,671
256,761
756,786,275

$

'l1Je components ofinterest expense on deposits for the year ended 31 December were:
$
451,664
47,408

Express Accounts
Multi-Currency Accounts
Performance Accounts
Premium Accounts
Certificates oT Deposit

$

185.466
12,220
8] ,90$,5 71
8Z,60S.3Z9

$712,261,025

$

340,46~
2~,31 (,

Illll,IH

B,CJ4(, ,,;.
61,3119. lSi.· ..,<'~
$ 6I,961.000.t
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